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ConTriBuTing To BirTHingS 

The strength of Birthings is all the thought provoking, inspiring and challenging writing 
from members of our community.  To ensure that the magazine is balanced, responsive 
to our audience’s interests and needs, and reflects the priorities of HAS, we have 
developed a set of contribution guidelines. We also work with an editorial board, 
selected by the HAS executive, to reflect the range of people in our community. 
The founding board members are Maggie lecky-Thompson, Adrienne Abulhawa, 
Jo Hunter, Sarah Mclean and the current editor,  Virginia Maddock. The role of the 
editorial board is outlined in the guidelines below. 

ConTriBuTion guidElinES 

Here are some guidelines for how to write your story, and what happens once you 
have submitted it for our consideration. 

WHAT To SuBMiT Submissions are sought on the theme of the issue as stated on 
the back cover of the previous issue. your response to the theme may be in  
a range of formats: poetry, opinion, artistic, personal or factual. 

We also welcome birth stories from members. your birth story is a special part 
of your family’s journey and the story of homebirth in Sydney. it is also a great gift 
to share with other parents, especially those preparing for the birth of their own 
babies. 

other submissions apart from those outlined above are also very welcome, 
though we may not always be able to publish them, as we often receive more 
submissions than we have space to print. We will get back to you as soon as 
possible with a response and discuss the possibilities. if you have an idea for  
a submission that you would like to discuss before writing fully, please feel free to 
send us an email with an outline. We love a good idea! 

STylE your submission should be written in your own style. you do not need to be 
a professional writer or have a poetic style to give a moving and interesting account 
of your own experience. 

your submitted writing should be all your own work – you must not borrow  
or copy words written by someone else, unless they are attributed quotes of  
a reasonable length. 

lEngTH please write your story in the amount of words you think you need. 
As a guideline, most birth stories work best when they are under 1200 words. 
Submissions on the theme should be under 1700 words. 

We may edit for length and style and so may cut your story to ensure it is 
appropriate for use in BirTHingS. 

EdiTing your story will be checked by our team of editors. The intention is to 
retain your voice, while ensuring that grammar, spelling and other style issues are 
correct and of a high quality. your story may also be cut for length (see above). 

your story may not defame any person. if the editorial team is concerned that an 
issue of defamation may exist, we may decline to publish your work or require the 
defamatory material to be removed prior to publication. 

if any major editing is recommended by our editors, we will contact you for 
permission and return a copy of the edited material for your approval. if our 
standard editing procedure is applied, we will not send it for your approval. 

piCTurES We encourage you to submit some high-resolution digital images 
with your story, especially with birth stories. We will include as many as we  
can to illustrate your story. 

TErMS of uSE please note that by submitting your story to Birthings you 
warrant that the content is not confidential and that you have the right to offer 
it for publication. you also agree that you grant Birthings the copyright permission 
for the purposes of publication in this magazine and on the Homebirth Access Sydney 
website. 

EdiToriAl BoArd All stories will be put before the editorial board before 
publication. The board’s duties include: 

•  Reviewing copy to ensure it reflects the priorities of HAS and the interests and 
needs of it’s members and the community, 

• Supporting the editors to make editorial decisions, 
• Providing a guide for the future direction of the magazine. 

proCEdurES please provide your story as a Microsoft Word or equivalent 
document attached to an email and sent to Virginia Maddock at: 
editor@homebirthsydney.org.au 

You will be notified immediately of receipt and contacted before publication. There 
is often more material than we can publish submitted for each issue of Birthings. if 
your story cannot be published due to space limitations we will contact you. in 
some cases we will ask your permission to hold a story over for a future issue. 

Thank you so much for considering a contribution to Birthings. your             
experiences and insights are what makes the magazine so rich  
and interesting, and such a valuable resource  
for the homebirth community.
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As i write this, there is just over half an hour left of World 
Breastfeeding Week – a celebration of breastfeeding that i 

wasn’t aware it was coming up when deciding on the theme of ‘Bellies 
and Boobies’, but what a nice segue leading up to this edition.

i know i have said it numerous times before but i think this edition 
has to be the biggest and best ever. We have over 20 contributors – 
11 feature articles and 12 birth stories. i’ve only been editor for two 
years but surely that has got to be a record! All i can say is thank 
goodness for the power of the internet and social media to spread 
the word and gather information, as i know the magazine at times 
struggled to find enough content in days of old! it was not that long 
ago that people would’ve posted theirs in, handwritten or typed up! 
Many thanks must go to my usual editorial team of Amanda Vella, 
Jaia Shanti-Baer and nicola Judd (congratulations on your pregnancy 
nicola!), as well as my special guest sub editors who helped out with 
the extra workload this edition: kirrilee Heartman and kelly lanfranca.

So as usual we have some awesome birth stories to keep you 
pregnant mamas inspired and empowered, and some great theme 
articles. for bellies you can learn all about bellydancing for birth, 
belly mehndi (or henna painting), belly casting, and body image. And 
for boobies you can read women’s personal stories of relactating, 
breast refusal, breastfeeding beyond babyhood, breastfeeding at 50yo, 
a challenging breastfeeding journey, and boobie gratitude (from the 
man’s perspective!). reading these breastfeeding stories has been 
awe inspiring, heart warming and heart wrenching. it especially 
amazes me, those who have had difficulties in their breastfeeding 
journeys and the extent these women will go to, to try and keep 
breastfeeding their babies at all costs - some successful, some not. 
And it makes me so grateful that my own journey to feed my 
babies has been relatively smooth, despite a couple of blockages.

My belly and booby journey has definitely had its ups and downs. i 
was always underweight as a child and underwent hormone therapy 
at 15 to kick start my puberty - at school i was often teased by the 
boys for being flat chested, so despite having no problems with being 
overweight, i didn’t have the best body image. So when i had Jetsun 
and my milk came in, well i was pretty chuffed with my new profile.

My breastfeeding career started almost 3 ½ years ago to the day. 
Jetsun latched on easily after i hopped back in the birth pool to 
birth our placenta after his unplanned land birth. As he grew, so 
did his love for my breasts. i taught him some sign language from 
6 months old and the first sign he learnt was the sign for milk. 
unfortunately in his baby days he favoured my right side and i have 
since worked out that i must have more milk ducts on that side, so 

i have remained decidedly lop-sided to this day, despite trying to 
feed twice as much from the smaller side. it’s too bad i can’t get a 
tailor-made bra! The only real issues we had were a few occasions 
of blocked ducts which were resolved with heat, massage and poke 
root tincture (and a hot needle on one desperate occasion)!

When i got pregnant again, i couldn’t imagine having to fully wean 
Jetsun. i had already night weaned him and he was down to about 
three feeds a day, but i just couldn’t imagine completely ending that 
relationship with him when he obviously still needed it, and so we 
kept going. i had only known one other person to tandem feed and 
wasn’t aware of any difficulties so i did not anticipate any problems. 
But as i have mentioned in earlier editions, i found tandem feeding 
very difficult in the earlier months with Jetsun being so demanding, 
but am so glad that i persisted and got through it. it is a joy to 
reconnect through breastfeeding once a day before he goes to sleep 
and i know that no vitamin and mineral supplement could match 
what my body produces for him naturally. The one thing i struggle 
with now is him always putting his hand down my top between my 
breasts whenever he is close enough. i used to find it so cute and now 
it just creeps me out unless it is in the context of his nightly feed!

keanu is no exception in his love for the boob, and he also does 
the same hand between my breasts thing which i actually love 
when he does it! He hasn’t started signing milk back to me yet but 
i know it takes months and he makes the learning process fun as 
he laughs at me whenever i show him. i do feel guilty though that 
being distracted with Jetsun, gives me less opportunity for that 
quiet one to one booby time on demand that i enjoyed with his 
brother, but he seems to accept his lot in life like the chillin’ little 
dude that he is! i don’t want to think about him stopping one day 
so i will stay blissfully in the moment each time we connect!

As a natural therapist, the next edition is one that is close to my 
own heart: ‘Complementary practices’. This should encompass a 
wide range of modalities, therapies and practices that complement 
your journey through pregnancy, birth and parenting. This could 
be yoga, herbal medicine, acupuncture, homeopathy, massage, 
reflexology, shiatsu, meditation, reiki, lotus birth, placentophagy, 
elimination communication,  – the possibilities are endless.  if 
you have a topic in mind that you would like to write about, 
please send your submission to editor@homebirthsydney.org.

au by the deadline of 1st november. We also would love your 

birth announcements, birth stories, letters, art and poetry.

Editorial

VIRGINIa MaDDOCk

letters to the editor

20/6/2012
To the editor
I have just received the latest edition of Birthings 
and did exactly what I had done with my first ‘birth’ 
newsletter in 1969, I read it. Both the reading and the 
writing of such newsletters are powerful acts, because 
we challenge our beliefs, actions, philosophy as well 
as the entrenched institutionalised system and their 
practitioners. Decades have past with gains and losses 
and our latest ‘Birthings’ tells a little of the story 
through the lives of the early HAS members. For me 
it has meant a trip to the archive as well as memory 
lane. Being an activist requires much of our family 
and friends but we are all enriched by the ‘passion’.
Many of those friends are still part of my life 
and that has been an unexpected bonus of those 
activist years [not that they are at an end].
Digging back though the archive always 
brings memories and events to light such 
as the song ‘Full Circle’ by Judy Small.
Judy a feminist, activist songwriter and friend 
along with comedian Mandy Soloman gave us a 
celebratory and memorable 10th anniversary 
conference concert at Dee Why in 1989.
Judy announced she had written us a song and later 
gave me the privilege of giving it a name. It was 
therefore a surprise to see ‘Full Circle’ printed in 
Birthings all these years later. Judy did a recording of it 
for me, I wonder if we could play it at our conferences?
So many memories have been activated by 
this special ‘Where Are They Now’ Birthings 
edition. Thank you all, particularly Virginia.
Maybe from time to time we could publish the stories 
of other midwives and members from the ‘early days’ 
so that the threads of our herstory are not lost.
Elaine Odgers Norling
(PS: Clarification: You have it correct in the 
co-ords report, Maggie has it muddled.
From PCA’s Homebirth Support and Referral Service 
HIS broke away [Homebirth Information Service 
and latter took the name Homebirth Access HA ]
PCA’s Homebirth support group becomes independent 
as HAS Homebirth Association Sydney.
HA and HAS combine and become Homebirth 
Access Sydney keeping the initials HAS)
 
20/6/12  
Hi Virginia,
i was so excited to see the envelope containing the latest issue of 
Birthings. i marvelled at how beautifully and thoughtfully the stories 
were written, put together and designed, your team is phenomenal. 
And then i settled down for some reason and started with the 
“letters to the Editor”, which usually i skim over or skip when my 
eyes feel on Clare Coleman’s letter to you. i read her letter and was 
surprised to read that Birthings gave priority to stories that were 
related to home birth especially when it was clear that Clare wanted 
a homebirth, it was her husband that was not comfortable with 
birth at home, and a homebirth midwife actually supported them in 
the birth of their baby in hospital. it was such a triumphant story of 
a woman, who was able to have such a beautiful vaginal birth after 
three caesarean births. (As we all know, women are usually doomed 
to a life time of caesareans by “the system,” when they have had that 
much intervention at birth.) i was inspired by her determination to 
birth vaginally, i burst into tears when i read how she birthed her 
son alone with two midwives in the toilet of The royal Hospital for 
Women, and how she was so confident in herself and just real about 
the realities of the fourth stage and juggling life with five children. 
i cringed when i first read your response to Clare saying, “i hope 
you understand that the majority of our readers are women who 
do plan homebirth, so it is these stories that they are interested 
in reading,” as i couldn’t wait to read how a woman managed to 
beat the system after having had three previous caesarean births.
i recently heard that 30% of women who choose homebirth are 
women who want a VBAC. i wish that more women and their 
partners, who want a VBAC, had the courage to explore homebirth 
as an option, as only 15% of women in nSW, who have had a previous 
caesarean, actually successfully give birth vaginally. But sadly not all 
women have Claire’s confidence and determination to trust their 
bodies. i am actually going to be able to use Claire’s story to inspire a 
couple i am working with, who want a VBAC in hospital, to realize that 
they can have a successful vaginal birth whether they choose hospital 
or home. This story highlights the importance of carefully choosing 
care providers that can support women, who want a VBAC, in their 
goal of having a natural birth. So i am so very happy that Birthings 
decided to publish Claire’s story so that i can inspire couples in my 

To encourage readers to write in, we now have a 
prize each issue for the best letter.This issue, our 

best letter prize goes to Elaine Odgers Norling. 

Elaine has won a $50 voucher to spend in the 
HAS shop.  Our Merchandise Coordinator Veronica 

will be in touch for you to claim your prize.

Send your letters to: editor@homebirthsydney.org.au

pre-natal classes about how beautifully designed women’s bodies 
are for birth if given the right support team. Thank you for “breaking 
the rules of just publishing homebirth stories,” as this one is a gem 
and thanks to Claire for being persistent and sending it on to you 
again a second time for your consideration. Hats off to Birthings for 
being progressive and supporting women in their birthing choices.
if you would like to publish my letter in the next 
issue of Birthings maybe it will be useful as i am sure 
other subscribers may have felt the same way.
Warmly yours,
regina power
calmbirth Educator, Berry, nSW
 
28/06/2012
dear Virginia
Many thanks for the copy of Birthings. The magazine has 
matured enormously since i was involved. Congratulations.
i hadn’t realised that “Where are they now?” was to 
be a major theme and i enjoyed reading what has been 
happening in the lives of people i have lost touch with. And, 
of course, i also enjoyed reading the birth stories.
if i can help you again, please let me know.
Thank you for carrying on the work.
Best
leah [Bloomfield]
 
28/06/2012
Hi Virginia,
i was so incredibly pleased to receive the latest copy of Birthings 
and congratulate you all for yet another awesome edition. i was also 
very honoured to read my birth story in there among so many other 
beautiful stories, thank you. i would like to point out though that there 
was a slight error in my birth announcement, it appears that the end of 
another person’s announcement was added onto mine! no harm done.
i’d like to submit two pieces for the Bellies and Boobies 
issue of Birthings (attached). The first page is a poem i wrote 
about my homebirth, the second is a blog post i wrote on 
The unappreciated female Body. i recently started blogging 
and have quickly become addicted, i can’t stop writing!
looking forward to receiving the next issue.
Cheers
kelly [lanfranca]
 
Ed: Dear Kelly. I am so sorry for that error. 
Sometimes things get a little haywire when converting 
files over from word doc to pdf to the designer’s 
program and inevitably there is always some little 
mistake that slips through despite checking and 
rechecking multiple times. I do apologise.
 
03/07/2012  
dear Virginia,
in february i birthed my third baby - a beautiful homebirth after 
having had a caesarean and a hospital VBAC before. i still get 
happy butterflies in my belly just thinking about our homebirth. A 
truly wonderful experience that i would do again in a heart beat. 
reading Birthings lets me recreate that magical feeling in a small 
way, by getting to read other people’s birth journeys. So thank you 
to the people who take the time to write out their stories and 
thank you to you guys for putting an inspiring magazine together.
Brydie pereda
 
1/8/2012
Hi Virginia :)
Thanks for the mammoth effort you put into getting this mag together. 
i always read it cover to cover as soon as it arrives, it’s just awesome!
Sarah [dinse] :)
 
2/8/2012
Hi Virginia,
Can’t wait to get the mag, you do such a great job 
on it (and for HAS)... well done & thank you!
Cheers,
Selena [Maloney] :-)
 
7/8/2012
Hi, i was reading the “Where are they now” article about 
Maggie lecky-Thompson and she mentions nMAA, saying 
it’s now BfA. Was this meant to be a reference to the ABA 
(Australian Breastfeeding Association), which used to be 
nMAA (nursing Mothers’ Association of Australia)?
Cheers,
rebecca [Zeus]
 
Dear Rebecca,
I do apologise for my error in citing ABA incorrectly as BFA, 
I should have checked before submitting my article to be 
published. I will request that Virginia put in this apology.
Cheers
Maggie [Lecky-Thompson]
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Coordinator’s Report
Well the biggest news to hit homebirth circles lately has 

been the extension to the exemption for indemnity 
insurance required by privately practising midwives to attend 
births at home. it was starting to once again look like homebirth 
with a midwife was going to become illegal in July 2013 due to 
the mandatory insurance product not being available, but just 
as the time frame approached for women to get pregnant and 
birth before the deadline, the State and federal Health Ministers 
had their roundtable discussion on August 10 and extended the 
deadline again. Also present were the “relevant stakeholders” such 
as Homebirth Australia, Maternity Coalition, Australian College of 
Midwives and the various private midwives’ associations – i put in a 
request to attend on behalf of HAS but was completely ignored.

of course the AMA and rAnZCog were also present with the 
arrogant belief that they too are relevant stakeholders, though i am 
sure i’m not the only one to think that they are about as relevant 
to homebirth as an independent midwife at an obstetrician’s 
convention! fortunately their fearful predictions of danger and death 
if independent midwives were allowed to practice within their scope 
must have been ignored (resulting in apparent anger) and we were 
granted a reprieve, if for only another two years. What happens after 
June 2015 is anyone’s guess, but i am guessing after two extensions 
already, perhaps more will come or there will be tighter restrictive 
control, especially as the next development ahead is a homebirth 
paper for the longer term to be written by WA Health Ministers. 
This is a worrying state of affairs when you consider it was WA who 
were proposing to ban midwives from attending women with prior 
caesareans birthing at home. Will keep you posted on that one.

on to more local issues...

Homebirth Access Sydney has seen a big movement of volunteers, 
both outgoing and incoming. This has been bittersweet, having to say 
goodbye to some old friends, and welcome some new faces who have 
fresh enthusiasm for homebirth advocacy work. This quarter we have 
farewelled Jo Tilly who has started work fulltime after having been with 
the organisation for 6 years. Her various roles included Coordinator 
and more recently Assistant Coordinator when i stepped into her 
Coordinator’s shoes and begged her to assist me while i dried my 
proverbial wings in this position. We also filled the vacant Secretary 
position with nadine fragosa who replaced yvette Barton. you can 
read a little about nadine in this issue’s Committee Member profile 
on page 10. our treasurer greta Werner left to concentrate on her 
uni degree after being with us for three years, and the role was taken 
over by our already hard working Merchandise Coordinator Veronica 
Cerbelli. Jenny Carleton who gave us six years as webmistress has 
also moved on, with Jennifer lorance taking over. We hope to have 
some new content on the website in the coming months. laurel Cook 
has just taken over as Advertising Coordinator from karen gallagher 
who was with us for about 18 months. krystal de lima who has done 
the last two issues of Media Watch has just stepped down to prepare 
for her next home birthed baby in november, and this will be taken 
over by naomi Homel from next edition. i am looking forward to 

hopefully reading krystal’s birth story in a future edition! And finally, 
leigh Holman, who has also been with HAS for six years, will no 
longer be our Birthings labels document producer, with Amantha 
Mcguinness who is already Birthings distribution Coordinator taking 
over. i would personally like to thank everyone who is leaving, for 
their commitment to HAS for the time they were able to devote to 
the homebirth cause in their respective capacities. i would also like 
to warmly welcome all our newcomers. i am so excited to see HAS 
renewed with enthusiastic volunteers. We only have 1 more position 
to fill which is for Events & fundraising Coordinator/s. if you can see 
yourself helping us out in this position, then please get in contact.

our Merchandise shop is growing with new stock. Veronica is bringing 
new things in all the time, including books, videos, Tshirts and bibs, so 
please support the organisation by checking out what we have in the 
magazine on page 32 and on the website, and buying yourself, or your 
family and friends some great homebirth friendly supplies! Speaking 
of Tshirts... we have a winner for our Tshirt design competition, 
as voted by our likers on facebook. please see the gorgeous and 
popular winning entry on page 31. The winner has won the Tshirt 
itself + a Chrissy Butler ‘Breastfeeding Mama’ print. Congratulations!

our independent midwives list is also growing. We have added a new 
midwife Tanya Munten to the list which brings the number up to 14 – 
it wasn’t too long ago when we only had nine midwives on our list. it is 
reassuring that the homebirthing women of Sydney have an increasing 
array of choices for support. We welcome Tanya and wish her a 
successful and fulfilling career in supporting women to homebirth.

finally, a heads up of what to look forward to in the coming 
months. HAS will be co-hosting 11 screenings of the film ‘freedom 
for Birth’ in Sydney and surrounds, along with the homebirth 
and birth choices support groups with which we are affiliated. 
please check out the screenings on page 22 and go and see this 
extremely important film. And in october there is the ‘Childbirth 
And The law’ conference – more details in the ad on page 53! We 
should have reviews of those in the next edition, just as we have 
reviewed the Homebirth Australia conference in this one (see the 
‘HAS in The Community’ section on page 56). until next time...

VIRGINIa MaDDOCk

ALICIA LANGLANDS is a mother to three children and 
two angel babies. Married to grant, an Environmental officer 
for the royal Australian navy, she has moved around a bit 
but now calls Sydney home. Alicia is studying with the ABA 
to be a breastfeeding counsellor. She is also studying with the 
Australian doula College and hopes to combine the experiences 
to offer other mothers the ultimate post-natal care.

AMANTHA MCGUINNESS is married to Cyril and is Mum 
to 5yo Ayden and 15 month old Eli. A difficult first birth ignited 
her passion to help women to birth their babies and lead her 
to having an HBAC for her second son. She is the distribution 
Coordinator for Birthings, a remedial massage therapist, an almost 
qualified doula and is just about to start studying to become a 
child birth educator. Amantha loves to dance and when she’s 
not spending time with her family, or trying to change the world 
one baby at a time, she can be found shimmying up a storm 
with her belly dance gals or hamming it up Bollywood style!

BRYDIE PEREDA is mama to two cheeky boys, (Jasper 6- csec 
and ruben 3-vbac) and the sweet home birthed Edie. Married 
to pat, who happily eats all her compulsive baking experiments, 
she’s also a bit of a try hard crafter and loves taking pictures. She 
tries to squish it all in to a little blog called cityhippyfarmgirl.

DEIRDRE TURNER has a loving family of partner Joshua, 
daughters Chloe (5yrs) and Claire (3yrs). Her passion is a better 
birth system, after her first birth had determined that the current 
system is failing society as a whole. She has been an active member 
of the Maternity Coalition darling downs group, where she 
learnt even more about different birth options and the limits that 
are in place with the current birth system. She is a Home Birthing 
Advocate and with the birth of her Son Wyatt, she successfully 
achieved her dream of a natural birth (yay! i am a woman).

DONNA EDWARDS enjoys country living with my hubby 
and 4 precious blessings. i am an advocate for the beauty of birth 
and for the importance of breastfeeding as well as babywearing. 
i love to be creative and particularly enjoying sewing and 
photography, i am happiest with some chocolate and a cup of lady 
grey tea. i try to see the joy and beauty in each day rather than 
the negatives and run with life the best we can knowing these 
kidlets will soon be grown. i am a doula and currently studying 
to be a breastfeeding counselor, and life is busy but good!

EMMA LAMONT is a mum of two beautiful babies – 
Archie, 2 and Maisie, 10 weeks. She lives in the Blue Mountains 
with her husband Stewart, where she runs her childrens 
clothing label ‘ArchieBee’ and he works in real Estate.

KELLY LANFRANCA is first and foremost a mum to 2 
gorgeous boys, 4yr old Jordan and 2yr old Hunter, and 6 month old 
Ava, her home-birthed angel. kelly and her husband Mark hope to 
have a fourth child (and second home birth) in 2014 to complete 
their family. When not making babies and trying to be a domestic 
goddess, kelly works in administration and project coordination.

KIM RYDER lives on the Central Coast and is 
mamma to wild and spirited 20 month old daughter 
Treya. kim also runs pickled Tink!, a belly casting and birth 
photography business which keeps her busy but sane.

KIRRILEE HEARTMAN is mother to five children ranging 
in age from 13 down to newborn. She is the Co-ordinator of a 
rudolf Steiner playgroup for mums and their kids aged 0-5 in the 
Hills district. She is a fibre and dye artist who creates Steiner-
inspired toys, clothes and dolls for children and embroidered 
pictures using felt that is hand-dyed by her. She is married to Sol 
Heartman, a musician and massage therapist. in her spare time she 
is either at a skate ramp with her kids or playing board games.

MAHA AL MUSA is a mother, writer, doula, dancer, international 
teacher and founder and facilitator of Bellydance for Birth since 
1998. She is an advocate for empowering women in birth and beyond. 
She has written an award winning world first book, dance of The 

Womb, endorsed by Sheila kitzinger, dr Michel odent and nACE. 
Her follow on dVd dance of The Womb features her homebirth at 
46. Maha is traveling worldwide to teach birth professionals the art of 
Bellydance for Birth. in January 2012 she was named winner of the 
national one World Birth Hero Award. www.bellydanceforbirth.com

NAOMI HOMEL is a former TV producer now a full time mum 
living in the inner west of Sydney. She has recently become a consumer 
reviewer for the Australian College of Midwives ‘Midwifery practice 
review’ and a product ambassador for Ergobaby. naomi loves playing 
waterpolo, making quilts and spends way too much time on facebook.

OLIVIA HUBBARD is wife to Mitch and Mum to 
Ellora and Adeline. in a past life she taught primary kids 
out West and enjoyed it immensely. olivia misses a full 
night’s sleep but knows this season will pass quickly.

NICOLE BRIDGES is an Associate lecturer in public relations 
and advertising at the university of Western Sydney. She holds a 
Bachelor of Communication (Honours), and is an active researcher 
in the areas of breastfeeding and the media, with articles published 
in Breastfeeding review and public Communication review. She has 
recently embarked on a phd, researching the relationship between 
breastfeeding success and involvement in online social media. nicole 
has also been a volunteer breastfeeding counsellor with the Australian 
Breastfeeding Association for over 10 years, holding a Certificate 
iV in Breastfeeding (Counselling and Community Education). She 
is Mum to daughters Madison (13 years) and Brynlee (8 years) and 
Quinn (21 months), who was born at home in water at 43+3!

REBECCA DUNLOP is 37 and from the uk. She works as 
a surgeon and is married to Craig, an anaesthetist. They live in 
Balmain with their 2 children, having moved to Australia in January.

REGAN MATTHEWS is 32 years old and lives in the inner west 
of Sydney with her partner, Billy, and their two sons - Sol (3.5years) 
and Eidris (15 weeks). regan is a nutritionist and is passionate about 
health, homebirth, attachment parenting, and women’s rights.

SARAH DINSE lives in penrith with her husband ric, daughter 
Emma, four legged child roxi and their five chooks. She is a passionate 
about educating and empowering people to take charge of their 
health and extremely grateful to have been given the opportunity to 
be a mum and experience the beauty and power of a homebirth.

SELENA MALONEY is a stay-home Mum to Ava (6), breech 
born Sophie (3) & home born Benjamin (4 months), and wife to 
david. She is a music & drama teacher, actress, writer & Maternity 
Coalition member who is passionate about conscious attached 
parenting & informed, intuitive natural birth. After her three 
empowering birth experiences she is very inspired to help other 
Mums-to-be trust & embrace birth, and hopes to help bring about 
some necessary changes to our current interventionist culture.

VIRGINIA MADDOCK is Mum to her home born boys: 
11 month old keanu and 3 ½ year old Jetsun; and her feline 
child, 14 year old yin yin. dan is her main man of 9 years, who 
she will finally marry next year. She loves her other roles as 
Birthings editor, HAS coordinator, Beer and Bubs presenter and 
Sutherland Shire homebirth group hostess. She is also a doula, 
herbalist and nutritionist, and is passionate about natural health, 
fertility, birth and parenting. www.naturalbeginnings.com.au

YARDANA SIRKEN is a 24 year old stay-at-home mother of 
one who has lived in several countries all around the world and 
now resides in Cornwall, uk. She is passionate about health, the 
environment and reducing her carbon footprint, writing, photography 
and cooking real food from scratch. Most of all though, she’s passionate 
about her son and is dedicated to nourishing her family in any way 
that she can! She hopes her story can prove an affirmation to mothers 
across the globe to trust their bodies, their babies and their instincts.

YVETTE LARKIN lives in Cronulla with her kiwi husband 
of 11 years and their three daughters francesca, Scout and polly. 
After working in the adult disability service sector for 12 years 
she is now a stay at home mum and is a new member to HAS. 
When the kids are asleep she loves to sew and get her craft on.

Contributors
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 AnnouncementsBirth           
Send your birth announcements with a photograph to editor@homebirthsydney.org.au

Zia Amaya Zeus was born at home in water 
at 11:06pm on 25th february, measuring 4.07kg 
(just shy of 9 lbs) and 56cm (22in) long. She had 
been very active during pregnancy and, as her 
mother rebecca had predicted, she kicked her 
way out, to be caught by her father Zachary. 
Zia was also greeted by her adoring brother 
Zaden. Many thanks to our midwife Sonja for 
being a wonderful, supportive and empowering 
presence throughout. Many gratefuls also 
to our amazing pre and post birth teams, 
as well as all the family and friends around 
the world sending positive vibes our way!

kirrilee and Sol joyously welcomed Robin 
Michael into the world at sunrise on 19th 
March 2012. After a smooth birth at home he 
joins siblings William, Samuel, lily and Zara.

Selena, david and big sisters Ava & Sophie 
are thrilled to announce the arrival of their 
precious son & brother, Benjamin David 
Maloney, who was born beautifully at home 
in the wee hours of Thursday 15th March 2012, 
completing a trilogy of family birthdays – 3 in 4 
days! A big thank you to our wonderful midwife 
lisa richards for all your TlC & support (we 
miss you!) and to Jane McCrae for capturing 
this miraculous event so beautifully with your 
amazing photos. And thank you Benjamin for 
choosing us, you bring us so much joy gorgeous 
boy, we are so blessed to have you xxoo

regan, Billy, and big brother Sol welcomed 
Eidris MacDonald Matthews into the 
world at home, in water, on 23rd May 2012 at 
4.38pm. He weighed 4.14kg and was 54cm long. 
Huge thanks to my wonderful midwife rachele 
Meredith, and my beautiful doula Amy Tyson - i 
couldn't have done it without their unwavering 
support. <3

kerrie, Steve, Elijah and indira would like to 
announce the arrival of their precious baby boy, 
Jesse Flynn Thomas-Brothers. Jesse was 
roared Earthside by candlelight at 1.36 am on 
the 25th of May, 2012, weighing in at a healthy 
4.64 kg. Thanks to our sister/Aunty Jaid for the 
amazing photos and video of the birth. Thanks 
also to our awesome midwife lisa richards for 
your constant loving support. Welcome Jesse, 
we will cherish the memory of your arrival 
always and hope the rest of your life is just as 
special.

yvette and richard are delighted to welcome 
Polly Maree Hedley into the world. Born 
in the water at home at 6.05am on 31st May, 
into her daddy’s arms with her sisters and Ma 
by her side after a 6hr labour. We would love 
to thank our amazing midwife Betty Vella and 
our dear friend and doula kylie roughsedge for 
their care and support. Her big sisters frankie 
and Scout love her to bits and we now feel like 
our family is complete.

Sarah and ric are overjoyed to announce our 
perfect little Emma Grace Dinse was 
born at home, into water on friday June 15th, 
2012 weighing 3160g and measuring 53cm. She 
arrived on a chilly winter morning , caught by 
mummy who didn’t give her daddy enough time 
to move into position! We are eternally grateful 
to our wonderful midwife Jo Hunter for her 
skill and care, always going the extra step (or 
ten) for our little family.

We thank god for the gracious gift of our 
beautiful little boy, Harvey Christopher 
Bradford, born at home on 22nd June 2012 at 
12.56am, weighing 3.6 kg, 52 cm. Harvey came 
after an active labour of approx 25 minutes in 
our bathroom, not enough time to make it into 
the birth pool! it was an amazing birth attended 
by our incredible midwife Jo, and wonderful 
doula romany. Will, 2, is a very happy and 
affectionate big brother. Harvey, you are very 
much loved!

Eleanor, Ben and older sister Adelaide are 
pleased to announce the birth of Emmeline 
Susan Jane Phelan. She was born in water 
at home on 24th June 2012, at 41 weeks, 3.74 
kg and 52 cm. Thank you to our lovely midwife 
Jutta Anzenhofer, and also to grandmother 
Elizabeth for coming all the way to Munich to 
be there for the birth!

Stewart, Emma and big brother Archie are 
thrilled to announce the HBAC birth of 
Maisie Rose Lamont on 26/6/2012. Maisie 
was born at home into her daddy’s arms after 
a long and interesting labour. We would like to 
express our sincerest thanks to our incredible 
midwife Sonja Macgregor, and amazing doula 
Jacquie Harsh. i couldn’t have chosen more 
fabulous, inspiring and competent women to 
share my pregnancy and birth experience with.

Millicent (Milly) Rose Trusler born at 
home on 26 June 2012 at 3:45pm, weighing 
2.76kg, after 1 hour 45 minutes of active labour. 
Birth pool not yet filled, midwife still driving 
- baby caught by our doula. Thank you to my 
amazing midwife Jo Hunter for your absolute 
faith that i would have a beautiful and safe birth, 
for listening to my thoughts and fears over 
the past 9 months and for all your words of 
wisdom. Thank you to Tanya for supporting me 
on my birthing day and being there to catch our 
dear little Milly – i am so grateful.

Jasper Jonathan Tudor Dunlop arrived 
at 19:26 on 5th July, at home in the birth pool. 
He weighed 3.5 kg and was greeted into the 
world by mum, dad, midwife Jo and later on his 
big sister Aurora.
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2012 workshops
Connecting With The Shamanic Dimensions of 
Pregnancy
Friday November 4th 2012
Forestville, Sydney, NSW
930am - 430pm
$160 fully catered

Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday 7th – Friday 9th November 2012
Venue: Jane’s Place, 331 Kirkland Road, East Kanga-
loon, Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily
Fully catered, non-residential $450

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday 10th November – Sunday 11th November 
2012
Venue: Jane’s Place, 331 Kirkland Road, East Kanga-
loon, Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily
Fully catered, non-residential $350 or $250 per 
person for two family members

2013 workshops
Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday March 13th - Friday March 15th 2013
Venue: Jane’s place, 331 Kirkland Road, East Kanga-
loon, Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily
Fully catered, non-residential $450

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday March 16th - Sunday March 17th 2013
Venue: Jane’s Place, 331 Kirkland Road, East Kanga-
loon, Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily
Fully catered, non-residential $350 or $250 per person 
for two family members

Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday April 24th – Friday April 31st 2013
Venue: Perth
9:30am – 5pm daily
Fully catered, non-residential $550

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday April 27th– Sunday April 28th  2013
Venue: Perth
9:30am – 5pm daily
$400 or $300 per person for two family members
 
BirthKeeper Intensive
Thursday May 23rd – Friday May 24th 2013
Venue: Melbourne

Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday May 29th – Friday May 31st 2013
Venue: Northern NSW / Queensland
9:30am – 5pm daily
Fully catered, non-residential $550

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday June 1st – Sunday June 2nd 2013
Venue: Northern NSW / Queensland
9:30am – 5pm daily
$400 or $300 per person for two family members

Workshops with 
Jane Hardwicke Collings Midwife, Author of Ten Moons - the Inner Journey of Pregnancy

Exploring , Honouring , Celebrating & 
Healing Our Sacred Feminine Path

Moonsong 

is a two day workshop for women from menarche 
onward, sitting together in a circle, reconnecting with 
feminine knowledge and remembering the wisdom 
of the cycles. Using the circle and the ever repeating 
cycle of menstruation, moon phases, life and Earth 
seasons, participants reconnect to a wisdom and 
inner knowing that forms the basis of the experience 
of being female. Practical information and creative 
and transformational processes over the weekend 
reconnect us to our inner wisdom and the magic that 
is the essence of female-ness - the blood mysteries, 
the spiritual practice of menstruation, the rites of 
passage of the menarche, childbirth, and menopause. 
Each woman receives a copy of Herstory, Thirteen 
Moons and Spinning Wheels.

Pregnancy – The Inner 
Journey 

is a three day workshop for women - pregnant, 
planning to be pregnant, midwives and doulas. 
Using ritual and art to compliment information 
sharing we delve into understanding our fears and 
why we think and act the way we do. We explore 
the inner journey of pregnancy and come to know 
ourselves more fully through this process, preparing 
for birth and mothering from our most in-tune and 
empowered centre. We look deeply at the sexuality 
and spirituality of pregnancy, birth and mothering, 
learning meditation, tools for labour and beautiful 
rituals to perform to honour pregnancy, birth and 
mothering. We invoke the ancient Birth Goddesses as 
our foremothers did, for their guidance, nurturance, 
protection and support. We do what women have 
been doing together longer than we haven’t – sit 
together in support of each other sharing our innate 
wisdom focussing on the beauty and strength of 
Mother. Each woman receives a copy of Ten Moons.

Contact me janecollings@bigpond.com if you would 
like to receive my seasonal newsletter.

To book for a workshop or 
for further information 
email: bookings@moonsong.com.au

BirthKeeper Intensive 
Workshop
BKI is an experiential workshop for BirthKeepers - 
doulas, midwives, doctors, folk who have made it their 
work to be a birth activist and a holder of the sacred 
wisdom of birth. BKI has been designed to help you 
understand your hidden agenda, the unique gifts your 
bring to your work and to teach you shamanic tools 
and processes to add to your own medicine bundle in 
serving and facilitating the transformation possible 
around birth. We will do shamanic drum journeys, 
rituals, ceremonies and craft. We will sit in circle, 
BirthKeepers united on a mission – “to heal the Earth, 
one birth at a time.”

Connecting With The 
Shamanic Dimensions of  
Pregnancy  •New•
One day workshop.
One day workshop for women - pregnant, planning 
to be or Birth Workers Pregnancy is a portal into 
the sacred, spiritual and shamanic dimensions of 
womanhood. Using shamanic processes and ritual 
we will access information, insights, life lessons and 
healing. We will address and  let go of fears, up date 
our belief systems, connect with our baby inside, 
soulbaby or Inner Goddess and establish our Birth 
Temple in preparation for our birth.

Birthings_FP2012.indd   1 21/08/12   1:40 PM

Committee Member 
Profile

Nadine Fragosa – Secretary

New and Renewed 
Members

HaS would like to thank the following new and 
renewed Members for their support:

kathy Johnson
Belinda ferguson
Emma fitzpatrick
liz Austen
Belinda kypriotis
Julie Crowne
Hannah penaluna
gerri Wolfe
rochelle luke
V Mcintyre
Heidi Hodder
Tanya Munten
Sylvia Tarchalska
Brenda Boeder
Beki grice
kathryn Bown
Sonja Macgregor
olivia Hubbard
fiona rothwell

Clea pettit
Belinda Mcleod
Samantha reading
Miriam Cumming
Martina kresnovic
Samantha Jenkins
Andonia Margaritis
korin kritzinger
Alisha kooy
Stacey Christie-david
Sara daniels
louise demanuele
Jessica Mellifont Erntner
karen roberts
Clare oreilly
Catherine york
Aleksandra kucharska
Sheridan Harmond
Eleanor Bell

FAMILY:
Husband: Jonathan
Son: rocco (5yrs)
Baby: due end of november 

LIFE BEFORE BIRTHING:
life before birthing rocco seems like an eternity ago. i ran a 
sponsorship and promotions team at Capital radio london. i travelled 
to many countries around the world and went to some amazing 
concerts and events, meeting great people. i also worked bloody hard! 
i loved my job and my team but after i gave birth to rocco i found it 
very hard to go back to that lifestyle.
 
i felt that if i was going to be spending time away from rocco i wanted 
to do something more worthwhile. i toyed with midwifery and then 
swiftly decided another 4 years at university with a baby was not 
going to work. After about 6 months of looking at different avenues, 
i began to train and work as a doula. it has opened my eyes to the 
wonder of birth and how precious the journey to motherhood is.

WHY HOMEBIRTH?:
My pregnancy with rocco and his birth were both positive journeys. i 
had a trouble free pregnancy and straight forward labour and delivery 
in a birth centre in central london. The idea of having a homebirth 
never entered my mind (and no one suggested it), even though i 
would have been a great candidate.
 
The learning and experiences i have had as a doula have brought me 
to homebirth for our second child. i feel totally at ease with the idea 
of having the baby at home and sharing the birth with my family.
We are all enjoying getting to know Sheryl (Sidery), our midwife, and 
we are all looking forward to welcoming a new life into our home.

Membership 
Homebirth Access Sydney is the only group of its kind in Sydney.  
It fills an extremely important function in providing a centrally organised group of 
caring people, gathering information and making it available to everyone who is 
interested in childbirth alternatives and the myriad related issues. 

please support this vital work by subscribing to birthings 

• 3 year membership: $90  • 1 year membership: $40  
• Midwives subscribing clients: $20 per client 

Membership entitles you to receive Birthings four times a year and satisfaction in 
knowing that your money is being used to keep the group alive in order to make it 
easier for families to birth at home. 

please deposit correct money into our bank account:  
Homebirth Access Sydney, BSB: 062 257, Acc #: 1017 2779  
and email your details (as below) with receipt number to  
member@homebirthsydney.org.au, or send your completed form with cheque or 
money order to HAS, po Box 66, Broadway, nSW 2007 

*name  

*Address  

 

 

 

*Telephone:  

*Email:  

occupation:  

Can you volunteer help?  
(Typing, fundraising, emailing, events, organising etc.) 

 

 

 

please tick:   new member    renewal    Email receipt required 

plese enclose:    $90 for 3-year membership  
 $40 for 1-year membership  
 $20 for midwife client membership (1-year) 

Midwife’s name: 

*noTE: rEQuirEd EnTry for our dATABASE. 

for receipt request and enquiries: member@homebirthsydney.org.au  

Bec gorman
raewyn lans
daniela Archer-forinash
yumiko kikuchi
Toni Hunt
Elizabeth Ascanio
Sarah James
dani Brown
danielle van den Eynden
Mandy West
Catherine pritchard
Taryn McCready        
Carolin Skipka
renvia kong
Andjelka Bubalo
naomi Abeshouse
naomi green
Brydie pereda
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March 7th 
There’s a candle burning

A soft flicker of light

The scent of bamboo

Surrounding us tonight.

My children are sleeping

My love by my side

i just could not be

More relaxed if i tried.

The room is so peaceful

And quiet and calm

My wonderful doula

Massages my arm.

My midwife’s arrival

Erases all fear

i know i can do this

now that she is here.

My body takes over

My mind withdraws

i feel that i must

remain on all fours.

Each breath brings us closer

your dad sees you first

My heart is so full of love it could burst.

i realise i’ve done it

All on my own

My beautiful girl

Born safely at home.

~ kElly laNFRaNCa

Heart   to   Heart
What are 

Breasts For?
Breasts in papers line the shops,

Breasts on billboards, skimpy tops,

Breasts on beaches out on show,

What are breasts for? do you know?

i think that some perhaps forgot,

(The formula companies helped a lot)

Monkeys, cats and even camels,

Are all like us and we’re called Mammals.

Mammal means that milk we make,

on instant tap for babe to take,

So why then now in modern age,

is bottle feeding all the rage?

did women’s breasts break over time?

did breastmilk become less sublime?

did something better come along?

Maybe nature got it wrong!

Alas the answer’s sadly not,

nothings changed, not a jot,

At least in terms of women’s breasts,

And doing what they do the best.

The other a poor substitute,

Which evidence does not refute,

increasing risk of death, disease,

Cancers, cot death, being obese.

for this the parents have to pay,

A pound or two, but every day!

it then needs making, every feed,

At 3am not what you need!

With babies dying every day,

i really think its time we say,

give women the support they need,

To feed their babies And succeed!

 

~ THE aNalyTICal aRMaDIllO
Reprinted with permission from: http://

naturalparentsnetwork.com/what-are-breasts-
for/ and submitted by Virginia Maddock

^Artwork by Sian Campkin 10yo

Bellydance For Birth:  

MaHa al MuSa

Women aren’t meant to give birth on their backs. it just 
doesn’t work as well! Throughout the ages and throughout 

the world, women have moved, swayed, squatted, and danced 
through their labour. in the Middle Eastern culture i come from, that 
movement is belly dance. it is a sensual dance that helps the birthing 
mother move in a way that opens her body - and her emotions - 
to the enormous change about to occur. if the body is loose, and 
especially if there’s a sexy feeling throughout the labour, the birthing 
muscles open like a flower and the powerful hormone cocktail that 
floods the system is free of adrenaline, which can slow labor.

The fluid movements feel wonderful throughout pregnancy as 
well, and the BellydanceBirth® techniques i teach in my classes, 
book, and dVd eases the back, hip, and leg pains so common during 
pregnancy while at the same time toning the birthing muscles. it 
also helps make the mama feel good about her changing body!

The best belly dance movements for labour are hip circles, figure 
eights, hip rocking and swaying, pelvic spirals and walking. if you 
can practice these during pregnancy, they will effortlessly be there 
for you when you enter into labour. your greatest liberation when 
contractions start is that you will not have to think about what you 
are doing but allow your birthing body in all its primordial knowledge 
to naturally assume the different positions required to ease your 
baby into the world. This instinctual knowing with the aid of practice 
of the dance movements during pregnancy helps to eliminate birth 
fears. it empowers you to become active in your birth experience, 
confronting, expressing, and moving through every nuance that arises.

The major mantra that i always share with women who strive 
towards a conscious birthing experience is: Your body knows 
what to do in birth, so allow and trust it. Circling, swaying, 
moving and rocking all help in the rotation and descent of the baby 
into the pelvic cavity while massaging baby’s head down onto the 
cervix, aiding its thinning and dilation. if the circle doesn’t feel right, try 
the figure eight, or merely rocking the hips from side to side, forwards 
and backwards, embracing your contractions and trusting that your 
body knows what to do. Changing positions in an upright stance also 
ensures a continuous blood supply to your baby (as opposed to lying 
on your back) and can reduce the length of your labour. Any positions 
where the body is in a forward leaning stance (this includes squatting) 
are highly beneficial in opening the pelvic outlet (it can increase up to 
28%!) as your coccyx and sacrum lift and open. reclining positions, on 
the other hand, can narrow and close the space of the pelvic outlet.

So, when contractions start up in earnest, don’t panic: lean forward, 
draping yourself over your partner, a birthing ball, a wall, a chair, and 
circle those hips. dance that baby out, and enjoy every moment 
of the journey! it could be the most spectacular event of your life, 
and believe it or not, it’s just as natural to your body as breathing.

www.bellydanceforbirth.com

i know i look so big to you,

Maybe i seem too big for the needs i have.

But no matter how big we get,

We still have needs that are important to us.

i know that our relationship is 
growing and changing,

But i still need you. i need your 
warmth and closeness,

Especially at the end of the day

When we snuggle up in bed.

please don’t get too busy for us to nurse.

i know you think i can be patient,

or find something to take 
the place of a nursing -

A book, a glass of something,

But nothing can take your 
place when i need you.

Sometimes just cuddling with you,

Having you near me is enough.

i guess i am growing and 
becoming independent,

But please be there.

This bond we have is so strong 
and so important to me,

please don’t break it abruptly.

Wean me gently,

Because i am your mother,

And my heart is tender. 

 
~ CaTHy CaRDall

Reprinted with permission from http://www.
drmomma.org/2010/01/wean-me-gently.
html and submitted by Virginia Maddock

Why is it good for you  
and your baby?
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For the love of Mehndi....

aMaNTHa MCGuINNESS

When i saw that the next issue would be about ‘Bellies and 
Boobies’, the image that immediately came to my mind was of 

a belly covered in a beautiful henna design. Most people call it a henna 
tattoo but i like to use the Hindi term Mehndi (Meh-hen-di, with a soft 
‘d’ sound like thee) for this beautiful art form. 
A paste made from the crushed leaves of the henna plant is mixed with 
various things and applied to the body. When the dry paste is scraped 
off it leaves a reddish brown stain that can last for a few weeks. it has 
been done for thousands of years throughout Africa and the Middle 
East to celebrate important occasions, for decoration and to ward off 
bad luck, but the intricate patterns adorning an indian bride’s hands is 
perhaps the most recognised form of mehndi. 
My husband was born in india and i have been lucky enough to travel 
there with him several times. india is intoxicating, its diverse culture 
and traditions have a way of suffusing your soul. one of my fondest 
memories of our time there was having bridal mehndi applied for 
when we renewed our marriage vows. over the years i have jumped at 
every opportunity to have my hands or feet decorated with a bouquet 
of flowers and paisleys. i’ve even tried my hand at it myself a few times 
with pleasing results, i must say. it can be a wonderful way to spend a 
girly afternoon painting each other with intricate designs and has 
become quite popular amongst the homebirth community. To have a 
blessing way where the pregnant mother has her round belly 
decorated with mehndi, is a new take on an old tradition that i was 
only too willing to volunteer for! 
i have picked up a few tips along the way that i would like to share 
with you to get the best out of your mehndi design. 
 
Quality counts 
one of the most important parts of having dark long-lasting mehndi is 
a good quality paste. you can buy mehndi kits with henna powder to 
mix up and a book of how to apply it at new age bookshops but be 
careful that it isn’t old stock. The powder should look fresh, kermit 
green in colour and have a strong natural fragrance (not perfumed). 
pre-mixed henna cones are easy to use and readily available from 
indian grocery stores. There are many different brands that are 
imported from india and it really is trial and error to find a brand that 
is good. if you are going to be using the henna for a blessing way it is 
best to do a trial run before the big day, you wouldn’t want to lose all 
that hard work and beauty from a poor quality paste. or better yet 
hire a professional, they use only the best quality henna, are 
experienced and fast. you can find mehndi artists through the internet; 
try an indian Shaadi (wedding) directory, wedding service vendors or 
contact an indian beauty salon; they will usually know of artists who 
will travel to your home. 

Enhancing the colour 
once the mehndi starts drying, a mixture of the juice from one lemon 
and ¼ teaspoon of sugar gently dabbed on with a cotton ball will help 
to remoisten the mehndi and enhance the colour. you can do this 
several times letting it dry in between. leave the paste on for as long 
as possible, four to six hours is ideal. The longer you leave the paste on 
the darker the colour will be, but a good quality henna paste should 
give good colour within an hour or two. Scrape the dried paste off 
with a spoon, credit card or your fingernails, and use a cold pressed oil 
(olive oil is good) to remove the stubborn bits and the stickiness of 
the sugar mixture. Heat also helps develop the colour. you can put a 
warm wheat pack or hot water bottle on your tummy or give it a blast 
of warm air with a hairdryer. 
Try to leave it for at least 12 hours before wetting the mehndi design, 
this will allow the henna to oxidise and the colour to fully develop, and 
using oil over the design regularly will slow down the skin sloughing off 
and prevent it from fading too quickly. 
 
Real henna is not black! 
depending on your skin tone real henna will stain your skin from 
orange to red to a dark brown. The idea of a black henna design may 
be appealing but can be a really, really bad idea. ‘Black henna’ often 
contains a synthetic dye called para-phenylenediamine or ppd in order 
to get the intense black colour. ppd is not safe for application to the 
skin and it can cause a severe allergic reaction! people have been 
known to get awful rashes, itching, blisters, open sores, and scarring 
from using black henna. reactions to black henna may also lead to 
severe infections, and sensitivities to hair dye, sun screens and to some 
clothing dyes which can last a lifetime. please, please, please be wary of 
anyone or anything claiming to give you a black henna colour! 
 
Mehndi in Pregnancy 
Henna is connected to the word Hana which literally means “to 
become queen”. Very fitting for a blessing way wouldn’t you think?! 
Henna is seen as generally safe for pregnancy, especially if you have had 
it done before and your pregnancy is free of complications. Although 
there appears to be no studies confirming this, it has been used safely 
for thousands of years during pregnancy and the post partum period. if 
you have any concerns consult your care provider beforehand and you 
can do a patch test before the big day. 
When having your mehndi applied sit comfortably. A belly design can 
be quite time consuming, especially if you grow huge bumps like i do! 
keep your blood flowing by moving and stretching or get up to walk 
around if the design takes a while. Make sure the room has good 
ventilation; henna paste has a unique smell that is quite strong, 
especially while pregnant. remember to drink plenty of water, this is a 
great time to exercise your queenly status and have servants bring you 
food and drink and generally fawn all over you! 
 
Ancient Pregnancy Traditions 
Although it is a new trend for us in the western world, henna has been 
at the centre of many childbirth traditions in india, Africa and the 
Middle East for perhaps thousands of years. 
in rajasthan, a woman in the eighth month of her first pregnancy takes 
part in a traditional ritual known as an Athawansa ceremony. She is 
bathed and rubbed with perfumed oils, and adorned with mehndi on 
her hands and feet, just like at her wedding; an experience that will 
hopefully bring back fond memories at a time when she is probably 
feeling quite apprehensive. in a ritual known as god bharna, or the 
‘filling of the lap’, the woman is dressed in beautiful clothing, ornate 

jewellery, and seated on a ceremonial wooden seat called a cauki. 
female family members and friends fill her lap with coconuts, fruit and 
sugary indian sweets. The women then draw patterns on the floor, 
called rangoli, to protect and ensure the health of the mother and her 
new baby. 
Moroccan women in their seventh month of pregnancy would have a 
henna artist called a hannaya paint certain symbols on their ankle 
which will then be adorned with a matching talisman. The henna and 
the talisman are to protect the mother and child through pregnancy 
and labour. once the baby is born a mixture of henna, water, and flour 
is placed on the baby’s cord stump to guarantee prosperity and good 
looks. Henna also has mild antibacterial and antifungal properties so 
this would also help to prevent infection. 
in the post partum period many Middle Eastern, African and indian 
henna traditions allow the mother to rest during its application and 
prevent her from doing domestic duties that would ruin the beauty of 
the patterns. This allows her several weeks to rest, recover, and bond 
with her baby whilst other female relatives attend to the household. 
interestingly, the countries that follow these henna customs have very 
low rates of post partum depression. 
i for one, love having mehndi. i have found the experience to be joyful 
and pampering. i love the smell of new mehndi on my hands; it is quite 
distinctive and reminds me of some of the happiest times of my life. i 
plan on continuing to indulge in this beautiful art form as often as i can 
and i hope this information helps you to enjoy your mehndi 
experiences as much as i have. 
 
Sources: 
The Functions of Childbirth and Postpartum Henna Traditions by Catherine 
Cartwright-Jones  
http://www.hennapage.com/henna/what/freebooks/HpJpp2.pdf 
Wikipedia 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mehndi 

 
Health Canada Website 
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/pubs/cons/black_henna-henne_noir-eng.php 
 
The Henna Page 
http://www.hennapage.com/henna/encyclopedia/pregbirth/index.html 
http://www.hennapage.com/henna/ppd/index.html 
 
The Art of Mehndi 
http://www.rupalpinto.com/mehndi/mehndi.html

^My belly at blessingway for my HBAC. Mehndi by Prerna Patel.  
[Photo by Jo Hunter]

^My doula client and good friend Jess’ mehndi belly.  
and hand Mehndi by Boski. [Photo by Todd Querruel]
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Some women love their pregnant bellies, and some women hate 
‘em. Either way, they won’t be there forever, and you may just miss 

them when they are gone! Belly casting is a great and fun way to 
create a pregnancy keepsake. 
Here’s a quick how-to, with a focus on TipS you may not find when you 
google “how to do a belly cast”. please note that there are a gazillion 
ways to do a cast, and no way is right or wrong. you may even discover 
a really cool new way of doing it as you go. The key point though is to 
create a strong cast that is going to last. 
Before you start: 
Have everything ready before pregnant mamma (“pM” hereafter) sits 
down to be cast 
Checklist: 
• Have something to put the cast onto when you remove it from 
the pM e.g. a piece of board/flattened old cardboard box, or even a 
beanbag. you may like to support the cast from the inside, using towels 
or newspaper. Some people have had success using a blown up balloon. 
See what works for you.  
• Drop sheet down as workspace.  
•Comfy chair placed on drop sheet, positioned near a table where 
your supplies will be easily accessible. office chairs work really well. 
Ensure feet are planted firmly on the ground. 
• Old towel on chair (if PM sits on drop sheet on chair she may 
gradually slip down!) i personally tie towel to chair so it cannot budge 
– tie where the back meets the seat part. you can even use a scrap of 
old material to do this.  
• Cut all plaster before you begin, and keep it well away from any 
water. See note below on plaster lengths. 
• Container for water (wide enough to easily fit your closed fists into 
and ideally about 25+cm long), kettle boiled and cold water on hand – 
this is to mix water to dip plaster into. Ensure pM can tolerate water 
temperature by testing on her wrist. The hotter the better. Water will 
seem colder when pM is naked! 

• Oil/paw-paw salve or the like – to be put all over PM’s casting area, 
and surrounds if you like. This stops it sticking to skin and pulling hairs 
when you remove the cast.  
• Cling wrap to cover undies and bra if PM is wearing one. (It’s best 
not to though as bra lines will show up, however, if you don’t want to 
see your breasts hangin’ down a-la-naturale every time you look at 
your cast, you’d best put that bra back on!) 
•Camera for some pics. 
• Ensure it’s warm/cool enough, especially for PM- make it warmer 
than you think you’ll need it. 
• Turn off all phones and create a nice vibe. Think music, smells, lighting 
etc. Have some drinking water on hand, and whatever else you fancy. 
•Caster and PM go to the loo.

A note about plaster lengths…. 
Every pM’s bump is a different size and shape, and i have found i have 
needed different plaster lengths/quantities for every cast. My rule of 
thumb is to have all sorts of lengths available. Start with (in this order 
of priority): 
a) 2 strips the length of hips-to-underarms (vertically) - these will form 
side strips for the cast. 
b) 15-20 strips the width of belly at its widest point horizontally (if you 
don’t use them all they can be cut up smaller and used elsewhere). 
c) 4 x 7cm for nipples - 2 on each nipple – photo no 1. 
d) 10 x 10cm (for breasts and tricky places). 
e) 10 x 20cm (most likely used across breast area). 
f) you’ll probably find that you have some little strips e.g. 4cm left over 
after cutting the above lengths. These are great for the boob area, 
where boob sits onto bump. keep them! And if you don’t naturally end 
up with them, ensure you have about 10 x 4(ish)cm strips by sacrificing 
a length from above. 
*if you still have plaster left over after cutting these lengths, cut more 
of (e) lengths, as you can easily cut these down if you need smaller bits 
as you go. 

nB: if you want nice smooth edges on your cast, you will also need 
probably 4-6 x (b) lengths. We’ll call them (g) lengths. puT THESE 
ASidE for after the cast is dry – check my site for how to use these.

Some tips before we begin… 
• Always hold BOTH ENDS of the plaster as you dip it into the water, 
otherwise it may curl/twist and is a nightmare to straighten out. 
Continue to hold in this manner until you have placed onto the casting 
area – photo no.2. 
• Wet one strip at a time. If you get even a drop of water onto the 
plaster you have cut, before you are ready to use it, it will go off and 
harden. you’ll then end up with a hard blob amongst the remaining 
smooth plaster when you eventually use it. not a disaster by any 
means, but try to avoid this by placing cut plaster away from the water 
container, but still within reach. 
• Hold plaster vertically over water once dipped. This allows excess 
water to run away. do not squeeze all of the water out. 
• After placing each plaster strip onto body, ALWAYS run your wet 
finger across it repeatedly to loosen the plaster and turn it into a nice 
smooth finish. 
• Always overlap the strips by 50% – Photo No.1. 
• Work quickly but do not rush. 
• Don’t be afraid of making mistakes. Plaster is an amazing medium and 
you can make improvements after it dries if need be. 
• The cast is ready to remove when it naturally moves away from the 
body – usually 30 mins after placing the last piece of plaster on. 
• When you put the cast onto the board and newspaper to dry, be sure 
it’s not pushing the sides out or it will distort the cast. Also, remove 
this once the cast is dry enough to support itself or the cast will not 
get enough ventilation to dry further. An hour should be ample. 
• Avoid putting plaster down the sink. Best to wash-up in bucket 
of water then tip it into the garden & throw it away once it’s set.

Ok...here goes! 
1. Ensure cling wrap is over clothes & pM is oiled up! 
2. using (a) lengths, place one strip vertically, running from armpit 
down to hip, on left and right side. Be sure to place on widest point. if 
you place too far back you won’t be able to get the cast off! 
3. using (b) lengths start from undies line and work up, 
HoriZonTAlly, remembering to overlap each piece by 50%. 
4. Work your way up to just above the navel and rEpEAT. Mentally 
note where you stopped. 

How to make a belly cast

By kIM RyDER
[Photos courtesy of Jane McCrae]

5. Then put 2 x 7cm (c) lengths onto each nipple. 
6. using 4cm (f) lengths, cover where breast meets the belly- photo 
no.1. 
7. using 2 x 20cm (e) lengths, create an X between the breasts on the 
flat part of the chest. repeat again. 
8. using 10cm (d) lengths, again cover area where breasts meet the 
belly (i.e. over the top of the 4cm (f) lengths you placed in step 5. 
These will mostly be angled vertically. 
9. now go back to where you momentarily stopped casting above the 
navel, and continue to work your way up over the belly and onto the 
breasts. it’s ok to change the direction of the plaster as you go. use 
whichever lengths feel right. remember to overlap by 50%! 
10. once you are above the nipple line you will likely find you can 
use the 20cm (e) lengths. Work methodically from left to right And 
horizontally ensuring all areas are covered. it helps to cut the plaster 
in the middle of the breasts (photo no.3) and reinforce breast area if 
need be (photo no.4). 
11. Hopefully you will still have plaster left, so go back to where you 
stopped just above the navel, and start working upwards again until all 
areas are covered twice. remember that where the breast touches 
the belly and the central chest area are the weaker points, but do not 
use all your plaster here!!!! Also save a little in case you need to patch 
anywhere. 
12. note the time and allow the plaster to dry for a minimum of 30 
minutes unless the pM absolutely cannot remain sitting any longer! As 
it dries pM will feel it getting warmer, and pulling away from her skin. 
it’s ready to come off when it all pulls away without too much help. 
The trickiest bit is often where the boobs meet the belly. pull it off 
slowly and gently as pM wiggles a little bit. Hold it up to the light and 
you will see any places that need additional plaster – photo no.5. put 
the cast down and plaster over these areas. 
13. place it carefully onto the board. if edges are not dry enough to 
support the weight without bending, place towels/balloon under the 
belly area, or place belly down onto beanbag. if you can it’s great to 
direct a fan onto the cast for an hour or so – this helps with drying. 
14. As soon as it’s dry enough on sides to support itself (1 hour should 
do it), position it so air can circulate. resist playing with and touching it 
(hard i know!!!) and leave to dry for 7-10 days. 
in terms of what plaster to use, some people have had success using 
craft grade plaster obtained from $2 shops. Whilst this works out quite 
cheap, the strength and quality is not as good as using medical grade 
plaster. it’s like comparing beer and champagne in my experience. if you 
want medical grade plaster, check out my site. Either way, have fun!

for what to do next, including: creating neat edges, preparing 
and painting, please check out www.pickledtink.com.au
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Birthkeeper Intensive 2013 - 
May - Melbourne   |   August - Sydney 
For midwives, doulas and childbirth educators interested in learning 

the practices of the shamanic midwife. These two day gatherings aim 

to teach the participants various processes and practices to use to 

help women during their childbearing year. 

Four Seasons Journey
Spring 2013 - Spring 2014 

A year long earth based spiritual experience creating and maintaining 

a deep connection with the Earth and the Divine Feminine. 4SJ is 

for all women and focuses on the shamanic perspective of cycles 

of the Earth, life, the moon, and menstruation, preparing women to 

be shamanic midwives, practitioners and teachers of the Women’s 

Mysteries, for their community and beyond. 

As babies and children we watched our mothers and the women of our tribe 
facilitate transformation daily within community life – holding space for each 
other in Moonlodge, birthing their babies with instinct and knowing, honouring 
their Elders, attending to their rich spiritual practice  
and walking a way of wisdom, sovereignty and beauty in their expression of 
being a Woman.

At our time of Menarche we were honoured and initiated as women and 
welcomed to join the Motherline, ready to receive into our own hearts, the 
ancient ancestral women’s wisdom of all those who had walked before us.
As we lived our lives through Mother, Maga and Crone, the voices of our 
Ancestors called to us often, whispering wisdoms of Knowing, Truth, Intuition, 
Psychic ability, Healing prowess and the Midwifery that comes from being a 
Shamaness who walks between the worlds.

Whilst the time we live in now is different, the women’s hearts and bodies we 
bring to this life are still the same perfect, precious instruments finely tuned to 
hear and receive the wisdom of our Ancestry as it calls.

The opportunity to find our way
back to the Motherline is always there.

We are the sacred vessels we have always been.

Once upon a time, but not so very long ago, what we call Shamanic Midwifery
was just a way of life…. A way of life that all women knew inherently from their own birth.

for more information and registrations go to

www.SchoolofShamanicMidwifery.com 

The Unappreciated Female Body

kElly laNFRaNCa

i’d like to introduce you to an old friend of mine, the unappreciated 
pre-baby body. The poor pre-baby body didn’t know how awesome 

it was. Breasts too small, stomach not flat enough, bum too big, nanna 
arms, dimply thighs... the unappreciated pre-baby body had most of 
these on the complaint list. nothing was ever good enough; the grass 
was always greener elsewhere. How many pre-baby bodies could 
honestly look in the mirror and be in awe of the capabilities of a 
woman? i know i underestimated my pre-baby body, and i’m ashamed 
to say that i took it for granted. 
Three pregnancies later, 17, 15 and 20 kilograms gained and lost, three 
beautiful, healthy and happy children have resulted in a substantial shift 
in perspective. My breasts have relocated; packed up and moved you 
could say. Though once quite sizable, they now require a smaller bra 
and somewhat resemble deflated balloons. My mid section now suffers 
from what i like to refer to as ‘the biggest loser effect’, where the 
once smooth skin now looks as though it is too big for my body. Add 
to this some new stretchmarks, a c-section scar and the permanently 
split rectus abdominis muscle and you have yourself one mid section 
that will never again see the light of day. i once thought that one piece 
swimsuits were for toddlers and seniors but i now view them as a girl’s 
best friend. 
Make no mistake though, although (a large) part of me wishes i shared 
Miranda kerr’s ability to magically morph into perfect post-baby 
shape, i still look in the mirror and smile. My scarred stomach brings 
fond memories of the lives that grew inside of me and the sacred 
moments we shared – the kicks and the hiccups. i am in absolute awe 
of the remarkable ability of my uterus, to make these perfect little 

humans. My c-section scar 
is a reminder of my journey; 
the fateful steps i had to take 
to become the person i am 
today; a person with a renewed 
faith in my body and a deeper 
understanding and appreciation 
of birth. My deflated breasts 
have phenomenal life giving 
power. These two breasts 
nourished my children; how 
amazing are they that with the 
simple act of bringing my child 
to my breast i could provide 
everything they needed to 
grow strong and healthy. 
 
So when i think back to 
my old friend, the pre-baby 
body, i laugh at the frivolity of its concerns and complaints. if only 
i knew then what i know now. never again will i take this body 
for granted, for i am so incredibly lucky and so grateful to have 
received the gift of fertility. Although my skin may not fit as well as 
it used to, i feel more beautiful than ever – a beauty that emanates 
from my core, encouraged by the love i feel for my children and 
the knowledge that i made them... what an achievement.

info@sydneypregnancycentre.com or visit www.sydneypregnancycentre.com
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 The agonies and the ecstasies:      My breastfeeding story

NaOMI HOMEl

My mother breastfed my 
three siblings and myself. 

i was 11 when my brother was 
born and as she fed him till he 
was almost 4, breastfeeding was a 
natural, normal part of our lives. 
When i became pregnant for the 
first time, a little over three years 
ago there was no doubt in my 
mind that i would breastfeed my 
baby. i mean another option didn’t 
even enter my head. i didn’t even 
think about express feeding at 
any stage, the baby was going to 
be on the boob until baby didn’t 
want to feed anymore. Simple!

My son lewis’s water birth was empowering and beautiful. i was 
wonderfully supported in a continuity care midwifery model at 
the rHW birth center. in the hours after the birth i was on a high, 
he latched on well soon after birth and while i didn’t feel 100% 
percent relaxed while he was on the boob, i assumed i just needed 
to adjust to the new positions and muscles my body was using. My 
problems began that evening when i elected to stay in hospital. i 
was a nervous gBS positive new mum. How i wish i had gone home 
with my husband and my mother. lewis had a restless night and i 
chaffed at being told i couldn’t have him in bed with me. My lovely 
caseload midwife had gone home to sleep and the postnatal midwife 
on shift was cranky and tired. She roughly grabbed my breast and 
seemed exasperated that lewis was grizzling and i couldn’t get 
him settled. She offered to give him formula. i, appalled, rejected 
the offer and spent the rest of the sleepless night rapidly losing 
confidence in my ability to settle my new baby. i practically fled the 
hospital the next morning and hoped being at home would give 
me back the wonderful powerful feeling i had felt after the birth.

over the next week lewis was unsettled, my midwife, my 
husband and my mother all worked to help me settle him but i 
felt a growing sense of anxiety and unease. A visit from the early 
childhood nurse sent me into freefall. i was so used to the wonderful 
woman centered care from my midwife and this well intention 
nurse arrived, weighed my boy, weighed him again and declared 
him very slightly under the weight he was meant to be on her 
chart. She issues me with a barrage of instructions about feeding

schedules and said she had to get me on the right track. ‘oh my 
god’ i thought ‘i have been on the wrong track!’ With my anxiety 
confirmed, amplified, i would feed my poor screaming boy with an 
eye on the clock all the time, i would dream about baby scales, i 
dissolved into tears regularly. The nurse retuned, disliked the progress 
we had made and set about getting me to feed, express, feed express 
take motillium, give him a bottle, the list was endless. My confidence 
was rock bottom. i was confused. once in the same sentence i was 
told that i had an undersupply, making him cry and an over supply 
making him cry. lewis didn’t regain his birth weight till 6 weeks and 
lactation consultants, the ABA and even the breastfeeding guru dr 
Jack newman couldn’t give me the answers i needed. oh how i wish 
someone had told me to climb into bed with my baby and do nothing 
but feed and cuddle, feed and cuddle and take the odd bath together. 
But i know if i had been told that i wouldn’t have done it, there was, 

on retrospection, a part of me that hadn’t quite surrendered to 
motherhood yet and i’m not sure that anything apart from the lessons 
i was learning would have been able to teach me how to do that.

lewis and i “breastfed” for 6 pretty agonizing months. By the end 
he refused about 80% of feeds and he had a mixture of expressed 
breast milk and formula supplements. i loathed expressing and 
i often cried when i saw my baby guzzle formula. i felt little 
stabs of pain every time a mother in my mums group weaned 
their happy, breast adoring baby so they could have ‘me time’. 
After the first three months i let the pain go a little, lewis and i 
thrived emotionally together, my love of motherhood grew and 
we bonded beautifully without exclusive breastfeeding. i sure my 
extensive baby wearing and general attachment parenting instincts 
really helped this. lewis grew into a wonderful, feisty toddler but 
a little part of me grieved for our lost feeding relationship.

As i began to consider 
a second child i had a few 
hard rules. i wanted Tess my 
midwife with lewis involved, 
i wanted to homebirth and i 
wanted to breastfeed. i wanted 
one on one breastfeeding 
support from the person 
who supported me during 
pregnancy and birth. i didn’t 
want to have to forge new 
relationships in the emotional 
intimate and vulnerable days after birth. My feeding experience 
with lewis had not turned me off breastfeeding, it had turned 
me into a passionate advocate for breastfeeding and moreover, 
respectful support of women during the postnatal period.

Tess was happy to attend my homebirth but she partnered with 
another midwife Sheryl Sidery. We met with Sheryl and we spent 
a good hour discussing my feeding of lewis. i came away knowing 
that Sheryl and Tess would rewrite a lactation plan every day if 
needed to get my new baby feeding like a champ. Sheryl told me 
that i needed to learn to love my breasts again. Wise woman.

The pregnancy was wonderful. i did have anxieties about feeding. i 
would dream that i had given birth and then fallen asleep for 12 hours 
and that my husband had let me sleep and fed the baby formula rather 
than wake me. i discussed my anxieties with Sheryl more towards the 
end of the pregnancy and by the time i gave birth i was so looking 
forward to feeding. The lessons on mothering that lewis had taught 
me had taken root deep inside me and the unparalleled support and 
care my midwives gave me combined to make me so perfectly ready to 
make the sacrifices i needed to make in the precious days after birth.

rowan’s home water birth was just gorgeous. i had my baby 
boy on the breast just after birth and i felt like flying. Curled up 
on the couch in the hours after the birth with my living room 
lit by lamps and my family murmuring around me, i held that 
little boy and i fed and fed and fed him. Sheryl would make little 
adjustments here and there, mostly making sure that i relaxed my 
muscles and was comfortable. And i was! rowan loved the boob 
and i loved feeding him. oh my! i could feel myself healing.

My midwives nicknamed rowan ‘Mr. Boob’. He knew exactly where 
he wanted to be and even with my husband having to work a grueling 
production schedule after the birth meaning he was away for long 

hours, and with a two year old to care for, i still managed to just feed 
and feed and feed. i fed in kmart, in slings, in multiple parks around 
the inner west, even at the international arrivals gate at Brisbane 
airport. i fed All nigHT most nights - thank god for co sleeping 
and iphones, rowan would latch on and i would doze or read novels 
on my phone till he was done. i read more books in that time than 
i had since lewis had been born. Most importantly i surrendered 
completely. rowan needed me and he needed milk so i fed him. it 
was easy. never once did i have that panic i had felt with lewis, panic 
that i needed more sleep, that i didn’t know how to settle my baby.

As rowan grew i felt like i was having a beautiful love affair with 
him, he made my heart melt. Breastfeeding was a big part of this. i 
loved seeing him develop little habits with the breast as he reached 
new developmental stages. My heart sang when he started making a 
distinct breast request noise. i began to look forward to feeding him 
as a toddler. By 10 months rowan was still feeding every 2 hours 
through the night and umpteen times a day. i was getting a little sick of 
being an all night milk bar but i could bring my self to deny him feeds, 
it just felt wrong. i was tired but i was perfectly functional. i was happy 
to let him guide me. At this time he cut his first little tooth. over the 
next few weeks his HugE front teeth almost broke through, so one 
afternoon when he gave me a hard bite while feeding i was not too 
surprised. He was in a grizzly mood after the little bite and i knew 
he had a little cold and he was very snuffed up. After a bath we sat 
and quietly fed while lewis splashed in the bath. That feed was lovely, 
long and relaxed. i am so grateful for it. That night while feeing him 
to sleep he gave me another big bite. i yelped, latched him off the 
breast and he cried. i knew he was ill and very tired so i patted him 
and sang to him and he fell asleep. That was the last time he ever fed.

The next few days are a horrible blur. rowan got really very sick 
with some kind of virus. He violently refused every feed i offered 
him. Even being held in the positions i used to feed him in caused 
him to cry hysterically. My breasts were so, so full and i was in 
agony. i started inhaling information - the first rule seemed to be do 
not force the breast. My husband i tried to coax him and once he 
almost fed only to turn away at the last moment and cry piteously. 
our worries extended, we couldn’t get him to take Any fluid and 
barely any solid food. We took him to the children’s hospital where 
i begged for some lactations support, some advice, anything.

We were reassured about rowan’s health - he was not 
dehydrated, he had a virus, his throat was red but he was ok. 
The lactation support wasn’t forth coming. A kind nurse (herself 
a mother of 4) helped me express and relieve some of the pain 
but she had no new ideas how to get him on the breast.

As rowan got over his illness i hoped and hoped that he would 
feed again but as the days turned into weeks i knew in my heart that 
it was over. i tried every method i could think of to get him to feed. 
We had loads of skin to skin, we took many baths together, i offered 
the breast in every way i could think of, i tried a nipple shield but the 
closest he came was a few huge bites. My emotional state over this 
time was very low. for the first week i cried almost all day, everyday. 
i was blindsided by the depth of the emotion i was feeling. lewis 
told strangers in the street that ‘row row wont drink milk and this 
makes mummy cry’. i am eternally grateful that i was surrounded and 
supported by people who understood and empathized with me. My 
husband held me as i cried and never told me to stop feeling what i 
was feeling. A neighbor and close friend appeared on my doorstep with 
in hours of hearing about rowan’s feeding strike and i knew that she 

JuST knEW what i was going through, i didn’t have to explain why 
i was in tears. i bawled my eyes out in the arms of an ABA leader in 
a room full of almost strangers. i had feared so much that i would be 
judged for not feeding my baby but all that came my way was love.

rowan has just turned one, i have expressed milk for him for the 
past two months and i am just ending this grueling journey. i am still 
very confused about rowan’s feeding strike and i mourn our lost 
relationship but i leant very quickly that rowan still needs me close 
to him, he still needs to be cuddled to sleep, he still prefers that it is 
me to hold him in a room full of people, he still wants to sleep nestled 
between me and his dad and he still loves me. i am coming to a place 
of acceptance and letting myself be guided, yet again, by him. i am just 
so grateful that every time my baby boy asked for milk i fed him, i 
never denied him feeds to fit a routine or in an attempt to get him to 
sleep through the night. i fed him on demand and we both loved it.

The perinatal period (conception to 2 years postnatal) is a challenging life 
transition. Pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding and parenthood – they 
don’t always come easily.

At BambiniMama you will receive support to explore and 
manage:
-  Sadness and mood swings
-  Self doubt
-  Guilt about the negative feelings you are experiencing
-  Previous traumatic birth experiences
-  Grief and loss resulting from previous miscarriage/stillbirth
-  Not feeling ‘bonded’ to your baby
-  Worries about the kind of parent you will be
-  Memories from your own childhood that may resurface during this time
-  Feeling numb and wanting to escape

New parents or parents-to-be suffering emotional difficulties at anytime from 
conception through to the postnatal period can call Kathy on 0488 334 445

Kathy Solanki
BN (CMHN), Grad Dip Mid, Grad Dip PIMH, CIMI

m 0488 334 445  
e kathy@bambinimama.com.au

PREGNANCY AND THE PERIOD AFTER A BABY IS BORN 
CAN BE TIMES OF UNCERTAINTY AND UNHAPPINESS
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Boobie Gratitude

DaRREN MaTTOCk

i was there when you gave birth to 
our son by the light and warmth 

of the pot belly fire on that cold 
winter’s night 4 years ago on a 
mattress on the lounge room floor.

right there with you. ready, 
so ready, to be with him, 
to share him with you.

i loved the way that you brought 
him to your chest and offered 
your breast to him. i loved seeing 
the way that he took to you 
and you both bonded in that 
primal space of love, connection 
and nurture. it made me happy 
to know that he was getting the best of you and that i 
was there to share that special and magical moment.

When he was in your belly, he bought you the special 
‘luxury’ breastfeeding chair for Mother’s day.

i remember with fondness the moments of simple joy that 
you shared with him in that chair as you nourished him.

i remember with compassion the wakeful nights you spent 
soothing him during the early days, with your breast.

He’s always been a boobie fiend. He’d spend hours on 
them, happily, and come back for more, always hungry 
for more; his appetite was never satiated.

i remember with a loud smile the times that he’d burst in 
on you after you hopped out of the shower and bounce and 
reach for your breasts with expectant hands and lips.

i remember with a long cringe the times that he’d 
tweak your nipples all night long in bed and the times 
you cracked it with him in loving frustration.

i remember, as i flick back through the highlight reel 
of those first two years of his precious little big life, 
so many memorable boobie experiences.

you were amazing, the way you kept on giving to him. 
i’m so grateful that you nourished and nurtured him 
so selflessly for all that time the way you did.

And, somehow you kept on giving to me, too! ;)

As a parent and father, you provided him with something 
i couldn’t. He’s so healthy and happy, and i credit so 
much of that to you breastfeeding him for so long.

We made it. you made it. your boobs made it He’s 
almost done playing with them now, i reckon.

Thanks for sharing the journey (and your boobs) with me.

yours, darren

My experience with breastfeeding 
and weaning while pregnant

DONNa EDwaRDS

When i was 
pregnant 

with my third child 
i was still happily 
breastfeeding my 
15 month old 
daughter. This was 
the first time i’d been 
pregnant and still 
breastfeeding and i 
didn’t quite know 
what to do. i didn’t 
know anyone who 
breastfeed while 
pregnant except my 
best friend (who 
is amazing and the 
tandem feeding queen!) and i felt a bit confused because it seems like 
such a no-no in our society. 
As my pregnancy progressed my milk began to lessen and feeding 
began to be make me sore. i had wanted to feed my daughter as long 
as i could but now i was confused. i talked to many people and read 
a lot and the main thought seemed to be to wean my daughter so 
that she didn’t resent the new baby when it came because she had to 
share her milk with him or her. 
So in a confused state and wanting to do what was best i began 
weaning my 16 month old. Whenever she wanted milk i would say 
no and offered her water and cuddles. during the day this seemed 
to work fine as she was a busy little one off on adventures but night 
time was a bit harder. With persistence and lots of pacing and cuddles 
eventually it worked. 
So there i was nearing the end of my third pregnancy with my second 
child successfully weaned. But what i hadn’t counted on was the 
absolute sadness and pain in my heart that weaning would bring. i 
wrote a blog post on it at the time which i have copied here:  
“We decided to start gently weaning Mira about 2 months ago. gentle 
weaning is parent lead weaning, but you slowly phase out a feed at 
a time over a longer period of time so that the child doesn’t feel a 
sudden and unexplained sense of loss and also feels they have some 
say in the process as breastfeeding involves both the mother and the 
child. 
We decided to wean mainly due to my desire not to tandem feed and 
my want for her to not associate weaning with a new baby now taking 
over her mother and her milk, but instead that it would be something 
that Mira and i did together way before the baby was on the scene. 
it has been an interesting journey, and now Mira has not asked for 
milk for approx a week.  
i have felt a need to reflect on this process and share my thoughts 
with you. 
WEAning: 
no-one ever told me: 
That it would feel like this. 
That i would miss the snuggles that come with feeding. 
That i would feel like less of a mother because i can no longer 
nourish my child at my breast. 
That i would miss gazing into my daughters eyes as she gently sucked 
away. 

That i would 
experience my first 
feeling of letting her 
go at only 17 1/2 
months. 
That our relationship 
would change and 
that my role as her 
mother would be 
different. 
That feeding her 
nutritious food 
would somehow feel 
like i am not nourishing her the same way as i could at my breast. 
That she (Mira) would somehow know that weaning meant change and 
that she would begin to seek more independence from me. 
That my heart would at times be heavy with sorrow and i would 
actually need to grieve and process the loss of breastfeeding 
That i would doubt myself as a mother and sometimes feel at times 
like i wasn’t doing as good a job. 
That i would have to find new ways to comfort my screaming/hungry/
tired/upset/sick child now that ‘boobie’ was no longer the ultimate 
pacifier. 
That although we did gentle gradual weaning that all of a sudden one 
day she would decide not to have anymore and that i would not have 
seen this coming and thus not had a chance to savour and enjoy the 
unique bond that breastfeeding brings in our ‘last’ feed together. 
That some nights after my daughter was in bed i would need to cry, 
just needing to process how fast she is growing up. 
How much i would miss feeding her. 
That seeing other mothers feed children of a similar age would tug at 
my heart, sometimes bittersweetly, sometimes in sorrow. 
That i would look forward in eagerness that fact that soon i will have 
another precious bubba to breastfeed (god willing). 
That it would make me savour and delight in my daughters even more, 
reminding me that time is fleeting each these precious gifts from god. “ 
When i look at my now four and a half year old i still regret weaning 
her the way we did and listening to others. So when i was pregnant 
with our fourth child i was determined to let my third child wean 
whenever she felt ready, which ironically ended up been 17 months 
(the age that i had weaned her big sister). once my milk supply began 
to drop she wanted ‘boobie’ (as we affectionately call it) less and less 
and although it stung to not feed her my heart was ok because SHE 
had chosen to wean. 
My fourth child is now12 months and going strong with his 
breastfeeding (in fact he is almost permanently attached to the boob 
still) and whenever we become pregnant with another bubba i will 
again be content to let him feed until he is ready to wean. 
i am now a strong advocate for breastfeeding until both mama 
and child no longer desire. i fully understand that mamas may 
need to wean for a variety of reasons. i simply share how i felt 
pressured to wean before myself and my child were ready and 
the heartache that it brought. Breastfeeding while pregnant 
is an amazing thing! We women truly are amazing and that 
bond that breastfeeding brings is so beautiful and unique.

Freedom For Birth Film Premieres On 
Thursday September 20 And Co-Hosted By

Homebirth Access Sydney 

Inner West Homebirth Group *$5
10.30am @ St peters Town Hall (downstairs meeting room) 
39 unwins Bridge rd, Sydenham
Contact Magda: 0410 139 907 

Northern Beaches Homebirth Group *$10
7pm  @ The Highest intent Healing Studio
23 lady davidson Circuit forestville
Contact: Beryl 0411 769 881 

Sutherland Shire Homebirth Group & Natural Beginnings *$10
7pm @ Hazelhurst gallery Theatrette
782 The kingsway, gymea
Contact: Virginia 0415683074 

Arncliffe Community Centre *$5
7pm @ 35 forest rd Arncliffe
Contact: Josie: 9503 9902 

Western Sydney Homebirth Group *$10
The Hub Mount druitt ( Mount druitt library)  
9 Ayers grove Mount druitt 
Contact: Veronica – sales@homebirthsydney.org.au 

Central Coast Maternity Coalition *$15
6.30pn @ Avoca Beach picture Theatre
69 Avoca drive Avoca
Contact: lisa 0404 422 617

North Parramatta *$12
pBB Health Centre
7pm @ 13A Buller Street north parramatta
Ticket sales: www.pregnancy.com.au 

Illawarra Birth Choices & Maternity Coalition Branch *frEE
5pm & 7pm @ Wollongong university: northlands Avenue Wollongong
Building 20. room 4.
Contact: Sonia 0424 051 246 

Southern Highlands Pregnancy and Birth Support *$10
7.30pm @ East Bowral Community Hall
71 Boardman road, Bowral
Contact: kylie 0416 204 424

Fertile Mind
12pm @ The gallery, Berowra Waters
pick up from public wharves on both east and west sides at 11.45am.
for info call  yvonne 0416514500 
 
*THURSDAY OCTOBER 11

Blue Mountains Homebirth Group *$5 per family
10am @ Jacquie’s house: 
6 gladstan Ave north katoomba
Contact: Jacquie 0405 600 155

www.freedomforbirth.com
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Breastfeeding    Beyond    Babyhood

NICOlE BRIDGES

While i was pregnant, i remember having a minimum 
breastfeeding goal of only six weeks. i would have liked to get 

to three months, and six months would be a bonus! fortunately, 
breastfeeding worked really well for us, and i managed to overcome 
the few small hurdles that i had. When my eldest child Madison was 
around seven months of age i became involved with the Australian 
Breastfeeding Association (ABA). i decided to become a member as i 
didn’t really know any other breastfeeding mothers at the time and i 
was keen to find a support group whose parenting ethos was similar 
to my own. When i went along to my first ABA get together, it was like 
arriving home after a long holiday. i had finally found mothers who i felt 
connected to and who shared the same parenting values as i did. 
 
Madison’s first birthday was fast approaching, and i remember making 
an off-handed remark to one of the ABA breastfeeding counselors 
about not looking forward to it as i didn’t want to have to wean her 
(at that stage, all of the parenting books i had read talked about 
breastfeeding until 12 months only). She just looked at me, smiled, and 
said “Well don’t wean her then!” it was like i needed permission to 
continue to do what felt normal and right to me. Madison went on to 
breastfeed until she was 4.5 years old, and my second child Brynlee 
had her last breastfeed sometime in her sixth year. My son Quinn is 
still an avid breast feeder at only 20 months of age. 
 
i am an academic, so i generally make decisions based on fact and 
research, and don’t take much notice of what is culturally or socially 
acceptable. When i started researching sustained breastfeeding, i 
realised that my children and i had so much to gain and nothing to 
lose. i still did not have any goal or end point in mind, i just thought, “i 
will continue to do this while it is working for our family”. My husband 
and i both felt comfortable with the choice to continue to breastfeed 
indefinitely, and at the end of the day, that is all that really mattered. 
 
There is a misconception in the community that sustained 
breastfeeding can be difficult or ‘tie you down’. i have continued to 
work full time, study part time (i am currently doing a phd on 
breastfeeding) and continue my work as a volunteer for the ABA, while 
continuing to breastfeed (almost non-stop) for 13 years. i have never 
felt tied down or physically limited by breastfeeding. in that time i have 
still managed to travel, go interstate for conferences (sometimes with 
and sometimes without my children), and lead a very full social life. i 
guess i am lucky in that i have surrounded myself with a peer group 
who are supportive of breastfeeding (to any age), so i live in a 
sub-culture where breastfeeding is as normal as walking and talking. 
for most children who continue to breastfeed beyond babyhood, once 
they get to around two to three years of age, they are usually not 
breastfeeding as often as when they were infants, and they are not as 
physically reliant on breast milk, as they can eat and drink other things. 
By this stage it is easier to leave the child for longer periods of time, 
and many are only breastfeeding once or twice a day (or even less 
often). When you compare the slight inconveniences of sustained 
breastfeeding, to the many advantages, they are not really 
inconveniences at all. 
 
Breastfeeding is a relationship between a mother and child. i prefer the 
term ‘mothering at the breast’, as the act of breastfeeding is not just 
providing food and drink to your child, rather it is an extremely 
effective parenting tool that i have honestly come to rely on. The 
World Health organization (WHo) also recommends breastfeeding 
to continue for two years or beyond. Breast milk continues to provide 
unequalled protection to a child of any age (breast milk adapts to the 
needs of the growing child) that cannot be matched by any other food 
or drink. As newborns, breastfeeding gave my infants the optimal start 
to life, and as toddlers and beyond, it soothed them when they were 
hurt, helped them cope with the pain and discomfort of teething, 
continued to protect them from illness, and sustained them the few 
times they did become ill. Breastfeeding provides an opportunity to 
touch base with a rambunctious young child who will only sit still while 
sitting in my lap and reconnecting with ‘milk’. The life of a toddler and 

preschooler can be fraught with challenges and frustrations, and the 
act of breastfeeding can help an overwhelmed child deal with those 
challenges - providing a physical and emotional refuge in the arms of 
mum. 
 
Contrary to popular belief, sustained breastfeeding does not create an 
unhealthy reliance on the mother, or make it more difficult for the 
child to separate from her. unfortunately this old wives’ tale is often 
trotted out by well meaning health professionals, but there is no sound 
research to support these claims. rather, sustained breastfeeding helps 
to create a secure attachment between mother and child, and research 
shows that children who are well attached to their parents are more 
likely to make secure attachments with others and be more 
independent. one particular research study which dealt specifically 
with babies breastfed longer than a year, showed fewer behavioural 
problems in six- to eight-year olds. According to the test results, the 
longer the children had been breastfed, the better they tended to 
behave. 
 
i also discovered that my body was being protected by sustained 
breastfeeding. Breast cancer risk decreases with increased lifetime 
duration of breastfeeding and the risk is reduced by as much as 50% in 
women who have breastfed each of their children for two years or 
more. There is also decreased risk of hip fracture, and decreased 
incidence of maternal type 2 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, ovarian 
cancer and heart attack. The hormones released during the act of 
breastfeeding also help mothers to stay calm and connect with their 
children, and reduces the incidence of depression. 
 
i honestly don’t remember anyone openly criticising me, but i am sure 
i have raised some eyebrows and had people whispering behind my 
back over the years. This is simply a result of people’s ignorance about 
sustained breastfeeding because it is not the cultural norm in our 
country. This can be blamed on many things (the sexualisation of 
breasts, etc) and i honestly can relate to people who are repulsed by 
the thought of breastfeeding an older child as this is exactly how i felt 
before i had children (in fact, around 9 out of 10 women who have 
breastfed an older child did not initially set out to do so). However, 
after seeing my own children enjoy breastfeeding (and able to vocalise 
it once they were older), as my knowledge about breastfeeding 
increased, and as i continued to be exposed to sustained breastfeeding 
role models, i became more and more confident in my decision to 
continue breastfeeding. one of the strategies i have employed to help 
me when i do have to breastfeed while out and about is to remain 
focused on my child’s face while they are breastfeeding. i don’t look 

around so that i don’t have the opportunity to see other people’s 
reactions to me breastfeeding. This helps me to remain calm and 
confident when breastfeeding an older child in public. However, if i am 
ever in the situation where i need to defend my choice to breastfeed 
an older child, i will be quoting the WHo’s guidelines that discuss 
breastfeeding for two years and beyond. That is hard for people to 
argue with! 
 
for mothers who are contemplating sustained breastfeeding, i would 
definitely encourage them to keep an open mind, find a support 
network and do their research. Some excellent resources and support 
can be found at the ABA website at www.breastfeeding.asn.au or by 
calling the breastfeeding helpline on 1800 686 268 (1800 mum 2 mum). 
There are also many online forums and support networks available 
including a great new resource aimed specifically at gen y parents (it 
even has a separate dad’s forum) at www.onlinebreastfeedingcafe.com.
au. There are also specific books on sustained breastfeeding, many of 
which can be found at www.mothersdirect.com.au. 
 
i have been a volunteer breastfeeding counselor for ten years now and 
i have come to realise that there are many mums in this country who 
have chosen to breastfeed beyond toddlerhood. However, we really 
only seem to hear about it when celebrities release a book or are 
photographed breastfeeding publicly. Celebrity endorsement is great 
for breastfeeding, but in order for sustained breastfeeding to become 
normalised and made more acceptable, we need more mums like 
myself to proudly come forward and talk about the practice and the 
special relationship that is formed between a mother and breastfeeding 
child. 
 

i also think the media have a major influence on the way sustained 
breastfeeding is perceived, as it is all too often over sensationalised and 
misrepresented in current affairs programs, movies, and television 
dramas. Children who are breastfed beyond the toddler years are 
often portrayed in these programs as self-indulged, spoilt, beast-like 
brats whose parents have no control over them. in real life, this is 
simply not the case. in fact, you would be surprised to know just how 
‘normal’ these children are and how ‘normal’ their parents are. over 
the years i have known mothers from all walks of life who practice 
sustained breastfeeding - from police officers to school teachers, and 
health professionals to academics. 
 
research on sustained breastfeeding suggests demonstrating the 
practice as normal and discussing the health and developmental 
impacts of sustained breastfeeding should be included in all infant 
feeding education opportunities. Breastfeeding education materials 
should routinely refer to breastfeeding of ‘infants and young children’ 
(as opposed to just ‘infants’) and include visual presentation of older 
babies and young children breastfeeding. in addition, rather than doing 
it behind closed doors, mothers breastfeeding older babies and 
toddlers should be encouraged to breastfeed in public because such 
action will support breastfeeding continuance in other mothers - 
subtly changing the cultural landscape, one breastfeed at a time.

natural beginnings
“Holistic health and doula service”

• Herbal Medicine 
• Nutrition
• Iridology
• Reiki

• Birth Support
Specialising in Natural Fertility, 

Pregnancy, Birth and Children’s health

Sundays & Mondays by appointment

Virginia Maddock
ADWHM, DN, ACI, RC3, DC

9501 0863
0415 683 0740415 683 074

5 Balfour Ave Caringbah NSW 2229
virginia@naturalbeginnings.com.au

www.naturalbeginnings.com.au

organic baby essentials

Cherish our children
Cherish our earth

Would you like $5000 extra in your pocket?
Let us show you how the Nature’s Child 100% Certified Organic Cotton Baby Essentials range 

is the very best for your baby and is thousands of dollars less than disposables equivalents. 
Shop online at www.natureschild.com.au

Purchase our range from  all Baby Bunting stores nationally or visit www.natureschild.com.au.
We welcome your visit in our store. 1A Banksia Drive, Arts & Industry Estate Byron Bay, NSW 2481

Phone 1300 555 632  
for your FREE  

20 page Catalogue  

www.natureschild.com.au
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Since i was a little girl, as silly as it may sound, my life’s goal 
was to be a mother. Someday i would have a baby whom i 

would love with all my heart and, naturally, i would breastfeed. 
My mother was heavily involved with the la leche league, a 
global breastfeeding organization, and breastfed my brother and i 
until we were 6 and two and a half, respectively. When she fell ill 
with breast cancer it was more important to her than ever that i 
understood the importance of breastfeeding my own child one day; 
not only to reduce my risk of cancer but to bond with my child 
too. Before she passed away i assured her that i understood.

in 2007 i became sick with fibromyalgia. i stopped believing that 
i had the strength within me to be a mother let alone breastfeed. i 
was constantly tired and knowing little about the comparative ease 
of bedsharing and breastfeeding my confidence was so downtrodden 
by the onset of illness. i felt there was no way i could raise a child.

i became pregnant at the end of January 2010, completely by 
surprise, while traveling the world with my husband. i was terrified 
of how we’d manage as parents but my husband reassured me 
that we could and would. i had to have faith that he was right.

i was moved and inspired by the breastfeeding posters i saw 
at the hospital in ireland but still doubted that i would be able 
to manage the seemingly Herculean task of mothering and 
breastfeeding. My pregnancy was riddled with complications, 
including hyperemesis, and i had no friends or family nearby 
besides my husband to support me. i feared birth itself (a fear 
i now feel unfounded) and feared i’d lack the capabilities and 
the strength i so needed. My husband was very supportive but 
knew as little as i did about the complexities of parenting.

Then something amazing happened. in november 2010 i birthed my 
beautiful son osrid olov. A wave of love washed over me deeper than 
anything i had ever fathomed in my life. i wanted to give everything of 
myself to this wonderful little soul that had come into my world. But 
getting there was a greater challenge than i could have ever imagined. 

After a highly traumatic birth for both my son and me, unsupportive 
hospital staff made things go from bad to worse. due to the hospital’s 
policies my husband was forced to leave us. Alone in hospital on 
the verge of my life with a septic infection, the nurses urged me 
to formula feed my baby boy. Because of the medications i was on 
they insisted i was risking my son’s life by continuing to breastfeed 
him past that first incredible latch. i believed in my heart the exact 
opposite but felt i had no choice but to comply. i shed my tears in 
disappointment and placed the plastic imitation to my son’s lips.

i returned home with my baby and with a frighteningly large amount 
of antibiotics. i laid in bed for several weeks as my body fought 
to heal. My heart pined to nourish my baby who, unsurprisingly, 
developed colic and was losing weight quickly. i didn’t think to 
contact the la leche league, not realizing the wealth of information 
held by the network of experienced mothers, for i thought that 
they were existed only as a support network for women who 
were already breastfeeding and would have little to offer me.

i decided to contact a doctor i had gotten to know while in ireland, 
who i knew would have more information than what the nurses 
had given me. indeed, breastfeeding was the safer option for osrid 
olov. But weeks had past and by thenmy milk had ran completely 
dry. nevertheless, something inside of me didn’t want to give in.

i bought a cheap breastpump and thought i’d give relactation a 
try, knowing little at all about it. My nipples chafed and bled as i 
pumped for hours every day. i only managed to produce drops 
of milk but those drops were enough to inspire me to continue. 
Every bit that i could give my son felt like a very small victory 
yet i couldn’t bring my son to latch back onto the breast.

i did a bit of reading online and bought some herbs to increase 
my supply. i bought a better pump. i stumbled upon a product 
called Milkflow, which overnight helped me increase the output 
of my milk by a staggering 10 daily ounces. it continued to help 
me, but i was still supplementing and couldn’t bring my son to 
latch no matter how i struggled. i wondered how long i could 
continue this uphill battle to pump breastmilk for my son.

Relactation

yaRDaNa SIRkEN

finally, i contacted the la leche league. A woman named karen with 
a heart of gold listened thoughtfully to my every woe and concern 
and answered with support. The advice i was given opened so many 
doors for me. i was determined to make pumping work but i still 
lacked the confidence that i could bring him back to my breast. i 
focused only on pumping, holding my baby and napping. finding better 
fitting nipple shields, using oil to lubricate before pumping and hand 
expressing after every session not only increased my output, but made 
me more comfortable as well. Soon i was making everything my son 
needed and then some! What a victory the three of us celebrated.

despite how incredible it was to nourish my son exclusively 
from my own milk (and to heal him of his digestive discomfort) i 
was not satisfied. i yearned desperately to breastfeed him. i did not 
want to spend what seemed like an impending eternity pumping.

using my instincts, research and my most trusted means of support, 
i decided to do everything i could to help my son connect with 
me so he would latch again despite what medical professionals 
tried to scare us out of. That meant making my breasts available 
to my son and giving him skin to skin as often as was possible. My 
husband agreed to help in this process and whenever available 
he tended to o.o.’s cries so he would not associate my breasts 
with whatever troubled him. We also brought him from the crib 
in our room into our bed to help us connect as a family. 

despite my exhaustion i giggled and played with my son and kept 
things as lighthearted as possible. i brought his sweet face to my breast 
whenever he would laugh. i gave up trying to make him latch because 
i soon realized the key was not in trying but in loving and laughter.

one day, as my son cuddled me my most primal instinct screamed 
inside of me. i put my son to my breast and he latched on and had 
a full feed, the first time we’d nursed since leaving the hospital. 
i was overwhelmed with joy, pride and love for my baby.

i continued to pump but eventually my babe latched more 
and more until one day he was nursing exclusively. We delayed 
solids introduction (child-led) to heal his digestive tract. We went 
through several nursing strikes and more bouts of mastitis than i 
can count but my intuition (and the advice of the dear la leche 
league leader karen) led me through it every single time. 

osrid olov is nearing two years old now and despite our 
many trials and tribulations we are mutually enjoying our loving 
breastfeeding relationship and i plan to nurse him until he 
self-weans. i am so happy to have had the resources i did and the 
intuition to seek them. i am so glad to be nursing my child. 

relactating my son has been by far one of the most 
difficult experiences in my life. it has also been the most 
empowering, meaningful thing i may have ever done. i hope 
my story will inspire more women who’ve been discouraged 
to connect with the strength within them and travel this 
journey. This is what our bodies were made for!
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 You ‘Still’ Breastfeeding??       At 50???!

MaHa al MuSaBy the time this article goes to print i will be 50 years of age, 
a half century and ‘still’ breastfeeding my almost four year 

old daughter Aminah – a beautiful gift for this lucky mumma of 
three beautiful children! on top of that these breasts have served 
me very well – all up, eight good years of milk production!

As i continue to feed long term i often hear the following 
sentiments: “you’re still feeding her?”, “When do you think you will 
stop?”, “How wonderful”, “lucky Aminah”, “Wow you are amazing”, 
“Will you let her self-wean or will you just stop feeding her?”

A mixture of comments coming from a wide variety of sources; single 
women, single men, mothers and fathers – the funny thing is my boys 
never ask me any questions about when i will stop feeding Aminah.

Certainly there are a lot of positive comments and supportive 
people. But it has made me wonder, where does the phobia against 
extended breastfeeding stem from? it has always genuinely puzzled 
me that the questions of “When will you stop?” and “Why are you 
still breastfeeding?” are raised, dissected and disapproved of when, 
in my eyes, being a mother in that breastfeeding zone feels, for me, 
just a normal part of being a mum, just as the choice as to whether 
i will birth at home or in a hospital is decided upon. Whose consent 
is it i wonder? What suits me may not suit another – i accept that 
and would hope we are smart enough to offer choice to us all.

Anyway i have coined a new word that defines 
this phobia: Breastafeedinphobia.

This would have been the term i could have used in May this year 
when i was interviewed on Australia’s morning show Sunrise. david 
koch, the interviewer, asked me in his best stern schoolmaster 
voice, “Why are you still breastfeeding a three year old?”

My answer, straight off the cuff, and certainly 
not premeditated was “Because i can”.

Wow now that’s plain, simple and dare i say instinctive; “Because i 
can!” “Can you?” i should have asked him in my sweetest rhetorical 
mumma milky voice. it makes sense to me as i further added quite 
sanely, “Human milk for a human baby”, and i am sure it makes sense to 
hundreds of thousands of mothers worldwide since time immemorial.

The other highly provocative question koch asked was would 
i still be breastfeeding my daughter till she was 12? now that 
came from left of centre and he had an unfair advantage having 
his questions already laid out on his cue sheet. Well i could have 
been a smarty pants and done a quick calculation that if Aminah 
was still feeding at 12 that would make me 58 years of age and my 
goodness if i was still producing milk at that age i would certainly 
be proud of this healthy, functioning body of mine! i was a little 
more matter of fact and explained that i didn’t envisage her 
‘still’ feeding at 12 although i will allow her to wean at her own 
time – maybe she might still be going at her 21st – let’s ditch the 
champagne and strawberries toast and top up everyone’s glass 
with a healthier variety – kahlua and breast milk cocktails! yum!

But you know the biggest shock i received was the cruel and 
nasty comments on the forum after the show. i was genuinely 
taken aback by people’s negativity including from other mothers 
– but that’s a whole other topic. Where in our society can 
women download their pregnancy, birthing and mothering stories 
in a safe and comfortable place? Maybe if we had this available 
we could all be a little less judgmental upon one another.

Anyway back to extended breastfeeding - i love breastfeeding 
my daughter into her fourth year and into my fiftieth because it’s 
easy, always fresh, warm and on breast tap, it comforts those sooky 
times, creates a lovely bond, releases feel good hormones, cuts out 
the bedtime tantrums, soothes in a variety of awkward situations 
and is a familiarity that my daughter can always access – i guess 
i could say ‘home is where the heart is’ or should that be ‘home 
is where Mumma’s nipple is’? When i look down at Aminah’s soft 
face as she feeds love just pours out of me; the best medicine.

And yes it’s true i get lots of benefits from feeding her too; closeness, 
release of feel good hormones, time out, a place to meditate in the 
cool silence of her grunty gulps! And when she draws little pictures 
across my chest as she feeds or watches my mouth move as i talk 
to a friend or her brothers whilst feeding i know that she is learning 
deep and subtle cues about life and i feel an amazing bond with her.

i have heard the scientists also say breastfeeding protects against 
breast cancer and possibly makes for an easier menopause. now 
if that’s not indicative of nature’s blessing way i don’t know what 
is! Because the other thing that really makes my blood boil is 
the comments i have read on forums where people have said, 
“The mother is selfish, she’s holding on, she can’t let go!”

What! Hear hear the mother is actually getting some enjoyment 
from this beautiful, natural, goddess given right that helps to ease 
her emotional body at times when the stresses of life get too much. 
The fact that Mumma actually benefits from breastfeeding too 
can be seen by some as abhorrent. What a crazy world we live in 
– a world where mothers are often seen as just a vessel to birth 
a life and then are somehow discarded once the job is done - as 
though our feelings and wellbeing are unimportant and irrelevant.

Well to those i say “it’s none of your business!”

As i work in the birth world i have always said leave judgment 
at the door. The greatest thing we can do is look within, look in 
our own backyard and take ownership and responsibility for our 
choices and decision. Where is the reaction stemming from?

if we could all open our hearts and realise we are all one and 
choose to release the nectar of empathy and compassion rather 
than pain and suffering and give mothers the credit they deserve 
then i think we would be on the path of healing this world.

Most importantly let’s lay out all the options, information and truth 
about pregnancy, birth and mothering so we can all make informed 
choices – what’s best for me, my baby and my situation. i will even 
go further and add a truth that is often neglected and cast aside 
but one which i believe is of utmost importance, more now than 
ever, and that is, perhaps, just perhaps, for one moment we could 
consider that the living Book is within, and within the living Book is 
a living Chapter, an ancient chapter that has not been meddled with 
for thousands of years entitled ‘Breastfeeding your Baby As nature 
intended’ – wow how wonderful we have access to this chapter 
at all times to guide us as mothers whenever we turn the pages.

A little birdie also told me that milk teeth are called milk 
teeth for a reason and that, usually, a child starts to lose them 
at an average age of seven – i wonder if there’s a clue in that 
too regards breastfeeding. Could it be possible that we were 
designed to feed our children till seven? now that’s an interesting 
concept to contemplate – the Milky Way – a fountain of 
goodness lined with stars, planets and mummy’s pure juice!

i may even send some of my 50 year old breast milk over to 
the university of WA and get it tested for proteins, nutrients and 
hormones and if i am very lucky next year i may get it tested for 
stem cells. for science, for other women for knowing what i have 
always known ‘when you are on to a good thing, stick to it’!

The third last word goes to my 15 year old son, 
kailash, whom read this piece – he simply said to me 
“you are doing a great job mum – very special”.

Second last word from my 12 year old son, Tariq, who sang 
my praises when i told him i was writing this article, “Hey mum 
Aminah will be in tip top shape – home water lotus birth – and 
four years of breastfeeding - good on you mum tip top’s the one, 
good on you mum!!” And it sure beats white bread sandwiches!

And the final word goes to Aminah, “i love 
your chocolate milkies Mumma!”
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After having two children who both breastfed without any 
major issues, i didn’t think twice about feeding my third baby. 

i figured it would go just as smoothly and seamlessly as the first two 
– seems ‘fate’ had other ideas! rivi was born on friday the 23rd of 
September, quickly, calmly and beautifully into my husband’s waiting 
hands in our bedroom. Her speedy birth was incredible, her baby 
gazes drew me into another world – she completed our family.

My prior two children didn’t gain much weight, i always joked that 
i have ‘skim’ milk rather than ‘full cream’! But after six weeks and 
no weight gain i began to become very concerned. i began to visit 
the ABA counsellors at the drop-in centre in Castle Hill who gave 
me excellent support. They also checked my daughter’s mouth and 
suggested that she may have a tongue tie, so then referred me onto 
a reputable private lactation consultant in kogarah. i visited the 
lactation consultant within days and she confirmed that yes, rivi had 
both tongue tie and her upper lip fraenulum was tight too. i was 
shocked with the diagnosis – we hadn’t had any attachment issues, 
i hadn’t had any bruised or bleeding nipples – nothing. Absolutely 
none of the typical tell-tale signs of tongue-tie were present, except 
of course for the lack of weight gain. So both the tie and upper 
lip fraenulum were snipped, she fed and we were sent home.

Within days the breast refusal began. Just writing this brings 
tears to my eyes, recalling how sad my baby was at the breast. She 
completely refused me, every time i offered. Every. Single. Time. At 
nine weeks old rivi still hadn’t reached her birth weight, and now 
that she was refusing the breast i had no choice but to offer top-up 
feeds. i used a combination of donor milk and organic formula, as 
well as my own expressed milk. i had never been able to express 
with my other two children and still struggled with it enormously 
– but i had to at least try in order to keep my supply up.

for the next eight long weeks i continued to try to get support 
where i could, track down donor milk, try to express, and continued 
offering the breast, trying to make the breast a happy place. friends 
and family tried to comfort me by saying that i had done really 
well, that “nine weeks of breast milk is more than SoME babies 
get!” or the best/worst line... “Happy Mummy, Happy Baby!” 
Well, that works if Mummy is happy – holding a bottle made me 
downright miserable. i have milk – why won’t my baby just take it!

We would go for days without having a decent breastfeed, followed 
by the most amazing feed possible! Those moments were the specks 
of hope that kept me persisting; i knew that if we could JuST make 
it to solids then we would be okay... everything would be okay!

13 weeks old... My baby finally reached her 
birth weight of 4.29kg. Celebration!!

16 weeks old... Commence the early introduction of solids.

22 weeks old... Baby reached 6kg – another celebration! i 
now felt confident to make a change. i knew it would have to 
be drastic and knew it was the only way we would be able 
to move forward. So with the advice and support of a nurse/
midwife friend, i decided to drop the comps altogether, and 
essentially force baby to take the breast. i planned to have a 
seven day nurse in. fortunately only three days were required.

Tick Tock. feed baby, feed! Tick Tock.

My Breastfeeding Story

alICIa laNGlaNDS

After seven hours and no sign of dehydration, baby had her best 
breastfeed in three long months. five hours later, another amazing feed. 
i began getting a head cold. now i’m bedbound, regardless of nurse-in!

Water. lactation boosting cookies. Water. 
fenugreek. Water. More cookies.

48 hours since last bottle and baby hasn’t had a good 
wet nappy in about 24hrs. Baby is also beginning to get 
constipated. i give her 30ml of artificial milk, determined 
yet again that it would be her last bottle. it is!

Water. lactation boosting cookies. Water. 
fenugreek. Water. More cookies.

With the benefit of hindsight i now realise that once i began 
using the bottle it became a crutch for me – i became dependant 
on it. it took an awful lot of time to build up the courage to trust 
my body to re-establish my supply and to trust my baby to go 
back to the breast. A lot of time, stubbornness and persistence!

now at just shy of 11 months old, rivi happily breastfeeds like 
there were never any issues at all. Having had first-hand experience 
of how tough breastfeeding can be, and the emotional rollercoaster 
that follows, i’m certain that our co-sleeping relationship, our 
daily showers and skin to skin contact together, and making the 
breast a ‘happy place’ all helped baby return to the breast.

i cannot thank my breastfeeding support enough for all of their 
help, advice and support through these traumatic few months.

Reviews
Book: Birth Journeys - 
By Leonie MacDonald

Expecting my first child, i joined 
an online parenting forum and 
attended antenatal classes to 
ensure i was prepared for labour 
and birth. i knew the technical ins 
and outs of birth, and felt ready to 
endure and conquer the birthing 
process. i endured, and my son 
was born, but as time went on, 
i felt increasingly dissatisfied by 
how his birth had transpired. in 
the last fortnight of pregnancy 
with my second child, i discovered 
Birth Journeys. once i picked it 
up, i couldn’t put it down, i read 
it every moment that i could. 
The positive stories within helped me to realise that birth is not 
a process to endure or conquer, it is to be celebrated, and even 
enjoyed. i finished reading Birth Journeys as my labour contractions 
began. i was in the perfect mindset for labouring, i was ready to birth 
my baby. What followed was not endured, but embraced, as with 
every contraction i visualised and breathed my baby down through 
the birth canal. The beautiful, positive, and empowering stories of 
birthing women in Birth Journeys can take credit for my daughter’s 
positive entry into this world. i birthed her head into my own hands, 
without the aid of drugs, or even medical staff, and this was achieved 
due to my healthy and positive mindset from the very start of labour. 
Whether you’re having your first, second, or subsequent baby, Birth 
Journeys is a must read for birth preparation. i know i will read it 
again for baby number three, and likely between now and then too! 

DVD: Lotus Birth  
The Water Birth of 
the Malcolm twins - 
By Shivam Rachana

This dVd starts with an 
intro by Shivam rachana 
who runs the international 
College of Spiritual 
Midwifery in Melbourne. 
She talks about the benefits 
of lotus birth which is 
when you leave the cord 
unclamped & uncut so that 
it remains intact with the 
placenta until it naturally 
dries and drops off. The 
feature part of the film is the 
home videoed journey of 
the final weeks of pregnancy, the birth of the Malcolm twins, and finally 
the weeks post partum. davini is initially emotional and scared of 
giving birth, then soon after she proudly shows off her twin-pregnant 
body at 40 weeks. At 41+2 we see her in the birth pool, pushing out 
each of her babies. She is surrounded by her support crew, including 
her husband in the pool with her, and her older two sons around 
the pool, with the midwife holding onto her forehead. The births of 
the boy and (breech) girl are amazing to witness and i felt privileged 
to watch such an intimate family experience. When the placenta is 
inspected it shows how the membranes have grown together. in the 
days and weeks following, we see the babies gabriella and lachlan with 
their handmade placenta bags and then we are told that the placentas 
are lotus born the next day. davini talks about her blessings and how 
amazing the simple things are and how empowered she felt from the 
birth. She is shown tandem breastfeeding the twins, bathing with them 
and speaks of how her first twin was impacted from the birth, and 
the subsequent healing through bodywork and osteo. This film is an 
informative look at lotus birth in the context of birthing twins and is a 
a great resource not only for those who plan on having a lotus birth – 
single or multiple, but also for multiple birthers (with or without plans 
to lotus birth), as the somewhat rare home waterbirth of twins in itself 
is an inspiration! i finished it feeling utter admiration for davini and 
almost envy to go through it all myself – now that would be madness! 

apRIl JERMEy VIRGINIa MaDDOCk

HAS would like to congratulate 

Sandy Bucknell

on her winning Tshirt design entry.

Sandy’s design got the most likes on our facebook page
so she has won her very own designed Tshirt as well as
a ‘Breastfeeding Mama - fine Art print’ by Chrissy Butler.

We will be in touch Sandy to organise your prizes.

To order your very own Tshirt, please check the 
Merchandise page on our website in the coming weeks!
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Please order your goods by phone 0451 969 152 or online at www.homebirthsydney.org.au

MAgnETS, prinTS And gifT CArdS

‘knoWlEdgE’ MAgnET
66x46mm
008MM $4.00

‘TodAy’ MAgnET
66x46mm
007MM $4.00

Born AT HoME  
BABy T-SHirT
White with purple print
Sizes 00, 0 and 2
100% cotton t-shirt,  
round neck, short sleeves

002BT $16.50

HoMEBirTH MAMA WoMEn’S 
T-SHirT 
White with green print. 

Sizes 12 – 18
95% brushed cotton & 5% spandex. 
fitted design,  
Vneck, short sleeves
002BT $24.95

T-SHirTS

SupErfiSH  
BABy T-SHirT
White with blue print
Sizes 00, 0 and 2
100% cotton t-shirt,  
round neck, short sleeves

003BT $16.50

Born AT HoME  
BABy T-SHirT
purple with white print
Sizes 00, 0 and 2
100% cotton t-shirt,  
round neck, short sleeves 
001BT $16.50

Merchandise

CHriSSy BuTlEr gifT 
CArdS
printed on 100% post 
consumer recycled card and 
envelopes. Card measures 105 
x 148mm with a C6
envelope. Blank space inside to 
include your inspiring wishes 
and messages.
includes envelope. great as 
invitations to Blessingways! 
Sold individually. $6.00

BACk iSSuES of BirTHingS

iSSuE 111

gender

018Mg $7.00

iSSuE 114

 ‘Where are they now?’ 
Anniversary Edition

018Mg $7.00

iSSuE 108

Birth places 
& Spaces

018Mg $7.00

iSSuE 109

Safety 
& risk

018Mg $7.00

iSSuE 110

The fourth
Stage

018Mg $7.00

BIRTHINGS

& Safety  & Risk
Plus all our regular features, bir th notices, letters, your stories and 

pictures & updates on our community activities.

A HOMEBIRTH ACCESS SYDNEY QUARTERLY PUBLICATION

www.homebirthsydney.org.au

Autumn 2011 Issue 109
$7.00

This Issue Is Dedicated To The Memory Of Dr John Stevenson: 1921 – 2010

ISSN 1320-3916

BIRTHINGS

&

Spring 2011 Issue 111
$7.00

Gender

A HOMEBIRTH ACCESS SYDNEY QUARTERLY PUBLICATION

ISSN 1320-3916

Plus all our regular features, bir th notices, letters, bir th stories, pictures 
and updates on our community activities.

www.homebirthsydney.org.au

iSSuE 112

Siblings

018Mg $7.00

BIRTHINGS
Summer 2011/12 Issue 112

$7.00

A HOMEBIRTH ACCESS SYDNEY QUARTERLY PUBLICATION

ISSN 1320-3916

Plus all our regular features, bir th notices, letters, bir th stories, pictures 
and updates on our community activities.

www.homebirthsydney.org.au

Siblings

iSSuE 113

fathers & partners

018Mg $7.00

My BroTHEr JiMi JAZZ 
Chrissy Butler 
A beautifully illustrated 
children’s book, written from 
the perspective of a young 
girl about the homebirth of 
her brother Jimi Jazz. This 
book embraces natural active 
homebirth, breastfeeding, co-
sleeping, cloth nappies and 
siblings at birth.  
Aust 2006. 
013Bk $20.00

THE WondErful plACE 
Book 
Chrissy Butler 
This unique picture 
book is printed onto 100% 
post consumer recycled 
paper which affirms the 
sustainability of breastfeeding. 

‘The Wonderful place’ is a 
delighted look at full term 
breastfeeding through joyful 
artwork and the whimsical 
musings of a breastfed 
toddler. $20.00 

3 HoMEBirTH iConS 
dVd 
Maggie lecky Thompson 
Honours the lives and 
work of Henny ligermoet, 
Joan donley and Jeannine 
parvati Baker, who were 
passionate and fearless about 
maintaining a stand against 
ignorance and oppression 
regarding childbirth and early 
parenting. Aust 
017dV $20.00

TEn MoonS Book 
Jane Hardwicke Collings
A unique guide to pregnancy and 
birth. This book offers practical tools 
and suggestions to help
women reconnect with the spiritual 
side of birth.
The spiritual journey of pregnancy 
and natural childbirth are 
acknowledged in relationship to the
earth's natural rhythms. Subjects 
covered include, letting go of fear, 
connection with the baby inside
you, yoga and meditation.
$25.00

nEW - BirTHWork Book  
A CoMpASSionATE guidE 
To BEing WiTH BirTH 
Jenny Blyth 
‘Birthwork’ is a guide intended 
for anyone who is working with, 
or caring for pregnant, birthing 
and new mothers. This includes 
professional and lay people alike 
and may also include support 
people, the father or coparent, or 
the mother herself. 
15% discount for Midwives and 
doulas 
price: $42.95

nEW - HoMEBirTH BABy BiB!!
A cute white cotton bib 
with Homebirth Baby 
embroided onto it.
Velcro straps, various 
colours available:
- dark red – green - light 
Blue – purple - orange
price: $5.00

nEW - THE Big STrETCH dVd
Alieta Belle & Jenny Blyth
includes Booklet inside!!
THE Big STrETCH presents a fresh 
insight into the amazing journey each 
woman takes in becoming a mother. 
Women in different stages of pregnancy 
and preparing for a natural birth, reflect 
(with their partners) on how they are 
'stretched' in every way - emotionally, 
physically and spiritually. you are invited to 
become intimately engaged, share in the 
transformation, and follow their stories 
to the first moments and days after birth. includes an Extra on 
Baby Massage, and also The Big Stretch Booklet - Birthwork
Topics explored: breath awareness, pain and the intensity 
of birth, vaginal and body awareness, women's challenges, 
asking for help, relationship and personal transformation.
running time approx. 60 minutes. Made in Australia.
price: $42.00

nEW - THE Big STrETCH dVd SEQuEl
Alieta Belle & Jenny Blyth
The Big Stretch Sequel explores the experiences of: a fast 
first birth with a big baby in compound presentation, a long 
first stage in a first birth, a long pre-labour, birth preparation 
for the first time, a previous difficult birth, birthing a baby 
stuck at the shoulders, a posterior labour, breastfeeding with
inverted nipples, birthing after a previous VBAC with 
a 4th degree tear, a breech birth, an uncomfortable 
pregnancy, birthing twins and more.
This is a celebration of natural birth and the 
innate wisdom of parents and babies.
running time approx. 2 hours. Made in Australia.
price: $42.00

nEW - THE doWn To 
EArTH BirTH Book
Jenny Blyth
A practical guide to natural birth
'The down to Earth Birth Book 
is a practical guide to natural 
birth in any setting, promoting 
self-nurturing, responsibility 
and awareness to help create a 
conscious birth and parenting 
experience. This is a grass roots' 
book that celebrates the innate 
intelligence of mind, body and 
spirit in relation to birth.'
price: $74.95

*nEW* HoMEBirTH CErTifiCATE 
- BABy fEET or  BABy fACE
Having a homebirth is a beautiful achievement and
should be an event to remember. A personalised
Homebirth Certificate is a beautiful keepsake
to place on display in your home.
Each certificate is a matte photo finish,
personalised to your details. With the name of
your baby, the time and day of your
baby’s birth, weight and height.
Also included are the parents‘ names,
and you can add details such as 
siblings, midwives, doulas
and/or family members assisting on the day.
price: $15.00

WE’rE HAVing A HoME-
BirTH 
kelly Mochel 
Children will love this colorful,  
contemporary book about their 
family’s special upcoming 
homebirth event. A great tool 
for discussion about what to 
expect when the baby arrives, 
this affordable book covers  
important issues such as the role 
of a midwife, being good labour 
support, noises to expect mom 
to make, cord cutting, placenta 
delivery and breastfeeding. 
Combined with healthy 
conversation about pregnancy 
and homebirth, this book will 
help teach children  
that birth is a natural occurrence,  
not a medical emergency.  
Sku: kMBk $12.00 

HAVing A grEAT BirTH  
in AuSTrAliA 
david Vernon 
This is a collection of candid 
stories from 20 Australian 
women who have recently 
given birth. These stories 
tell, with honesty and 
insight, about the challenges 
and joys of childbirth. Each 
of these women discovered 
the value of being able to 
make informed decisions 
about their maternity care 
and with the right care, had 
positive and empowering 
birth experiences. Aust 2005 
012Bk $24.95 

THE fATHEr’S HoME  
BirTH HAndBook 
leah Hazard 
As hospital-based maternity 
services become increasingly 
medicalised, more and more 
parents are deciding that 
birth belongs in the home. 
for many women, this 
choice may be an easy one, 
but for their partners, home 
birth raises some serious 
questions. For the first 
time, The father’s Home 
Birth Handbook provides a 
resource aimed specifically 
at exploring men’s hopes 
and fears around home birth. 
$22.00 

BrEASTfEEding 
MAMA 
fine art print by 
Chrissy Butler 
from the homebirth 
children’s book, ‘My 
Brother Jimi Jazz’, comes 
this 8x10 inch fine art 
print from Chrissy Butler. 
$30.00 

BookS And dVdS

	  
MAMA, TAlk ABouT WHEn 
MAX WAS Born 
Toni olson
This tells the story of Max’s 
birth, which takes place at 
home in water. Max’s older 
sister likes to hear about when 
Mama first learned that she 
was pregnant; about seeing 
the midwives; about preparing 
for Max’s arrival and finally his 
water birth in their living room.
$25.00  
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Mama Is...
                    

Heather Cushman-Dowdee is mother, mom, or mommy, depending on who you ask, to four children and the creator of the long 
running comics: Hathor the Cowgoddess and Mama Is... Her comics follow the antics of a goddess-type mother and her side-kick 
babies as they attempt to save the world through breastfeeding, homebirthing, attachment parenting, and homeschooling. Her com-
ics have been translated into Spanish, French, and Portuguese, and have been included in publications in Norway, Sweden, Australia, 
and England, to name a few. Her work can be seen at www.heathercushmandowdee.com or www.facebook.com/mama.is.comic

‘Awesome-YummY-Licious’
i am a HBA2C which means a home 

birth after two c-sections. My first 
child Chloe was completely private 
(hospital and obstetrician). This is how 
i thought babies were born. i was 22 
and unaware on how little control i had 
over my own birth - it was a pushed 
c-section birth. With my second child 
Claire i was determined there had 
to be something different and found 
my first midwife. i laboured at home 
however i needed to transfer to hospital, 
Claire had heart issues and the hospital 
used this as scare tactics to push for 
my second C-section birth. After her 
birth the surgeon said that her heart 
was fine, i could have laboured until 
she was birthed naturally and that i 
just wasn’t meant to have babies. This 
birth i literally buried myself in preparing for anything and everything 
- i even set up the most beautiful birth room (i didn’t use it!)

The night was Tuesday the 17th of July. Some of my plug had come 
away on Sunday and the Braxton Hicks were strong, though would 
ease down to nothing when i went to sleep, this night was different.

i had a sudden urge at 6pm to get groceries and to have 
takeaway for dinner. i knew i was having cramps, i just 
thought they were the usual; until i found things irritated me 
easily and the cramping was getting noticeable. My partner 
and i decided that he should stay home from work.

As we were going to bed my midwife lisa texted to see how 
i was, i said “fine but a little crampy, so going to bed.” Just 
then i really needed a cold drink so i rolled out of bed and 
my waters broke and the cramping intensified and became 
more frequent. My partner Josh rang lisa, (it was rather 
comical the timing was amazing). our two daughters were 
in bed asleep and slept the whole night while i laboured.

lisa arrived and checked the baby’s heartbeat, it was beautiful 
and strong. i thought i wanted to be in the pool to ease 
everything, i didn’t feel comfortable and after only 20 minutes 
hopped out and walked away from it, and i didn’t look back.

i lay in my bedroom, in my big bed for most of my labour and 
birth. At first i couldn’t get comfortable. My body was telling me 
to lay on my side, as i did i had the urge to move my top leg, i 
would move it in circles like i was riding a bike (i later found out 
that my body was moving the baby’s head to anterior position). i 
did this for hours even managing a nap in the early hours of the 
morning, with the occasional screech during contractions.

day light shone through the window and i felt very open. i said 
“i feel ready to push.” So i did. i pushed and pushed and pushed 

Welcome To Our  
Family Wyatt

DEIDRE TuRNER

with no baby success. lisa decided to check my cervix again and 
my cervix was caught around his forehead and was swollen. i was 
devastated i relaxed my body all night and now i had to stop pushing.

This was impossible as every third contraction my body would bear 
down and push, i even tried to work against the sensation, but my 
body would make a stronger contraction next time. So i got upset, 
annoyed and frustrated, (boy! did i vent some steam). i couldn’t 
stop my body from pushing, so i asked lisa if i could push, she said 
“ok just a little”. i had one big, intense, bearing down contraction 
and two lighter contractions that were softening my cervix.

So i ate a Splice, drank some water and refocused, i couldn’t 
escape the pain but i could move with it, i asked myself what do i 
need to do and i got an image of myself. So i went into that position, 
i firmly held the edge of my bed and rocked forward with every 
contraction and lent all the way forward with my head nearly 
touching the ground on the intense bearing down contractions. i 
was gently on my knees but relaxed my lower body so my arms 
did the rocking forward. A couple of hours later (or what felt like 
only 10 big contractions for me) Josh whispered to lisa “i see his 
head!” My ears pricked up and i asked “Can i push now?” lisa 
looked and said yes, you did it; you can push out your baby.

My amazing contraction pushed him for me until he was 
crowning, i felt him stretch my body as i gently pushed out his 
head, and moments later he was born onto our bed. i didn’t 
realise what happened until lisa said “deirdre pick up your baby”. 
i burst into tears, i did it, i am a woman, and i can have babies.

This was at 3:08pm on a Wednesday so Josh had to now quickly 
run down the road to meet our daughter at the bus stop. After 
the umbilical cord went white Josh cut the cord and i went for a 
much needed shower, while Josh got some skin-to-skin contact 
with Wyatt. i birthed the placenta and crawled into a warm bed 
beautifully made by lisa. Even with the excitement for their new 
baby brother the girls went to sleep easily. After a big day Josh and 
i went to sleep with lovely sounds of tiny breaths and cooeing.
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After my planned homebirth with my first child ended in a 
caesarean, i was determined to do everything i could to achieve 

a homebirth with my second child. i spent my pregnancy reading 
VBAC birth stories and watching home birth videos on youtube, 
and hired a wonderful truly with-woman midwife, as well as asking 
my beautiful friend to be my doula (who had only just home birthed 
her fourth babe 14 weeks earlier). My biggest fear was that this 
birth would go the same way that Sol’s did – that the baby would 
get in a bad position and get stuck in my pelvis and the intolerable 
pain would be too much for me to handle. But everyone told me 
that i was just unlucky the first time around, and that the chances 
of it happening again were highly unlikely, which reassured me.

i had a beautiful, nurturing Blessingway at 38.5 weeks, where i 
felt the support and wisdom of my wonderful friends who had 
birthed their babies at home before me, and i finally felt ready 
and confident that i could do it too. i set up my birthspace in our 
spare room, and loved going in there to read the affirmations 
on the walls and look at the gorgeous bunting and wall hanging 
my friends had made to encourage me during labour.

during the night of Monday 21st May, at 40.5 weeks, i was woken 
by a dull ache in the small of my back. i lay there for a while and 
realised the pain was coming and going regularly. i felt a strange 
mix of peace and excitement as i knew my body was warming 
up and that i would be meeting my baby in the next few days.

The next day my midwife came round for a prenatal appointment. 
She took one look at me and knew i was going to birth very soon. 
She told me how often women with young children will go into 
labour in the evening after they put their other children to bed, 
when their bodies feel safe to let go. This made sense to me and i 
felt sure tonight would be the night. All afternoon i busied myself 
with final preparations, feeling my body warming up more and more. 
At Sol’s bedtime i told Billy we should go to bed and get some 
sleep too, as i knew it wouldn’t be long before we were up again.

The Homebirth of Eidris

Sure enough, at 11pm i was woken by a bitey contraction. i got up 
and went to the toilet, and Billy woke and asked if it was happening. 
i said yes, and told him to go back to sleep and that i would wake 
him when i needed him; he was coming down with a cold and 
i wanted him to be as well rested as possible for the birth.

i sat on my fit ball at the computer, surfing the net and doing 
hip circles through the contractions. As first stage had lasted 
over 24 hours with Sol’s birth, i thought i was still in very early 
labour. i texted both my midwife and my doula to let them 
know things were happening, but that i didn’t need them yet.

By 1:30am the contractions were coming every four to five minutes 
and were pretty intense – i felt i needed to be in water, so woke Billy 
and asked him to fill up the birth pool. At this point i must have really 
slipped into an oxytocin-induced labourland as i don’t even remember 
what i did as i waited for the pool to fill, just the relief as i finally 
got into the warm water and felt the pain decrease immediately.

As i laboured in the pool Billy called our midwife to ask her to come 
as she lives over an hours drive away. unfortunately she was at another 
birth – she only takes on two clients a month and we happened to 
have both gone into labour on the same night! She said she didn’t 

think it would be a long 
birth and she would 
come as soon as she had 
finished there, and in 
the meantime offered to 
send another midwife. i 
declined, feeling like i still 
had a long time to go and 
that i would be fine until 
she was able to get here.

Shortly after Billy put 
down the phone, around 
3am, i suddenly had a 
huge urge to push! i 
felt pressure building 
up inside me and with 
the next contraction 
there was a ‘pop’ as 
my membranes broke 
and my waters gushed 
out into the pool.

Billy freaked out, thinking this meant that the baby was about 
to be born! i reassured him that it was still a long time away 
but i could see how scared he was so i agreed to him calling 
our midwife again and asking her to send the backup midwife. 
He also called our doula, who didn’t answer the phone, and 
left a message asking her to come as soon as possible.

My doula arrived around 3:45am, with her sleeping baby strapped 
to her back, followed soon after by the backup midwife. My body was 
well into pushing by this stage, and i remember my doula sitting beside 
the birth pool listening to me grunting and telling me it sounded 
like it wouldn’t be long now – little did she know what lay ahead!

Just after 4am i heard Sol cry out from our bedroom – i had 
woken him with all the noise i was making. Billy went and got 
him and brought him into the birth room to see me. He smiled 
at me, obviously excited that the time we had been talking about 
for months had finally come. He got into the spare bed next to 
the birth pool and watched me, smirking every time i moaned 
through a contraction. After a few he got bored and wandered off 
to the living room where Billy put play School on TV for him.

The pain intensified as my baby moved down into my pelvis. My hips 
and sacrum felt like they were being torn apart, it was excruciating, and 
there was no break – the pain was even there between contractions. 
it brought my labour with Sol flooding back to me, where i had 
pushed in agony for five hours before transferring to hospital. He 
had been stuck at a certain point for most of that time, where i 
could easily feel his head only around an inch inside my vagina.

i reached a finger inside myself to see if i could feel this babies 
head, and to my horror there it was, at the exact point where Sol 
had been stuck. i had been pushing for around three hours now and 
was terrified that this baby had got into the same position Sol had. 
The backup midwife suggested i get out of the pool and try some 
contractions on the bed with my head down and bum in the air to 
help the baby realign itself. i tried but the pain intensified even more 
and i felt completely out of control. i had to get back into the water.

The next couple of hours are a blur, i was feeling totally over it and 
demoralised by the thought that this birth was heading the same way 
that Sol’s had. My midwife arrived at 7:30am and i asked her if she 
could do a vaginal exam to check the baby’s position. i do not believe 
in VE’s to check dilation or progress but i really felt i needed to know 

what was happening 
with this birth – 
whether the baby had 
indeed got into the 
same position Sol had. 
She had a feel and to 
my utter relief said that 
he was in the optimal 
position for birthing.

This news 
re-motivated me and 
i agreed to get out of 
the pool to try some 
different positions 
as i obviously wasn’t 
getting far being in 
the water. My doula 
suggested the shower 
to help me transition 
onto dry land. i stood 
in the shower and 
moaned through a few 
contractions but the pain was too much standing up 
so i got out and tried pushing on the toilet.

My midwife tried some rebozo – a Mexican technique where a 
shawl is wrapped around the hips and jiggled to open up the pelvis 
and help the baby move down – but i found it caused a lot of pain 
in my bladder area. i realised and i hadn’t urinated since the start of 
labour, over nine hours ago. i tried and tried but it was obvious the 
baby was blocking my bladder, so my midwife offered me a catheter.

i lay on the bed and she inserted it gently; immediately 500mls of 
urine came gushing out, no wonder i had felt uncomfortable. We 
were then able to try more rebozo without the bladder pain.

over the next couple of hours i tried pushing in various 
positions – lying on my left hand side, squatting, standing with 
one leg up on the bed, and hanging from Billy’s shoulders. Every 
contraction sent red hot pain slicing through my lower back, 
hips, and bottom, and i yelled to have counter pressure applied 
by whoever was standing near – usually Billy, who was feeling 
pretty rough with a bad cold and only a couple of hours sleep!

[Photos by Qwerty Photography]
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Sydney Attachment Parenting

Local meetups and online support 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Sydneyattachmentparenting/

Information and resources 
www.attachmentparentingaustralia.com

Also find us on Facebook 
“Sydney Attachment Parenting”

• Natural birth
• Breastfeeding
• Babywearing
• Co-sleeping or gentle sleep methods 
• Cloth nappies or elimination communication
• Connected parenting of toddlers and older children
• Natural parenting or attachment parenting

Then here’s a group for you with local meet-ups and  
playdates, an online support forum, recommendations  

for books and resources, and much more!
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At around midday i remembered that sterile water injections 
into my lower back had been helpful to reduce some of the pain 
during my labour with Sol, so i asked my midwife to administer 
some. The injections are very painful, like bee stings, but i hardly 
noticed them on top of the agony i was already experiencing. 
immediately i felt the pain across my hips slightly reduce, and 
was then able to try pushing again in a squatting position, at the 
end of the bed with Billy sitting behind me supporting me.

My midwife and doula sat in front of me watching and encouraging 
me, and after every contraction i asked if they could see anything 
yet. They couldn’t, and again i started feeling very demoralised and 
over it; it just felt like i was pushing against a brick wall and i started 
seriously thinking the baby was never going to come out - that i was 
going to have to end up with another caesarean. My birth team tried 
to reassure me that there was no reason to transfer to hospital, 
my midwife was monitoring the baby’s heart rate and it was fine, 
neither of us was in distress and the baby would be born eventually.

finally at around 12:30pm my midwife declared she had seen a 
glimpse of head during one of my pushes. i was overjoyed – this meant 
the baby had got past the point that Sol had! Again i felt a renewal of 
energy and pushed thoughts of transfer out of my mind; i believed i 
was so close now to meeting my baby. Another three hours of pushing 
went by! At 3:25pm i eventually started to feel myself stretching 
open and decided to get back into the pool. Billy topped up the hot 
water and again i felt such relief as the warm water enveloped me.

i tried pushing on my knees, leaning forwards, for a while, but 
didn’t feel much progress so tried lying back in the water. in 
this position i felt myself stretching more and more with every 
contraction as the baby started to crown. But after each contraction 
finished he would slip back inside, it was so frustrating!

i pushed and pushed with everything i had, i felt like all my 
blood vessels were bursting. But he seemed to get to a certain 
point, where i felt stretched to the absolute maximum, that he 
couldn’t get past. i felt sure he had a hand up against his face.

finally he was out up to the top of his ears and didn’t slide 
back in when the contraction ended. i felt an intense burning 
and knew i was about to tear but i had no choice, i had to 
get this baby out – i screamed at the top of my lungs as i gave 
one final huge push and felt myself splitting open as the rest 
of his head emerged, along with his hand as i had thought!

That last minute of my labour, lying back in the pool stroking 
my beautiful babies head whilst feeling his little body turn inside 
me was the only bit i enjoyed – it was just so amazing to feel him 
instinctively getting into position so that his shoulders could be born.

At 4:38pm, with a final contraction, his body swum out of me and my 
midwife reached down to unravel the cord from around his neck and 

pass him to me. it was so surreal; this beautiful slippery little baby was 
finally here, against my chest, and all i could say was “i did it! i did iT!”

He opened his eyes and gazed right into mine. i felt that same 
instant recognition i had felt when i first looked into Sol’s eyes, 
the most amazing feeling of true unconditional love. We sat 
in the birth pool for a while, being showered with kisses by 
Sol and Billy, and then climbed into bed together where Eidris 
latched on to the breast like a pro and fed for two hours!

My midwife asked if i felt like pushing out the placenta, and 
i said “Seriously?! i never want to push again in my life!” But 
at 7:30pm i finally forced myself to give a few pushes and the 
placenta was born. i had a good look at it, which was beautiful 
and somewhat healing, as i never got to see Sol’s placenta due to 
the hospital disposing of it despite me requesting it be kept.

My doula brought me herbal tea and toast and i 
proudly sent out announcements that i had done it; 
my baby boy had been born, at home, in water. 

now Eidris is 11 days old and we have been having a 
wonderful babymoon, getting to know our new addition and 
enjoying being a family of four. My poor body still has a lot of 
recovering to do after that epic second stage – i have yet to 
hear of anyone even coming close to pushing for 13.5 hours! 
To be totally honest it was hell, but i look down at the sleeping 
babe on my breast and i know it was absolutely worth it.

My wife asked me, “When did rivis birth story start for you?” 
The answer to the question wasn’t totally clear. it could have 

begun when we first learned of her growing presence; or when we 
first met our midwife and began discussing the birth; or even the 
morning of the birth, lying in bed with my wife when the first signs 
of labour were dawning. yet the question sparked a whole different 
train of thought about time itself, specifically our obsession with time, 
and our compulsion for a linear start and end to life’s experience.

our choice to have a homebirth was in part a rebellion against 
the bureaucracy of birth in our society, and its incessant need to 
be on the clock during birth. Having to set a date, make inflexible 
hospital appointments, and being under pressure to ‘pump 
out’ a baby before the obstetrician’s planned round of golf.

We wanted the birth to be on our terms, our time; or more 
accurately, birth when our baby was naturally ready to arrive: 
rivi’s Time. Escaping a linear time schedule and having a birth in 
synchronisation with the true ‘cyclic’ nature of time, that is, no 
beginning and no end. in the days leading up to the birth, both our 
elder children had severe gastro; and on the before-mentioned 
morning, lying in bed with my wife, i too was suffering from 
the same bug. The day progressed very uneventfully. i dropped 
our children off to daycare and answered the carer’s question 
for the millionth time, “no, we still haven’t had the baby!”

Ally and i spent a wonderful day relaxing timelessly in bed, 
resting, recovering and preparing for the birth of our new family 
member. By the early afternoon the signs of birth began to escalate. 
i collected our children from daycare whilst a close friend stayed 
with Ally. on arriving home, her contractions had strengthened 
and labour was well established. Everything was now occurring in 
fast-forward and i jumped aboard this ride and into a time-warp.

I was cooking dinner, bathing children, dressing children, talking to Ally, 
setting up the birth space, filling the birth pool, reading stories, putting 
children to bed, checking in on Ally, emptying the pool, refilling again, settling 
the children, hosting our photographer... “Grant! The baby is coming!”

At this stage our midwife had not yet arrived but was on her 
way- fortunately, not aboard the Millennium falcon, but her reliable 
birth-mobile. yet our new baby was not waiting for the stage to be set 
– she was ready! She was 41+4 at this stage, overdue by most medical 
definitions but perfectly on time according to her biological time-piece, 
biding her time until the precise moment and then blasting her way 
into our world; hence her temporary nickname of rivi-rocket!

So with our 3yo daughter Sage standing on the bed, our wonderful 
photographer silently and skillfully observing the moments of our 
birth, Ally and i entered the pool. in between the penultimate and 
ultimate contractions, i leapt from the pool and unlocked the front 
door so our midwife could enter when she arrived. An urgent call 
to “Hurry up!” came from the pool and without hesitation or 
thought i was guiding my new daughter into the waiting hands of 
her mother. A breath was now required. And then a brief reflection 

Rivi’s Time - 
A Father’s 
Birth Story

GRaNT laNGlaNDS

[Photo by Britt Janay Photography]

of what just happened in the last one and a half hours. Another 
breath, and then momentous feelings of joy and accomplishment, 
watching my perfect child cradled in her mother’s arms.

our midwife arrived shortly after and i gratefully let her calmly assist 
Ally with the next stages of birthing the placenta and checking rivi’s 
vital signs. during this respite i woke our son so he could meet his new 
sister. Again we enter pure timelessness. our family and invited guests 
totally enthralled by the experience of the birth, meeting this new 
pure and natural celebration of life manifested in a newly born baby.

This birth reminded me of how we should more often try to 
live our lives -without so many measurements and expectations; 
to allow things to be self-willed and not overly controlled; 
to embrace the natural and wild aspects of our humanity, 
letting time take care of itself. rivi’s birth was a revelation 
and experience i hope more people can enjoy and value.

REGaN MaTTHEwS

Homebirth Access Sydney is now selling 
the Manduca Baby Carrier for $159.

 
Made from organic cotton and hemp, it is 

available in 8 different colours.

Great features include inbuilt newborn 
insert and extendable back section,

making it the only carrier needed from newborn to 4yo.
 

Plus it has an extra long hip strap to accommodate all sizes!
 

Order from our website www.homebirthsydney.org.au 
 

Or enter the code (HAS001) on the 
Fertile Mind website: www.fertilemind.com.au
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The day i heard ina May gaskin speak at last years homebirth 
conference, was the day i decided i wanted a homebirth. 

This was the day that i ran into my wonderful midwife to be, and 
who just happened to have availability the month i was due. This 
was also the day i felt so completely winded at the new possibility 
of having my own homebirth, i was left gaspingly speechless.

My brain tried to keep up with the thought processes. There 
were no if ’s… it was purely why not? i didn’t want to be dictated 
to by the hospital of how i would birth my child. i didn’t want to 
be told how long i would labour for before they would intervene. 
i didn’t want to be told of what i could and couldn’t do. And i 
certainly didn’t want to be told i would be cut if i went over 
seven days of my due date. i wanted to feel safe, loved, warm 
and surrounded by all that i knew. To also know i was in the 
hands of someone who had my best interests first and foremost. 
There was no question now… i wanted a homebirth.

Months later, while visualising this baby’s birth, i felt nothing but 
confidence. There was nothing to fear, only excitement. We had talked 
about the time of day and how the birth might happen. Although i 
certainly wanted pat (my husband) and Sheryl (my midwife) there at 
the birth, i also felt it would be fine if they weren’t too. The idea of an 
unassisted birth never distressed or worried me, as i really did have 
complete confidence that it would be an easy and probably quick birth.

Sunday night at 40 weeks, and i thought there felt like a few niggles. 
There was a shift of electric energy in the air. i was trying not to be 
too hopeful, but the energy change was also hard to ignore. pat had 
picked up on it too and was just as excited. “Maybe babe, maybe…”

That night i had a few contractions and the little one was on 
the move. grinding that head further into my pelvis in order to 
shift its body from side to side. Each night this had been happening 
lately - not the contractions but the shifting from side to side. 
Tonight though, i had been awake for several hours and thought 
this could be the beginning, but then again maybe not. i trusted 
my body, and the baby inside me to know when was the right 
time to come. With no fear, i had nothing but wonder for every 
one of those changes that was about to happen to my body.

pat went to work at 3am. “i’ll be back at 9.30am. Just hang on ‘til 
then”. i did. i sent a text to Sheryl at 6.45am, to let her know i felt a 
little niggly, and also half an hour before a little of my plug had come 
away. Maybe today really would be the day? i had a last contraction 

The Birth of Speedy Edie

BRyDIE pEREDa

at 7.30am, and then all went quiet. i got the boys ready for the day 
and tried to listen to my body. What was my body trying to tell me? i 
wasn’t sure. Jasper went to school and i tried not to think about it.

dropping him off, i was greeted with a chorus from friends of 
“you’re still here!” “you look different”, and excited squeals on 
hearing whether it was today or next week, things had started 
anyway. i didn’t hang around though, i felt like i needed that 
protective bubble up and wanted to just be around pat and ruben.

9.45am and pat came home. “nothing”, i greeted him with. 
”nothing?” 
”nothing….” 
“it’s alright, just relax. Why don’t you go for a 
walk, while i take ruben to soccer?”

So i did. i tidied up a bit, dusted the flat and then went 
walking. not particularly fast, but i was comfortable and 
had lots of energy. The baby had been fully engaged for the 
past 4 weeks and walking now, it certainly felt like it.

i met the boys down at the soccer fields, and watched ruben run 
around. Things definitely seemed to have stopped. pat said he had 
cancelled work for the afternoon, and i felt a little guilty at nothing 
seeming to be happening. But i also liked the idea of spending the 
afternoon just with the three of us, while Jasper was still in school.

We went to my new favourite café and had lunch. Half way 
through, i felt such an incredible feeling of love. love for our 
family, love for the baby coming and love for my wonderfully 
delicious lunch. i just felt really, really happy there in the cafe.

The contractions started again. Straight away, every three minutes 
and lasting 45 seconds. We finished up and went home. pat put 
ruben down for a nap and i spoke with Sheryl, telling her what was 
happening. “Whenever you want me to come, just call”, she said.

pat started blowing up the birth pool. We had had a plumber fit 
a new hot water system two weeks before and he seemed to have 
jammed a part of the tap that we needed. pat needed to go to 
the hardware store to get another part or else it would be a very 
slow process filling the water. i felt a little nervous at him going and 
hesitated saying yes. i didn’t want to be left alone, but i also felt i could 
slow things down if i had to. He was only gone ten or so minutes, 
which i spent trying to wrestle the lining of the pool cover on, while 

stopping for some rolling contractions. The parts that we needed 
for the tap were back on and the pool slowly started to fill up.

pat left again to run up and get Jasper early from school. getting 
him home he was a bundle of excitement. The energy in the 
room shifted again. i tried to keep focusing, but the energy and 
excitement from my sweet six year old was too strong. My thoughts 
felt scatty. ruben woke up too and the excitement between 
the two built up even more. My contractions dropped off. They 
went down to about one every 5 minutes, of which i could still 
easily talk through. i needed to relax, a change of focus. i always 
thought i would like to labour with the boys dancing to music in 
the lounge room. now seemed like a good idea to try that.

We took it in turns choosing songs. it was fun and the more 
fun it was, the better the contraction i would have. There were 
two wonderfully strong contractions in particular where i again 
felt really loved, beautiful and enjoying myself. With pat dancing 
close behind me, i could feel myself open up with these ones.

My sister arrived with her kids and ready to take the boys 
to the park. The kid excitement instantly doubled with four 
happy 3, 4, 5 and 6 year olds. My contractions fizzled out once 
again, back to one every five minutes or so - still easily talking 
through them, and over all the excited chatter. i was happy to 
wave them goodbye, as i knew i would be able to concentrate 
again. it was about 4.30pm, when the door finally clicked shut.

instantly the contractions felt strong again, and to my surprise, 
regular. “pat can you time that? i think they were close, really 
close.” About a minute and a half apart and lasting a minute. They 
also needed all my attention. i had a few contractions on the 
toilet - i thought gravity would help my body along. it did, and 
all i wanted to do was get into the birth pool straight away.

The pool felt lovely. That moment of utter stillness, quiet and calm, 
everything felt so peaceful. Even the afternoon lighting within the 
flat felt peaceful. The contractions kept coming though and i started 
to feel a bit like an unsure cat. i was trying to work out the most 
comfortable position to be in. i was also trying to work out how 
i was going to give birth in the pool. Subconsciously i guess i was 
well ahead of what i thought my brain was telling me, in that i still 
had quite a while to go. Hours to go i thought, and i really needed 
to get my attention more focused, as i just felt scatty again.

leaning against the side of the pool, i tried to sway my hips through 
the water, spiralling down. i felt queasy, uncertain, and not at all sure i 
could keep doing this. Somewhere in the back of my brain said “Ahhh, 
that may well be transition!” next contraction, and this one felt a little 
different, i could feel myself open up just a little. “Call Sheryl”, i said 
simply. He did, and she said she would be straight there. it was 4.46pm.

The next contraction was incredibly strong, (i think this is when 
my waters broke). i let out a deep low growl sound and surprisingly 
i wanted to push. i didn’t force it, but i didn’t hold it back either - 
just let my body go as far as it wanted. A part of me instinctively 
started working out the best position to birth in. My brain was 
ticking over with questions like “Could my knees be comfortable 
enough to keep going in this position?” “Was there enough room?”

Another pushing and opening contraction, i reached down to see just 
how far i had opened. i could feel just a small amount of head. Another 
push and reaching down again, this time i could feel hair ever so softly, 
moving in the water. 
“Head.” 
“really?!!”

reaching down, pat could feel it too. He started to move towards the 
back to catch from behind. “Stay at the front! “ was i all i could manage 

to say. Sheryl and i had 
had a conversation the 
week before of the 
best position to be in 
for catching while in 
the birth pool. i knew it 
was easier to be at the 
front but had forgotten 
to tell pat and there 
wasn’t time now. He 
stayed at the front, but 
said later, his feet were 
also ready on the side 
to go to the back, as 
he still thought that’s 
where he needed to be.

The next contraction, 
and i knelt up, my 
body now upright. 
Quiet, feeling very present and aware of everything, i knew what 
was happening and knew what i needed to do. i’d often heard 
that you need to transcend during birth. With that first pushing 
contraction of feeling yourself open up just a little, climbing an 
almost staircase, each contraction taking me to a different level - a 
more altered state of consciousness. going from the scatty feeling 
of transition to an almost indescribable feeling while kneeling 
upright within the pool, waiting for that next push. if that’s what it 
feels to transcend, then i definitely felt it. Calm, quiet and powerful. 
This was the very moment of feeling like a birthing goddess!

Another quiet push, the slow stretch, and i felt her head come 
out. feeling completely calm, i knew i just needed to wait for my 
body to be ready for the next push. Another push and the body 
came out in one big whoosh. pat and i both reached down. it still 
felt calm, reaching down into the water. Two loving sets of hands 
sweeping the bundle on to my chest as i lent back to the side of 
the pool. Then the exhilaration. Total, and utter exhilaration!

i started laughing, with the sudden rush of raw emotions. one second 
after leaning back, the doorbell buzzed. it was 5.03pm (looking back 
on the time of the photos and just half an hour since the door had last 
clicked shut.) pat fired off three photos and ran for the door. Sheryl 
was there with my sister and the boys. “Quick!” My sister held back 
in the foyer for a minute, and Sheryl came beaming around the door.

in those precious seconds in between, i had taken the 
bundle in and also checked between those little legs. no 
penis. This just added to the laughing and exhilaration, we 
had a little girl. Edie indigo- born 20th feb 2012- 4.6kg.

for two weeks after, i don’t think my feet touched the earth. i felt 
so high from the birth and from the love that i felt surrounding our 
little family. The pure intensity left me reeling and a little unsure of 
how best to channel this love energy - into my family and into my 
sweet new home birthed babe yes, but there was something else, 
something more. i felt changed, and wanted my life to be different. not 
just a continuation of before with the added bonus of our little girl.

While i breathed her in and started weaving her into my soul, 
i clung hard to that feeling, knowing i would want to access and 
use it for another time. now i just had to work out how!
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There were two things that inspired me to choose a homebirth 
for my second daughter. The first was my big sister. She has 

had two amazing homebirths and i’m proud to say that i decided to 
follow in her footsteps. The second was the birth of my first daughter. 
She was born in a private hospital and my labour was managed by 
midwives who weren’t very caring, even negative towards me.

i cannot begin to explain how different my care was within 
the comfort of my own home. i was attended by two amazing 
midwives from the St george Hospital Birth Centre and Homebirth 
service, Ariana and Christina. Being attended to in labour by 
someone who has overseen your care antenatally makes a 
world of difference; rather than rocking up to hospital to meet 
a stranger who may or may not be inclined to your needs.

on the night Adeline was born we had a lovely roast dinner at my 
Mum’s. i hardly ate much at all. My contractions were eight minutes 
apart and i felt uncomfortable. We said goodbye to my daughter and 
my parents and left by 7.00pm. i spoke to my sister on the phone 
and she was timing my contractions on her phone while we were 
talking. My husband apologised for driving in the bumpy ute, but i told 
him not to worry as i thought it would only bring on labour more.

during my labour i had my house set up with lots of different 
positions for labouring. i look around my house now and i 
see all the rooms i rested in and laboured in and i have such 
amazing and positive memories. i walked down my street 
and back and was heard by the neighbours; luckily they were 
supportive of my home birth and knew what was happening. 
it’s not an experience i want to forget because i was letting my 
body do what it had to do and i felt strong and empowered.

i was really worried about my labour slowing down when the 
midwives arrived at our house but the opposite was true. They 
really lifted me and i realised i had been down playing where i was 
up to. i was focused for a long haul (like my previous labour) but 
when Christina said “Where’s the pool? don’t you want a water 
birth?” i realised things were moving a bit faster than i anticipated. 
This had such a good effect on me and i was excited that i would 
soon be in the warm water and pushing my baby into the world.

The Birth Of 
Adeline Faith

OlIVIa HuBBaRD

My labour was only about four hours. Hooray! i was 
strong and my body was powerful. My baby Adeline faith 
was born at home in the water gently and perfectly.

i wish this was where my story ended but the third stage 
of labour was a little bit hairy. i had a retained placenta and 
needed to be transferred to hospital to have it removed by 
forceps. i was so disappointed to have needed help in the last 
stage, but ultimately am so proud of the way my baby was 
birthed so gently and beautifully into this world. This goes to 
show that we rely on hospitals when needed, but birth does 
not necessarily need to be managed in that environment.

Everywhere i go i want to tell people how incredible birth 
can be at home. When you are relaxed, comfortable and 
assisted by people who believe in you and your choices 
and your ability to birth, well, birth it is AMAZing!

Jasper Jonathan Tudor dunlop arrived on the 5th of July at 7:26pm. 
We had been eagerly expecting him since his due date of 22nd 

June and trying not to be too anxious about the delay. We were lucky 
enough to have had an uncomplicated home birth with our daughter 
Aurora back in the uk courtesy of the nHS and we wanted the same 
for Jasper. We were a little naive about how homebirth is viewed in 
Australia but knew enough that we didn’t book our flights without 
first ‘booking’ a midwife (Jo), whom i had chatted to over Skype.

My day started with mild contractions every hour overnight and 
continuing into the morning. Craig was already a week into his 
planned leave so we were all together (one less thing to be stressed 
about). We walked Aurora to the childminder at 10am as planned 
and then took the longest and hilliest route to a favourite coffee 
shop to try to keep things moving. This was still all very manageable 
and we hadn’t spoken to Jo yet as i didn’t want to jinx things.

We were still out and about at about midday with contractions 
coming every ten minutes. it became a bit tricky to walk normally 
or hold a conversation but i don’t think anyone noticed. i really 
wanted to be outside in the sun where i could look ‘out’ from 
the contractions as a way of keeping them in perspective. Being 
my second labour i knew that it would get a lot more intense 
later! i was pretty confident it was gearing up so i spoke to Jo. 
She said to call her again when i felt like i had to be at home.

We got home and spoke to Jo again. She realised i was reluctant 
to be definite about things in case it was another false alarm. Jo 
sweetly said she could always do some shopping or visit her brother 
if things faded away (very reassuring as i am prone to worry). Craig 
started to fill the pool, which had been inflated in our living room 
for 3 weeks! He then gave me a lovely low back rub with oil while i 
leaned on the birth ball in a position i’d learned at pregnancy yoga.

Jo arrived at 2pm. Thankfully my contractions didn’t let up at all 
with her arrival, probably because of her knack of not being too 
intrusive. She kept to the other side of our bed and wrote some notes 
without too much eye contact. At about 2:30pm she decided she 
wouldn’t need to leave after all. i started to use the TEnS machine, 
which was great for easing the low back pain between contractions.

Jo and Craig suggested i get into the pool but i really wanted to keep 
that in reserve for when i absolutely needed it. i also didn’t want to 
slow down the labour. in the meantime i leaned onto the beanbag and 
hid my face with contractions, which helped. i soon realised that i’d 
better get downstairs into the pool before i couldn’t make the stairs 
anymore. When i finally got in it was such sweet relief that i cried.

This was proper labour; Craig supported me under the arms 
with each wave and Jo was so, so wonderful. She mopped lovely 
icy cloths onto my forehead, held my hand and said encouraging 
things about how Jasper was moving down with each contraction. 
She also recognised when they peaked and reminded me to relax.

i used some of the hypnobirthing techniques: actively lowering 
my shoulders, relaxing my hands and jaw and breathing through 
each one as i felt it start. i really needed the physical and emotional 
support of both Craig and Jo and they worked as the best team. i 
never felt abandoned and they picked up quickly on any of my needs. 
i had a quick check once or twice to feel Jasper’s progress and Jo 
never felt the need to examine me, which was great. She kept a 
check on Jasper’s heart rate but that also felt very unobtrusive.  

Jasper’s Birth

REBECCa DuNlOp

i wasn’t able to fully ‘surrender’ to labour (i don’t think that is in my 
character) but i was definitely more aware of it all than the first time. 
possibly because i’d used gas and air back in the uk with Aurora.

My waters broke pretty late. it was weird feeling them go ‘pop’ in 
the pool. That brought on a new level of intensity just when i thought 
it couldn’t get much stronger. it was such a relief when i felt the urge 
to push. The contractions didn’t so much hurt then as feel like hard 
work. i felt very confident then that i could complete another home 
birth and i also felt in control of the pushing and had no anxiety 
about pushing too hard at once or tearing. Jo was an excellent coach 
when the time came to be a bit careful and measured with the 
pushes, even though i think it was a challenge for her to see what 
was going on as i was on my knees leaning forwards onto Craig.

once Jasper was born she gave him a little push forwards so 
that i could pick him up in front of Craig. i was So jubilant! He 
cried immediately and was so pink and healthy looking. Both Craig 
and i felt utter relief that he was so well and perfect. We hadn’t 
remembered what a concern that is until you actually meet your baby.

Jo managed the next few hours just as professionally and 
sensitively as she has the whole pregnancy and labour. Third stage 
was completed after two hours, during which Jasper had fed while 
lying on my chest and covering me in meconium! i also spoke to 
my mum in the uk on faceTime and she had the opportunity 
to thank Jo for taking such good care of her daughter.

i can’t believe we are now a healthy family of four, ten years 
after Craig and i got together; it’s mad. if we do have any more 
children and are living back in the uk, i wonder if Jo would 
consider an extended holiday there to be our midwife again?

Thank you so much to both Jo and Craig. it is a very 
empowering experience, which is only just sinking in, 
but which i definitely needed you both for.
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our story starts five years ago when i became pregnant with 
our first child. i was interested in having a drug free experience 

at the birth centre at rHW and after enjoying a Calmbirth weekend 
with peter Jackson at his home in Bowral, we came back so excited 
about what was ahead. i prepared myself with ongoing yoga, Calmbirth 
practice and regular chiro adjustments and felt fantastic. At about 
32 weeks we discovered that my ‘ideal’ birth plan wasn’t to be.

My placenta was lying too close to the entrance of my cervix 
and hadn’t moved up as the pregnancy progressed, so the hospital 
required me to have an elective caesarian as vaginal delivery risked 
hemorrhage etc. i was really disappointed and felt that all the 
preparation had been in vain, yet also was secretly a little relieved 
that i wouldn’t have to face the unknown intensity of labour.

Ever the optimist, i discussed with hubby how we could gain 
some control back and make this hugely interventative hospital 
birth as ‘us’ as possible. So we rocked up on the day with our 
amended plan in hand; some ideas had to go completely out 
the window such as dimmed lighting (i guess the surgeon 
did need to see what he was doing after all), yet with our 
persistence a lot of our other requests were respected.

i found my calm birth skills came in handy when the epidural was 
inserted, this was the only time i actually cried as it just felt really 
wrong being warned of possible complications yet willingly being 
temporary paralysed from the waist down. yet this procedure 
enabled our frankie to enter the world. When staff could see there 
were no complication they immediately gave her to me to suckle 
at my breast seconds after being born. The anesthetists were taking 
photos for us, i got to inspect my placenta and whilst in recovery 
daddy had precious skin-to-skin contact with her. Even though 
it wasn’t the arrival i first imagined it proved to be an amazing 
experience, full of love and wonderment for our first child.

As time passed i carried with me feelings of still not knowing 
what a natural and normal delivery felt like so when we were 
blessed to be having bubba number two i was determined 
that if there were no issues i would try to achieve a VBAC. 
As you can guess trying to achieve this in the hospital system 
was difficult and full of restrictions yet we were lucky to have 
the support of dr Siobhan lee and her team. near term i had 
several sweeps to try and get things going then a week past my 
due date, knowing the staff roster ahead it was suggested i come 
in for an inducement on Christmas eve as other doctors after 
this date (to put it nicely) were not as supportive of VBAC.

So once booked in, my waters were broken i walked and bounced 
on the stairs for a few hours yet our little poppet just wasn’t ready 
to come. Many hours later and with limited progression Syntocinon 
was advised several times and we finally took this option as after 
further time the only option left for non progression would be a 
repeat Caesar. i remained strong and focused and we kept asking 
for more time before hospital policy took full control over my 
birth, “if baby isn’t distressed then let’s keep going,” we would say.

After being in hospital since 9am the synto had got contractions 
to a steady pace and by 5pm they were coming thick and fast. i 
rode each one at a time and let my inner birthing beast take over. 
it was amazing, empowering and exhausting but i was just so happy 
to be experiencing what birthing actually felt like. They knew not 
to offer me any pain relief and my Calmbirth kept me on track. 
our lovely student midwife Judy even stayed 5hrs past her shift on 
Christmas Eve to see our birth through, how wonderful she was.

our baby was posterior so labour had additional intensity. Constant 
fetal monitoring only allowed me to have one shower, which was 
such a tease, and the cannula in my arm was uncomfortable and 
frustrating as all i wanted to do was rock on all fours. despite 
these contraptions restricting my movements, our little Scout was 
born at 12.35am on Christmas day- what a present she was!

i was so happy to have achieved my drug free VBAC in hospital 
against the odds and the system. i felt it was a true right of passage. 
i was later told that during my labour some staff outside were 
overheard to say “We’re only humouring her as she is going to 
need a C-section”. Well i showed the system - didn’t i, with Scout’s 
help too of course. The recovery time post birth was so much 
easier and delightful compared to the feelings my body went 
through post Caesar, no feelings of being hit by a truck this time.

Homebirth was an easy and progressive choice for us when 
pregnant this last time. Having had a friend who home birthed 
her two boys, knowing and trusting my body and the whole birth 
process it was an easy decision. i was thankful that ricardo was so 
supportive regarding our decision and impressed with his inner hippy.

The pre natal visits with Betty were so enjoyable, it was easy not 
having to get in the car, find parking and wait around a hospital waiting 
room with the girls getting bored. instead our girls benefited from 
learning about the equipment and hearing baby go’ boom boom boom’ 
with the monitor on my tummy, they may even end up as midwives 
as a result, who knows. it was great to be able to prepare them for 
what labour may be like, reading some lovely homebirth stories with 
them and naming body parts and what noises i may make. Quite 
cute hearing a four and two year old say words such as placenta, 
umbilical and vagina and they took it all in their stride. Conversations 
at kindy have no doubt become more colourful as a result.

i had always envisaged that i would labour during the night when 
the rest of the neighbourhood was asleep. Betty had told me of the 
cultural idea that when the moon looks like a cup it is said to hold a 
baby and as it changes position it can tip a baby out. i liked this idea 
and a week past my due date the moon was in this particular shape 
so before bed i went to the balcony and looked up at it, patting my 
belly and letting baby know that when ever she wanted to come i was 
ready, i even dragged ricardo to come look up and touch my belly too.

i went to bed that night to awaken at midnight realising that my 
waters had broken, we started to get excited but tried to stay 
chilled as we may have a long labour ahead. We didn’t really know 
what to expect, as i had never gone into natural labour before. i 
tried to lie back down to sleep but gentle contractions were coming 
every four minutes like clockwork. Also i started to want to get 
our birthing space ready downstairs and move the girls upstairs 
into our bedroom; ricardo got busy doing all that was required. We 
rang Betty to let her know that things had started, were nice and 
steady but we would keep her updated. By 2am we called kylie our 
dear friend and doula and she came and helped set the downstairs 
space creating a warm and cosy environment. The contractions were 
steadily building and i found comfort in heading for the bedroom 
when they would near each peak so i could brace my arms up 
against the wall. When each passed i would come back out and the 
three of us would have a little chat and share some excited giggles.

it just felt so ‘right’ to be birthing at home in my own space. 
By 3am the surges were becoming stronger and when Betty 
arrived at about 3.30am it didn’t take long till i started to 
sound more primal with my vocalizations deepening.

i could really feel our baby working in unison with me 
and i was aware of her making her way down through my 
body, it was awesome and i just went with it. The pool just 
got filled in time and as i immersed myself in the water i 
knew what all the fuss was finally about- water rocks!

The next two hours in the water was intense but i was 
conscious to really try and rest between each surge and make 
sure my mouth and hands were unclenched. The baby’s head 
kept coming then going back up again. finally when we knew 
that her head was there and her body would soon follow, kylie 
called out to my mum and our girls to come down stairs.

They had been awake since 4.30am and had been reading stories 
upstairs and listening with Ma to the sounds of their sister’s 
pending arrival. They gave me kisses and were there for the final 
push and to see our little polly be born into her daddy’s arms. 
it was 6.05am and the sun had come up so we raised the blinds 
and the next hour was spent with polly at my breast suckling till 
i felt it time for daddy to get some skin to skin whilst i birthed 
the placenta. Then it was time to get out of the water and rest 
in bed with my man and my girls whilst Betty checked polly and 
me. What better way to bring a new life into the world?

polly’s birth was such an amazing experience and a fantastic 
way to complete our family. We feel truly lucky to have 
three healthy children and also to have had such a variety 
of experiences regarding each of their births. not many 
people get this opportunity and i will treasure it forever.

yVETTE laRkIN

A Tale Of Three Sisters
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After the beautiful natural birth of my first baby, and then 
an awesome planned vaginal breech for my second, having 

a homebirth for my third was a no-brainer. i trust my body and 
knew that i needed to be in a comfortable, private, sacred space 
where my hormones could do their job undisturbed, so what 
better place than at home? i announced my plans to homebirth 
and even ‘pre-booked’ my midwife (lisa richards) before i was 
pregnant, i just couldn’t wait! i love giving birth, and as it was going 
to be my last baby i wanted it to be nothing short of perfect.

The pregnancy was easy and enjoyable. it was such a treat to 
stay home for all my antenatal appointments, which felt more like 
social catch-ups with a good friend. i organised for two other 
friends to attend the birth: Jane to take photos and kate to be 
with my girls, aged five and two, who we hoped would have the 
amazing experience of seeing their little brother or sister being 
born. The fact that both women also happen to be midwives 
was reassuring, even though i had total confidence in lisa.

Because both my girls arrived at 39 weeks, i assumed that this Bub 
would follow suit, and i predicted (and announced to anyone who 
asked) that s/he would probably be born on the auspicious date of 
feb 29. My Edd was March 7. from 38 weeks i started telling lisa at 
each weekly visit that we didn’t need to make another appointment 
because i was so sure i’d be giving birth before then. And then the 
week would pass without event and i would greet her at our next 
appointment feeling a little deflated. i couldn’t understand why it wasn’t 
happening when i was so ready and so excited! i’d had a blessing way 
and a pregnancy photo-shoot, road-tested the birth pool, chosen 
music and aromatherapy oils, designed a mud-map of my birth space, 
painted a trust mandala onto canvas... even my stainless steel mixing 
bowl with plastic bag liner was ready and waiting on our loungeroom 
floor to catch a placenta. The bassinet was set up in our bedroom... but 
something was wrong. for some reason and try as i might, i couldn’t 
visualise a baby in it. i couldn’t even visualise myself in labour... it all 
felt so far off, despite the fact that i was ‘due’ and wanted it so badly. 
So what was i doing wrong? Why didn’t my baby want to be born?

it wasn’t a good headspace to be in, and knowing how powerful the 
mind is, i realised i had to let go of certain anxieties that i suspected 
were holding things up. i was finding it difficult to accept that some 
things weren’t happening according to plan. My mum had come to stay, 
but she was supposed to arrive after the baby was born, not before, 

The Homebirth of 
Benjamin David

because even though 
i love her lots, i 
preferred not to 
have her in my birth 
space. And now that 
she was here i had to 
face that probability, 
and also tell kate 
that i didn’t need 
her anymore, which 
was disappointing. 
i wasn’t used to 
being ‘overdue’, and 
because of my feb 29 
prediction everyone 
thought i was a week 
further along than i 
actually was, so i was 
feeling pressured and 
increasingly annoyed 
by all the comments 
i was receiving... “you 
still here?!”, “Hasn’t the baby arrived yet??!!”, “is it safe to homebirth 
when you’re overdue?”, “When are you going to get induced?” i’d 
lost my sense of excitement to a certain degree as Braxton Hicks 
kept amounting to nothing and the comments kept coming, and i 
started to wonder if Bubby was ever going to arrive. i’d also wanted 
to have lots of r&r time to meditate and connect with the baby in 
the lead up to the birth, but aside from one yoga class per week this 
wasn’t happening either. My husband david was working lots so i was 
still as busy as ever doing everything for the girls and the running 
of our household... needless to say i was feeling very frazzled!!!

So i made a momentous decision at my 41 week appointment on 
March 14. “face of Birth” was screening locally that night, which 
i hadn’t been planning to attend (i’d already bought tickets to the 
next screening instead), but i decided that it was probably just 
the thing i needed... so i told lisa i’d join her there. We joked that 
i would probably give birth in the theatre amongst my ‘village’ of 
like-minded women, and i felt my excitement returning as i gave 
myself a little stretch and sweep in the shower before heading out.

So many moments in the film really hit home for me and confirmed 
everything that i know to be true about birth. When the Aboriginal 
woman declared that “we are holy women when we give birth”, i had 
tears streaming down my face as i recalled telling david, my Mum & 
lisa that my birth space was sacred - quiet, respectful and candlelit, 
where anyone present would behave as though in church or in the 
company of a higher presence. The film undoubtedly reconnected me 
with my birthing ‘mojo’ and inspired me to let go of everything that 
was weighing me down, and just let this birth unfold however it was 
meant to. i was back in tune with my baby and my instincts, and when 
i said goodbye to lisa i knew i’d be seeing her again very soon...

i got home at 10:30pm and was in bed by 11pm listening to my 
Calmbirth Cd, visualising the birth with lots more clarity now, 
when at 11:30pm Bubby kicked so hard that i felt an odd pop, 
realising soon after that i was very wet. i lay there quietly for several 
minutes in surreal disbelief, wondering what it was... urine, blood, 
semen, amniotic fluid? Could it be??!!! i began to feel some regular 
tightenings so i tottered off to the bathroom, where i discovered that 
my membranes had indeed ruptured, and by midnight contractions 
were established and ten minutes apart. i let lisa and Jane know 
and went back to bed full of delicious anticipation (like it was the 
night before Christmas!) whilst david quietly got to work setting 
up my birth space in the loungeroom. When i made my way out 
there an hour or so later i was blown away - it was bathed in 
candlelight with music & aromatherapy oils softly spilling into the 
room, the ‘purple pool’ full & inviting... such a warm, comfortable, 
sacred space, exactly as i had imagined! Mum and the girls slept 
soundly nearby in their beds - it couldn’t be more perfect.

i spent the next hour quietly breathing through the waves as i 
leaned over the lounge (kneeling on the floor), while david gave me 
a beautiful back massage. Sometime after 2am things had ramped 

up a gear, so despite feeling bad about waking lisa and Jane, i texted 
them to let them know that they should probably come. little did 
i know that ‘ramping up a gear’ was actually ‘transitioning’! luckily 
lisa lived only ten minutes away because when she arrived i was 
in second stage, realising with some regret that i wasn’t going to 
make it into the pool - Bubby wasn’t far away! i was on my yoga mat 
leaning over my fitball now, rolling back and forth with each wave, 
feeling Bubby descend and my body open up whilst i was instinctively 
bearing down at the tail end of each exhalation... such an incredible 
sensation! i remember thinking that if Mum was awake and hearing my 
“aaaaah”s, she would probably think david & i were making whoopee 
in the lounge room! it was definitely pleasure as opposed to pain.

lisa wasn’t there long before i asked her to take my undies off - 
she hadn’t realised things had progressed so far and was surprised 
to see a head crowning. i reached down and felt it as david got into 
catching position, and after a couple of pushy exhalations through 
a ring of friendly fire, a little head was gently born... and then our 
precious Benjamin david slid beautifully into his daddy’s hands at 
3:09am. A boy!!! And in only three hours! david passed him back 
through my legs to me, and we had a lovely group hug, marvelling at 
our perfect little man, before i moved onto the couch to get comfy 
for a nice long skin-to-skin breastfeed. After an hour or so i felt 
the need to sit up and realised that i was also feeling a bit ‘pushy’ 
again... my body was doing its job beautifully, and within minutes 
i birthed my placenta into the bowl and lay back down again. it 
sat beside us for another hour or so, still connected to Benjamin, 
until the cord had long-stopped pulsating and david cut it.

We all sipped champagne by candlelight and marvelled at the 
whole experience, all high on oxytocin, until daybreak when Mum 
and the girls woke to meet our gorgeous new family member... 
none of them realising that he was being born as they slept! it 
was so surreal and Soooo sublime. And i felt like a goddess.

[Photos by Jane McCrae Photography]
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After a traumatic first ‘birth’ experience, my husband Ben and 
i agreed that if there were to be a next time, it would be at 

home. By the second pregnancy we had moved overseas to Munich, so 
i was apprehensive about trying to negotiate a VBAC homebirth in a 
different country and a different language, but it was all probably a lot 
easier (and cheaper*!) than it would have been at home in Australia. 

i feel incredibly lucky to have found the beautiful midwife Jutta 
Anzenhofer. i had a lot of anxiety about the birth and she did a 
great job of making me feel looked after, heard and understood. She 
arranged Bach flower remedies for me, massaged, listened, reassured 
and practised Jin Shin Jyutsu. i don’t know much at all about the 
latter, but again, i felt so well looked after. She said that my scar was 
‘pulsing well’ or something which meant that it was strong, and i 
was happy to believe that, even if i may have been a little sceptical. 

Mum came to stay with us from a week before the due date. 
Although i had avoided telling most people the estimated due date 
to prevent them from stressing me about it, i knew it myself and was 
definitely sick of being pregnant by the time it came and went. My 
first baby had arrived eight days after the Edd, so i expected about 
the same. one week after the Edd i really hoped that this would 
be it. i hadn’t really had any signs that anything was going to happen, 
but believing in positive thinking, i decided to get ready anyway. 

The Birth of Emmeline

ElEaNOR pHElaN

i pulled all of the birth pool supplies out into the lounge room, 
vacuumed and did my final ‘nesting’. While i was vacuuming i felt quite 
certain that, surely, something would happen in the early hours of the 
next morning. i put my daughter Adelaide to bed just before 10pm 
and felt a few contractions then. When i was bracing myself against the 
wall i told her that my tummy was hurting, so the baby would probably 
come soon so she would just have to go to sleep. i got straight into 
the bath then (as my back was hurting and i wanted the soothing hot 
water), but pretty soon i was feeling like it was too small for me to 
be comfortable so i asked Ben to set up the birth pool. He seemed 
surprised that i wanted it so soon. in fact, just as i got in the bath, he 
had suggested we all go to bed to try to get some rest. Mum told 
him that she didn’t think anyone was going to bed and time soon! 

i had read that getting in the pool too soon could slow things down, 
but i thought that i’d just get in there to get some relief for a bit and 
get out later. Mum texted Jutta to tell her that things were starting to 
happen. i imagined that we would be contacting her again in the early 
hours of the next day. it actually took me an hour or more to move to 
the pool as by then the contractions were too strong. i was starting 
to panic a bit that it was all hurting so much so early on. i was sure 
that i still had 10 or 12 or even 24 hours to go, and wasn’t sure that 
i could stand that. i felt that i really needed to go the toilet and mum 
kept saying that that could be the baby. i also had read about women 
feeling an irresistible urge to poo right before birth but i was sure that 
that was all a long, long way off, and told her no, i just need to poo! 

it was at this stage that mum insisted on asking Jutta to come. i 
agreed, thinking that she could just come and see that we had hours 
to go and could always come back later. i had never asked how long 
it took her to get to my house - i thought she was about 20 minutes 
away. Mum said that she probably didn’t hurry too much as we all 
thought there was plenty of time. As it happened, she arrived at 
midnight, about 40 minutes after the text. By then i was in the pool 
and not really coping that well with contractions. As i recall, nobody 
reminded me to breathe, i just screamed “ow, my bum!” and “it 
hurts” all the time. i was aware that i was not doing the low, open 
voice that i’d read was ideal, but couldn’t really help it. At one point 
i heard a siren and worried that a neighbour had called the police 
about the noise! Thankfully the siren didn’t stop at our house. 

i had been facing out of the pool leaning on Ben’s arms and 
shoulders. Jutta suggested that i turn around so that there was room 
for the baby to come out. i heard her say to mum that it would 
only be 15 minutes or so. i didn’t believe her. i hadn’t felt anything 
apart from the pain in my bum. Sure enough, i felt the pop of the 
water breaking and she said she could see the head. i still didn’t 
really believe her, and declined when she asked if i wanted to feel 
it. The head came out and in another contraction or two the rest 
of the body slid out too. i couldn’t really believe that i had done 
it, and that it had all happened so fast. The time was 12.20am. 

i needed some stitches which Jutta did right there on the couch. 
They were pretty sore, and it was about 10 days before i could 
sit comfortably, but that was such a difference from recovering 
from the surgery the first time around. After stitching and clearing 
up the pool and whatever else was happening, Jutta left and Ben, 
Emmeline and i crawled into bed. Adelaide had slept through all 
the noise but woke up when we came into the room and climbed 
over to say a sleepy hello to the baby and we all went off to sleep. 

lisa was amazing. She cleaned everything up so quickly and efficiently 
and stayed with us well into the morning to give me a shower and tuck 
me into bed – such attentive TlC that one couldn’t possibly receive 
in hospital. Jane took some incredible photos. i hardly knew she was 
there as she captured all the miraculous moments that are etched in 
my memory forever. And my Mum was great too, feeding us all toasted 
hot cross buns and opening her arms for my girls as they slowly took 
in the surprise of waking up to a new little brother. She took care of 
them so david and i could snuggle up in bed together with Benjamin, 
which is where we remained cocooned all day, drinking him in.

The whole experience surpassed all my expectations in the 
end, and it taught me some valuable lessons... that too many 
expectations can result in too much anxiety; and that i needed 
to quieten my mind and let go of these expectations, and simply 
let the birth unfold in its own time and find its own perfection.

SElENa MalONEy

in most ways, this birth and labour were 
quite different from what i expected: 

• It was all over so quickly! I am not fast at anything and always 
late! i was most worried about being stuck on someone else’s 
arbitrary time constraints and taking longer than they were 
comfortable with and being coerced into interventions et cetera.     

•I never felt the baby descending or turning or anything like I’d 
read. i also didn’t feel the ‘ring of fire’. of course it did hurt, but i 
was amazed that her head really did not feel as big as it looked!

• There was no irresistible pushing urge - it just happened, but 
not in the Zen ‘let my body do the work’ way i had imagined!

it was so nice to be at home, with no tags on my or my baby’s wrists 
marking us as hospital property. We ate what we liked, when we liked, 
did was we pleased. All in all, it was an amazingly different experience 
from last time. Although i was physically sore for a while, the emotional 
difference was huge. i really hope that HBAC will continue to be 
an option for women in Australia (and everywhere). i would be 
heartbroken if somebody else decided what was supposedly best for 
me, my body and baby and where i was ‘allowed’ to have my baby.

*our public health insurance pays for whichever 
birth we choose, from homebirth to birth centre to 
hospital with antenatal care with an obstetrician.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47
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The story of Maisie’s birth 
would have to be right up 

there with the most ridiculous 
stories anyone could really tell. 
That being said, the experience 
was by far the most incredible, 
healing and empowering thing i 
have ever experienced in my life.

A little background…  
in March 2010, i was due to give 
birth to my beautiful son, Archie. 
i had a perfect and essentially 
boring pregnancy, with no issues 
or complications whatsoever. 
Being completely ignorant and unaware of the complications 
involved (and obviously unaware of the ‘cascade of intervention’), 
i was induced in hospital at precisely ten days past my Edd.

My waters broke on their own, and were thick with meconium. 
i laboured on my back hooked up to monitors, for ten very long 
and very intense hours. it was then decided that Archie was in 
‘distress’ and i was to have an emergency caesarean section.

i was put under a general anaesthetic. Archie was cut out of 
my body and delivered to my very worried husband. four hours 
later i helped my boy for the first time. i didn’t really realise 
or understand anything that had occurred and i was still so 
completely ‘out of it’ unable to really bond with my child.

The next day a nurse discovered Archie’s breathing was quite fast 
and he was rushed to the niCu (neonatal intensive Care unit) and 
stuck with tubes. it was discovered through a series of tests and x-rays 
that he had pneumonia. i’ve later discovered that this isn’t entirely 
uncommon after a caesarean delivery when meconium is present in 
the waters. We had a very sick little boy, a very traumatised Mummy 
(who was refusing pain relief) and all in all it was an utterly horrible 
experience. luckily, Archie is now a beautiful, healthy two year old.

When discovering i was pregnant with Maisie, the first thing i 
did was to talk to my beautiful friend Jacquie, who is a doula. We 
discussed that i wanted to have a home birth and no intervention, 
and agreed that the best thing to do was to talk to an independent 
midwife. i soon met with Sonja, discussed my history, my fears and 
my expectations, and booked to birth with her that very same day.

over the next few months, she was a pillar of strength 
for both me and my husband, constantly reassuring us 
and offering all kinds of help and encouragement.

Maisie’s Birth Story

EMMa laMONT

When i was 36 weeks pregnant, we moved into a new 
house, which almost seems a prerequisite for women with 
impending births! This crazy time had me thinking i may go 
into labour from all the physical work and stress… nope.

i had been experiencing constant and intense Braxton-Hicks 
contractions from about 30 weeks, which really began to increase 
around this time. it was quite a new sensation for me, after 
experiencing nothing at all in the way of these with my first pregnancy.

Two weeks later, my darling husband was going to be 
interstate for a conference for four days, which made 
me think i might go into labour then. no again.

My due date came and went and i was becoming increasingly 
impatient. i was experiencing very intense pre-labour symptoms 
for about 10 days before Maisie actually decided to arrive. Each 
night i would experience intense surges; at times they were only 
two minutes apart. i would pace the floor, bounce on my gym ball 
and rest as much as i could. But with the beginning of each new day, 
everything would slow down and ease off. When i was 37 weeks 
pregnant, Sonja had discovered that my little lady was posterior, 
which could possibly have contributed to the prolonged pre-labour.

on Sunday the 24th of June, three days after my Edd, we spent the 
day resting and relaxing around the house after yet another night of 
intense surges. That afternoon i decided to go for a walk around to 
block to help move things along. i was only about 20 metres from 
home when my pregnant-woman balance kicked in. i fell on the road, 
rolling my foot and badly grazing my leg. i also heard (or maybe felt) 
an awful cracking noise. luckily i had my phone with me and called my 
husband. He came running to my aid and we hobbled up the street.

We called an ambulance as i was far too terrified to go to 
hospital. in my mind i was convinced that if i went there for my 
foot, i would be leaving with another baby cut out of my body 
unnecessarily. The ambulance officers were fantastic and decided 
that there was no point in bringing me to hospital as there was 
nothing much that could be done whilst i was pregnant. They 
suspected that i had broken my foot (this was later confirmed by 
x-ray after Maisie’s birth, i had shattered the bone in 4 places!).

Monday was spent in bed, barely able to move around and again 
i was dealing with painful surges. They intensified on Monday night, 
but again eased off by Tuesday morning. on Tuesday morning (very 
early), i received a call from my poor hysterical mother. She had 
attended a function the previous night and had begun to chat 
with a highly respected obstetrician. one thing led to another 
and she told him my history and current situation. He left her 
petrified, and believing that both i and the baby were in mortal 
peril. She begged me to have a consultation with him that morning. 
i eventually agreed, if only to reassure her that things were okay.

My husband arrived home from work to take me to my 
appointment at 10.30am. At this point i was having very 
strong surges about five minutes apart, i really thought 
nothing of it figuring that they’d soon disappear again.

We arrived at the obstetrician’s practice and i must have 
looked a ridiculous sight. i was struggling to walk on my crutches, 
heavily pregnant and stopping every few ‘limps’ to breathe 
through another contraction. He examined me (something i 
wasn’t too keen on and which my midwife would not normally 
do at that point in time), to discover that i was about 7cm 
dilated and that my cervix was very thin. i was quite shocked

He then went on to berate me for choosing to have a homebirth 
after my previous experience, and to tell me that i needed to 
head to hospital immediately. i sat in his office bawling my eyes 
out and listening to him tell my husband that “he didn’t want 
to see him in his office next week, wondering why his wife and 
child were dead”. i was sickened and disgusted by his attitude. 
He then told us that whatever we decided to do, we needed 
to be where i would be having the baby within the hour.

The second we hobbled out the door my husband and i looked 
at each other and decided without question that we needed 
to be at home. i later asked my husband what made him so 
sure about his decision after what he’d been told. He looked 
at me like i was silly and said “How could i take a man who 
was wearing socks and sandals seriously!?” Haha! Touché.

We drove home, calling Sonja and Jacquie on the way. 
i didn’t really believe that anything would be happening 
for quite some time, but wanted them there with me. We 
were in no real rush to get home – even stopping at my 
husband’s work to pick up his laptop on the way home.

When we arrived home my husband, Stewart, began to fill the 
birth pool. i was extremely centred, focusing on my breathing 
through the surges which were becoming even more intense. i 
was on my hands and knees on our bed when Jacquie arrived. She 
stayed with me, talking me through each surge and encouraging me 
constantly. Jacquie and Stewart were both going in and out of the 
room as they were trying to simultaneously heat up the pool. our 
hot water system is a JokE and we ran out of hot water! They 
were boiling pots and kettles on the stove to heat the water.

i decided i needed to pee and called Stewart to help me get to 
the bathroom. He helped me from my hands and knees (which 
was the most comfortable position for me) to sitting on the bed, 
ready to get up. A minute or so after i sat down i felt two pops. My 
waters had broken and were pooling all over the bed! i figured from 
everything that i’d read, that the actual birth would still be some 
time away and i wasn’t too worried that Sonja was yet to arrive.

from that point on however, it was all happening! i was still fully 
clothed so Stewart and Jacquie wrestled with me to get my pants off. 
i was so in touch with my body and all the sensations. i was breathing 
like there was no tomorrow! i had an uncontrollable urge to push.

At that point, Sonja arrived and checked that everything 
was fine. i remember asking her to check the baby’s 
heartbeat, as that was why i was told that i needed an 
emergency c-section with Archie. it was perfect.

i was so focused and listened to my body. i was trying to ‘breathe 
the baby down’. i don’t recall actually ‘pushing’ like the garbage 
you see in movies. She was coming whether i liked it or not, so 
i made a conscious decision to let my body do the work.

Sonja told me she could see a little bit of the head. i couldn’t 
believe it. She quickly popped out of the room to switch on 
the oxygen just in case we needed it. A minute later she came 
back into the room and the entire head was out. Another surge 
and she was out down to her middle – already crying! one 
more surge and my precious girl was completely out. Maisie 
rose lamont was born at 1.21pm on Tuesday 26th of June. She 
weighed 3.5kg and was 54cms long. She arrived into her awed 
daddy’s arms. My placenta popped out about 20 minutes later.

The poor, cold birthing pool was a lonely sight, but there 
was no chance that i could have made in there! The mattress 
was another sight altogether, with Stewart commenting that it 
looked as though a possum had been run over on it. oops! 

i couldn’t believe it. i couldn’t even begin to describe the 
extraordinary range of emotions i was feeling. i was so insanely 
proud of myself for trusting myself and of course, my body to 
do what it was designed for, despite history not necessarily 
being in my favour. i was amazed at the incredibly beautiful little 
girl that i was holding. i felt the most overwhelming sense of 
empowerment, elation and most importantly HEAling.

i hope my experience can encourage people who have been 
through similar traumatic birth experiences that they CAn do it! 
And to show them that hospitals and ‘professionals’ don’t always 
know what is best. That they do have a choice, and that they need 
to trust their instincts to do what feels right for them and their 
baby. oh, and that you can even do it all with a broken foot!

i can’t express enough thanks to my fabulous midwife, Sonja 
Macgregor and to my incredible doula and friend, Jacquie Harsh for 
the unwavering support, love and encouragement they constantly 
showed me. i couldn’t have done it without them. Also, to my 
gorgeous husband Stewart who trusted me to make this decision 
for our family and supported and loved me every step of the way.
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robin is my fifth baby, and my third homebirth. pregnancy has 
always been a time for me and my husband Sol to focus on 

healing old patterns that no longer serve, and to put our creative 
powers into action to create anew. our focus for this birth was 
‘ease and grace’, and as the time grew nearer i felt myself slipping 
into a lovely intuitive space and closer connection with my family 
and with the midwife, given that we had been together through 
two very different and sometimes challenging births previously.

As i went past 40 weeks, i was in no real hurry for the baby 
to come. i had lots of pre-labour sensations, but after four kids 
i knew it was just my body warming up. on the Saturday night 
strong contractions woke me from sleep all through the night, 
but i didn’t ring the midwife until Sunday evening, feeling this 
night would be the real thing. in hindsight i think i was already 
in the dreamy, detached, inward headspace of labour.

At 1am i woke with a strong contraction, and my waters had 
broken a little. i went to the loo only to realise that my perineum 
was completely swollen and i felt that the baby had dropped down 
a lot, even into the birth canal a bit. i didn’t have very strong or 
regular contractions, but i woke Sol and told him to get the pool 
filled. He just jumped up and got into it like an old hand. i decided 
not to call the friend i had organised as a support person - i knew 
i just wanted my husband and midwife as support this time.

At 3am Sol told me to ring the midwife again. i was reluctant as 
it was the middle of the night, but a suddenly stronger contraction 
gave me the sign i needed. She asked if i wanted her to come 
and i told her i didn’t know, as i still didn’t think i was in proper 
labour, but she said she would ‘pop’ over to have a look.

Robin’s Birth

kIRRIlEE HEaRTMaN

She arrived at 4am, and after listening to the baby and sitting with 
me for a while, told me it was probably still early in the labour, and 
that she was going to lie on the lounge. This incensed me and i 
thought to myself “it bloody well isn’t early!” She only got to lie down 
for about one minute as the intensity picked up and i began having 
overwhelming contractions that i had to go deeply inward to focus 
through. i had about five or six, went to the toilet or walked around 
between each one with Sol and robyn following me everywhere.

At 5am she suggested i get into the pool after hearing me start 
to push. i said that i did not want to, because i knew then that i 
would have to push the baby out and i didn’t want to go through 
with it anymore. in my previous birth i had felt some strong pain 
in my pelvis when the baby came through, and the memory of 
that difficult pain formed into a huge resistance this time around. 
i went to lie down and all of a sudden robyn was there with me, 
rubbing my back and telling me it was alright. i said i was fed up 
with the contractions and scared about the pain. She said the 
baby would come anyway. Those few moments of tender words 
between just the two of us helped my resistance to melt away.

i announced that i would get into the pool. A couple of minutes 
in the water were enough to rejuvenate my spirits and help 
me focus, ready for the second stage. After the second pushy 
contraction there was a sudden popping sound... the outside of 
the pool had split down a seam! i sat up, the midwife swore and 
Sol looked panicked. Time paused as we all looked at each other... 
wondering if this scenario was really going to happen! Sol got a 
patch for the pool but when i leant on it for the next contraction 
it split again - large enough to mean we would have to abandon the 
water birth. Sol held the pool together while the midwife held my 
hand for another contraction... that didn’t arrive. i think we both 
knew the labour had suddenly stalled, though neither of us said 
anything. She went back to helping Sol but their nervous activity 
was beginning to affect me. i remember telling them that they were 
freaking me out and taking myself off to the loo for a while.

When i got back the midwife had placed a towel over the lounge 
and on to the floor so i went and knelt there. As soon as i did the 
contractions started up again and i felt the baby begin to move down. 
But no one was around; they were now madly bailing out the pool. i’d 
had the intuition the day before that this birth wouldn’t be a water 
birth, so i was not shocked or upset by the pool breaking, but i was 
upset that the focus was off me. robyn, after hurriedly assuring me that 
she was still there for me, said we should wake up my mum and some 
kids to help empty the pool. Sol came and sat with me while my son 
held the split shut and robyn and my mum bailed it out with buckets.

Within a few minutes i could feel the baby crowning. 
As that overwhelming urge to push came over me i said “i 
need rrrrroobbyynnnnn...” to which i heard her reply “i’m 
coming,” in a very shaky voice - the only time i have ever 
heard her sound less than totally composed. As the baby’s 
head emerged, i realised i didn’t have that pelvic pain

that i had experienced before, and that not being in the pool 
meant i could get in a better and more comfortable position for 
my body. i’d given one loud push and then the midwife said to just 
breathe the baby out - i let go of the effort i was putting into pushing 
and was amazed to feel his head just keep coming on its own.

i knew that i didn’t want to pause between head and body 
emerging. i gave myself permission to just keep nudging him out 
without stopping at all and it felt like he slid out very easily, but 
quickly. i think i went into a bit of shock, began crying and shaking 
but also worrying that it had been too fast for me. As i turned 
around i heard Sol exclaim “oh it’s a boy!” robyn told me to 
slow down in turning around due to a short cord. it felt like 
too long before i finally saw my beautiful baby and held him.

i was helped up to lie on the lounge - my mother and son were 
still bailing out the pool. My 12 year old son had been sitting two 
feet away from me as i gave birth but apparently his eyes were 
firmly fixed elsewhere! My mum hadn’t even realised the baby had 
come until i called her over to see him. He was born at 5:50am 
and the placenta came quickly at 6am. i ate a small piece raw... 
something i have done with every birth except one as a symbolic 
act of giving back to my body and for helping avoid excessive blood 
loss. There were some magical moments when, at 7am the other 
kids all drifted out, sleepy-eyed, to find that the baby was finally 
here. Sol began brekkie and the day began as usual. My daughters 
began fighting over whose turn it was to touch the baby, and that 
was my cue to have a shower and retreat to the bedroom!

despite the unexpected elements, it was a fantastic birth, 
easy on my body and full of light heartedness. We knew straight 
away that the baby’s soft energy did not suit the name we had 
in mind. for three nights after he was born i dreamt his name 
was robin. He has been a very special baby bringing much 
change into our lives, rich with challenges but also joy.
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My pregnancy ran a wonderfully smooth course with no issues, 
despite the oB at the public hospital trying his hardest 

to convince me i was sick when i went in to make a ‘just in case’ 
booking. He informed me i was at risk of hypertension, iugr and 
blood clots and was most mystified when i politely declined his 
recommendation that i take prophylactic doses of aspirin and make 
a fortnightly appointment to see him so he could regularly asses 
me with ultrasound. Had i been any less educated about my health 
and options i would have left the hospital a quivering wreck. As it 
was, i left that appointment sure of one thing – that we had made 
the best possible decision for this pregnancy and our baby and that 
was to stay as far away from the hospital system as possible!

My due date approached and i felt as though i would go over 
for sure as i was, at the assessment of friends and colleagues, 
looking “Way too comfortable” and “nowhere near ready to 
have a baby”. on my due date, i spent the day with friends and 
experienced a fair amount of lower abdominal discomfort, though 
i didn’t get excited as this had happened once before and nothing 
came of it, so i figured our little one was just rearranging herself. 
The day before i had seen my acupuncturist who had told me 
that labour would start within 72 hours, but i wasn’t getting my 
hopes too high- everyone knows first pregnancies go over, right!

on friday 15th June at 2am i woke with a period like cramp, but 
figured i would just go back to sleep as this would end up being 
nothing. By 2.30, i decided that what i actually needed to do was wash 
dishes and clean the dining room where i had been sewing fanatically 
as this would be the birthing space and there was presently no 
space in which to birth.... Around 3am or so, the sensations started 
to get more intense and i thought i should start monitoring them. i 
still didn’t think for sure this was going to happen that day and was 
planning on sending hubby off to work and calling him if things got 
serious. over the course of the next hour they got stronger and my 
timer indicated that they were coming every 3.5 - 5 mins and lasting 
60-90 seconds, at which point i decided two things: one, i must be 

The Birth Story Of  
Emma Grace

SaRaH DINSE

timing it wrong because they shouldn’t be so regular so fast and two, 
i needed a shower because this was starting to get uncomfortable!

At 4.15am ric got up to go to work and found me in the 
shower. i informed him that i had changed my mind and 
it was probably best if he stayed home that day. He asked 
me if he should call Jo yet. i told him i didn’t want to wake 
her that early and maybe we should just wait a while.

With the next contraction i asked him to maybe just text her, 
just in case. Midway through that text and the next contraction i 
decided that perhaps he should just go ahead and call her! He let 
her know what the progress was and she told him she would be 
on her way after having a shower. The time between that phone 
call and Jo’s arrival proved to be the longest in history, me moaning 
and swaying through contractions and poor ric trying to move 
the last of the stuff from the dining room, get the birth pool ready 
and massage my back at the same time. i amused myself by getting 
frustrated that it was simultaneously too cold (middle of winter 
after all!) and too hot with the air-con blowing in my face.

Jo arrived around 6am and i informed her that if this was not 
actually labour i had changed my mind and did not want to have a 
baby anymore. She checked bubba’s heart rate and said we were both 
doing really well. i asked her when i could get in the pool, assuming 
i wouldn’t be able to get in for ages yet but she told me i could hop 
in any time i liked now, just to get out again if things slowed down. i 
would have leapt into that pool in a second, but (the spoilsport) she 
insisted on checking the temperature first and of course it was too 
hot and needed cooling down. THAT proceeded to be the longest 
time in the history of the world. EVEr. i got in the pool and the next 
contraction came immediately, stronger than any other so far and 
i thought “Well, i don’t think this is going to slow it down any!”

i let out a “nooo”. Jo told me to just “Say yES to it”, and i decided 
seeing as she was the professional it was best to take her advice. it 
got quite a bit louder from then on in, which was a surprise to me 

as i never figured myself for such a vocalist, but then i’d never felt 
anything quite like that before! i was aware that i was really roaring 
and i had no desire to try and hold back, my body was really taking 
over. This was what i had been most scared of, not being able to let go 
and just go with the birth process. i think it was because i had spent 
so long not trusting my body, given the turmoil of the three years 
spent trying to conceive, watching my body do the opposite of what i 
wanted it to do and fail to produce a pregnancy month after month.

Just before seven, i felt a ‘pop’ and a gush of liquid and ‘stuff’ ... 
my waters must have broken. i thought to myself that i should let 
Jo know, but the contractions were taking all of my attention and 
i just wanted to rest in between. it wasn’t until i heard Jo and ric 
wondering if they had broken or not that i actually got around to 
mentioning it! i could feel my baby moving down, then back up a 
little, stretching me open. i told Jo who suggested i have a feel for 
Bubba’s head, and i could. i knew we were really getting somewhere 
now, i just wished it would hurry up.... so hurry up it did!

not long after, i felt the urge to push. i was amazed at how my 
body just took over, completely overwhelming me, overpowering 
any desire to control the action. in between, i rested on the pool 
edge, my brilliant hubby making sure i had something to drink, 
massaging my back and working with Jo to get hot towels when 
the contractions returned. i started to feel my baby move right 
down. Again i reached down to feel but this time there was a 
head without my even getting part of a finger inside, though i 
was dismayed that all i could feel was a tiny circle when i thought 
for sure there should have been half a head peeking out!

i started to feel a strong burning and tried to do what Jo had said, 
“Ha ha ha” the baby out. it was so hard to try and hold back when 
all i wanted to do was give an almighty push. When i reached down 
the next time i could feel her ready to come out. i gave a push with 
the next contraction and her head came out. Jo jumped up to get the 
mirror and the camera to get a shot of her coming out, but apparently 
i wasn’t finished pushing, and out she came before anyone could get 
anything! Jo told me to reach down and catch my baby, and then 
they passed her through to me. The cord was short, and we sat back 
awkwardly, in complete amazement. We had a baby! it was 7.56am.

our four legged child roxi wandered over to check out what all the 
fuss had been about and greeted bubba with a nice wet nose. it was 
ric’s job to tell me if we had a boy or a girl, so when he looked, hands 
shaking and announced “it’s a boy!” i was so excited that he had a son 
and was genuinely happy; however after a little while, ric started to 
second guess himself, and asked Jo to take a look. She laughed, and said 

HAS ‘Events & Fundraising Coordinator’ 

WANTED

We require someone who is motivated to organise 
events to raise the public profile of homebirth 
and fundraise for HAS such as film screenings,  

HAS presence at expos, markets etc. 

it would be a great opportunity for a student studying 
events management to gain some valuable practice 
and further the cause for homebirth, or just someone 

who is willing and keen to have a go. 

The role can be shared amongst two. 

Successful applicant/s will get free HAS membership 
and Birthings subscription. 

Please email: info@homebirthsydney.org.au.

no, it’s a girl! A wave of joy washed over me. i hadn’t known how much 
i wanted a daughter until i had her in my arms. it was the short cord, 
a bit of swelling and the dim lighting that had led to the mistake....

i got out of the pool with their help and moved over to the 
couch. After an hour we moved to the toilet to help the placenta 
out and it fell out as soon as i sat down. once back on the couch 
ric tied and cut the cord on our beautiful little girl, she was 
finally her own person. We had been tossing between a couple 
of names, but looking down upon her we decided together that 
she was definitely Emma – whole, universal and perfect!

i am in eternal gratitude to my wonderful husband who 
was a source of love, strength and support throughout the 
pregnancy and labour and every day since. Also to Jo who was 
a strong yet gentle source of wisdom and guidance throughout 
pregnancy and labour, and something of a surrogate mum 
throughout the first few weeks of Emma’s life. i feel truly blessed 
by my little family and our wonderful birth experience.
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HaS In The Community Media watch kRySTal DE lIMa
May 31, 2012
MIDWIVES SAFE AS DOCTORS IN LOW-RISK BIRTH
http://news.ninemsn.com.au/health/8476407/
midwives-safe-as-doctors-in-low-risk-birth
 
low-risk pregnant women cared for by midwives have fewer 
medical interventions and are more likely to have a normal birth 
than those receiving standard hospital care, a new study suggests.
The research also found there was no difference in infant 
deaths between low-risk pregnant women cared for by 
doctors and those in high-quality midwife care.
The studies which measured medical interventions all 
found women had fewer interventions and were more 
likely to have a normal delivery if they were cared for by 
midwives, or gave birth at home or in birth centres.
 
June 02, 2012
MIDWIVES IN PUSH FOR MORE HOMEBIRTHS
http://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/a/-/news/13843482/
midwives-in-push-for-more-homebirths/
 
Homebirth supporters want to convince WA women and gps 
that most pregnancies do not need a doctor to manage them, 
let alone an obstetrician. They say WA women have among 
the highest rates of caesareans and medical interventions 
in the world and women are conditioned to see childbirth 
as an operation before a stay in a hotel-type hospital.
Childbirth educator pip Wynn owen said WA was way behind 
Britain where midwives handled most births and doctors 
took only risky cases. Though homebirths were portrayed as 
dangerous, she said demand for the few independent WA midwives 
was strong. They had equal numbers of first-time mothers 
and women disillusioned after a previous hospital birth.
private practice midwife liza kennedy said she was gobsmacked at 
the medicalisation of birth in WA when she moved from Britain five 
years ago. “There is a lot of sinister fear around birth perpetuated 
by the medical profession so women give away their power very 
readily,” she said. “Homebirth is made out to be odd when it’s the gold 
standard in terms of continuity of care and gives huge satisfaction.”
 
June 06, 2012
CORONER SAYS HOME BIRTH 
BABIES COULD HAVE LIVED
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/breaking-news/coronor-says-
homebirth-babies-could-have-lived/story-e6frf7jx-1226386093087
 
THrEE babies who died during or after home births would have 
survived if born in hospital by caesarean section, a coroner has found.
in his findings today, South Australian deputy coroner Anthony Schapel 
said it was a “matter of certainty” that the babies would have lived 
if their mothers had elected to undergo a caesarean section. Mr 
Schapel said even without such intervention the babies may have 
survived if their births had occurred in hospital rather than at home.
The deputy coroner has recommended more education for 
people considering home births and legislative changes to make 
it an offence for people to operate as unregistered midwives.
 
June 07, 2012
MIDWIVES STRUGGLE TO ACCESS MEDICARE
http://www.smh.com.au/national/midwives-struggle-
to-access-medicare-20120606-1zwq1.html
 
MidWiVES are struggling to use Medicare and the pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme more than 18 months after the federal 
government gave them access to improve choice in maternity 
care. Between november 2010, when the government opened 
the Medicare Benefits Schedule to midwives, and April this 
year, only 97 of 42,000 registered midwives became Medicare 
providers, allowing their patients to claim rebates for care. 
Midwives must enter collaborative agreements with doctors to 
use the schemes but doctors are not supporting the change.
in another issue, there are fears home birth will be abandoned 
by registered midwives next year if the federal government 
does not find an insurance company to cover them. As of July 
2013, midwives will require insurance for home births if they 
are to stay registered. At the moment, they are exempted 
while the federal government searches for an insurer.

June 27, 2012
HOME BIRTH TOO PRICEY FOR YASS MUM
http://www.yasstribune.com.au/news/local/news/general/
home-birth-too-pricey-for-yass-mum/2603779.aspx
 
yass mother-of-three Jo kay would love to have the option 
to home birth her fourth baby, due in two months time. it’s a 
birthing option that not many local women consider, despite 
the lack of antenatal and maternity services here in yass.
To hire an independent midwife for home birth services 
costs the family between $4000 to $8000, according to 
yass doula lindsay Hollingsworth. only a limited number 
of private health companies offer reimbursement.
Home birth is not a choice many yass women can consider. 
“i would prefer if [homebirth] was an option because i have 
straightforward deliveries and it’s a family event,” said Mrs kay.
 
June 29, 2012
HOME-BIRTH BELIEFS PUT BEFORE BABY: INQUEST
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/home-birth-beliefs-
put-before-baby-inquest/story-e6frg6nf-1226411585793
 
nSW deputy State Coroner Scott Mitchell said yesterday 
the death of Janet fraser’s third child, roisin, could have been 
avoided if a medical expert had been present. “(The home 
birth) is something that, it’s fair to say, cost roisin fraser 
her life,” he told glebe Coroners Court yesterday.
yesterday, Mr Mitchell found baby roisin had died moments after 
birth due to a “hypoxic episode”, which was probably caused 
by the cord being tangled around her neck during delivery.
The deputy Coroner said the “three amateurs” 
were unprepared for what happened.
Medical experts had told the inquest that if a qualified midwife 
had attended the birth, roisin’s chance of life would have been 
much more favourable. “As it was, her mother chose to rely 
on her own socio-political views about birthing and roisin’s 
chance of life was deferred to that decision,” Mr Mitchell said.
 
July 18, 2012
HOME BIRTH CHOICE COMES TO BUNBURY
http://www.bunburymail.com.au/story/141042/
home-birth-choice-comes-to-bunbury/
 
HoME births could become a popular choice for Bunbury 
mothers after a government funded community midwifery 
program spread to the city. A growing interest in giving birth 
at home in the South West has previously been dampened 
by steep costs and a long list of requirements.
But the new program could make home birth an affordable option 
for eligible women. Southern Country Health Service South 
West nurse director Marianne Slattery said local mothers had 
expressed a desire for alternative birth options, including home 
birth. She said the new support system would also decrease 
the demand on Bunbury regional Hospital’s maternity ward, 
which has been over capacity for the past three months.
 
July 20, 2012 
MIDWIFE OVERSEES HOME BIRTH
http://www.northernstar.com.au/story/2012/07/20/
midwife-oversees-home-birth-pilot-program-lismore/
 
WHEn goonengerry’s Xan Van Veen went into labour at 5am six 
weeks ago, there was no mad dash to the hospital for this first-
time mum. instead the 27-year-old had a friend come round and 
inflate a small plastic pool in her lounge room. Meanwhile, she 
lit the fire in the fireplace and an altar of candles and pottered 
around her cottage overlooking a tree-lined gully and waited.
lily pepper Van Veen was the first baby born under a 12-month home 
birthing pilot program endorsed by the northern nSW local Health 
district. during the pilot period, which started in April, two women a 
month are chosen by ballot to take part. The pilot is one of 14 home- 
birth programs operating in Australia, and if successful, could lead to 
the establishment of a permanent service in the northern rivers.

28th Homebirth Australia Conference:  
‘Birth Rites – Human Rights’ Hobart July 27-29 
 
The 28th Homebirth Australia 
conference was my 4th homebirth 
conference. i was very grateful that 
HAS flew me down to Hobart for 
it as it is always an exciting time 
catching up with old friends and 
learning more about natural birth 
from some of the world’s experts. 
This year was no exception with the 
keynote speaker being Jan Tritten – she 
was a midwife from 1977-1989 and 
is founder and Editor-in-chief of the 
fabulous Midwifery Today magazine.

The first day of the conference Jan 
Tritten opened with her talk on ‘Birth 
is a Human rights issue’ as she stressed the need to change many 
common birth practices and protocols by simply putting mother and 
baby first as a way to respect human rights. Megan farnhill then spoke 
about the Midwifery group practice she works for at the Adelaide 
Women’s and Children’s Hospital, which after years of planning finally 
started doing publically funded homebirths. ironically St george 
Hospital’s homebirth program was modelled after it and yet it got 
underway sooner than Adelaide!  
The next speaker was doula and mother of four genevieve Sayers, 
who had experienced two caesareans and two vaginal births, having 
gone through the private and public sectors, followed by a home birth. 
She spoke of the rights of VBAC women to informed choice. next up 
was gaylee kuchel who talked about how, unlike other rites of passage 
in our lives, birth rituals are grossly under-celebrated in our society 
and should be given the due respect it deserves. kristen lee read 

introduced the idea of the “Crafting 
Womb” and invited the conference participants to contribute to some 
knitted or crocheted shawls to donate to the Addis Ababa fistula 
Hospital in Ethiopia which operates on women with horrific birth 
injuries. it was so heartening to look around later and see whole rows 
of women knitting or crocheting in the audience and throughout the 
conference to contribute to the blankets that are given to the women 
after their life changing operations. obstetrician kirsten Small from 
Adelaide spoke of her time volunteering in Cambodia, and discussed 
the current issues for women and midwives working in this part of 
the world that has a maternal mortality rate that is 25 times higher 
than Australia. Jane Harwicke-Collings did a fascinating talk of how a 
woman’s experience of menarche can affect her childbirth experience. 
rachel reed talked about her phd research and the individual birth 
stories of women who she interviewed which showed how routine 
practices can affect their ‘rites of passage & rites of protection 
during Birth’. The next presentation was by our own Jo Hunter and 
robyn dempsey who showed their film ‘What does collaboration 
really mean – life partners of homebirth midwives’. This was an eye 
opening and very humorous portray of what life is like for the partners 
of homebirth midwives with interviews with the men themselves.

on Saturday night i attended the conference dinner with keanu 
snuggled sleepily on my back, and despite being busted like an 
underage drinker for sneaking in my own ginger ‘beer’, i had a 
great time. The food was good, the company was great and the 
comedian Tracey Cosgrove’s bogan alter ego ‘doug’ was the 
funniest character i have ever had the fortune to witness! it is 
hardly surprising that when birth workers have time off from 
being on call, they really enjoy a drink – the room was certainly 
full of them, and there were endless howls of laughter!

VIRGINIa MaDDOCk
next morning i slept in a bit 

so unfortunately i missed out on 
seeing Sarah Buckley’s and Sussan 
ross’s talks. But next up was the 
‘Handing down of the knowledge’ 
ceremony which happens every 
conference, as more experienced 
midwives from each state thread 
their bead onto the long thread 
while passing on some knowledge 
to a student midwife from that 
state who does likewise. Melanie 
Jackson presented information 
she gleaned from her own 
research on freebirth and “High 
risk” homebirth, and also told 
us what we already know, that 
women who choose homebirth 
are very well educated – that 
little gem of a story was picked 
up by ABC news and aired that 
night with some interviews from 
Melanie and others during the conference. The next speaker was a 
midwife and homebirth Mum, kylie Schramm who presented her 
story of birthing her breech baby feet first, (under secrecy from the 
obstetrician who lived next door!) Midwife Sue Cookson continued 
the breech theme and gave an excellent talk on the safety and risk 
of breech births, and important information for midwives on how to 
facilitate this potentially tricky presentation. Bonnie Britton spoke of 
the necessity for mothers to feel in control to have a positive birth 
experience rite of passage and smooth transition into motherhood. 
Student midwife Melissa Macfarlane presented her findings from a 
questionnaire answered by around 150 
other student midwives, in particular 
to their experiences and satisfaction of 
their training and their opportunities 
to gain experience and pathways to 
homebirth and independent midwifery. 
it was found that in many universities it 
is extremely difficult, if not impossible 
to gain access to or experience in 
homebirth and it became apparent that it 
is of utmost importance for students to 
choose wisely their education provider. 
i have since heard that Melissa has sadly 
given up her own midwifery training 
which reflects the poor state of student 
satisfaction which was apparent from 
the questionnaire. leonie Macdonald, 
author of Birth Journeys talked about her own 
birth stories, beginning from a place of fear before her first birth due 
to hearing negative birth experiences from other women debriefing 
their traumatic births, to the profoundly triumphant homebirth of her 
second child. This led her to collate a book of “positive birth stories to 
encourage and inspire” which has been hugely successful!  
To end the great weekend, Jan Tritten opened up the mic to 
practical suggestions from anyone in the room of hands-on 
“tips and tricks” to deal with different challenging situations 
during labour and birth. Every birth worker in the room 
found this an incredibly educational experience that even 
the most experienced learnt from, including Jan herself.

Jane Hardwicke Collings closed the conference with a drum and 
lighting of the candles ceremony. Then we all went our respective 
ways with happy memories and renewed enthusiasm to return 
home with. HAS made only $162 selling old Birthings magazines and 
merchandise, but as it was a smaller conference and we did not have 
our full range with us, this 
was hardly surprising.  i 
think the next Homebirth 
Australia conference will 
be in two years as the Trust 
Birth conference founded 
by Carla Hartley will be in 
Sydney next year.  i can’t 
wait to attend both!

^ Conference Attendees Knitting

Homebirthed bubs: Keanu Brent and Kelsey King ^ 

^Virginia Maddock @ the HAS stall

^ Comedian ‘Doug’ at  
the conference dinner

^Keynote speaker - Jan Tritten
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PRE-NATAL SERVICES 
City & Eastern Suburbs
rEBECCA gouldHurST  
doula, naturopath, Counsellor, pregnancy Masseur & Hypnobirthing  
i am a passionate doula practicing from  
a naturopathic and counselling background.  
i have been in practice for 14 years. Being  
a doula allows me to support parents-to-be  
with my wisdom and experience of the birth process and the know how to 
create the birth that you want. Birth is a magical time that i am honoured to 
be part of. i have experience both  
at home and in hospitals and have different packages to suit all.  
All enquiries welcome.  
rebecca gouldhurst, 93864243, 0415304369  
counsellor@doula.net.au  
www.rebeccagouldhurst.net.au 

Inner west 
BirTHSEnSE WiTH JACki MCfArlAnE 
Birth Art group, prenatal Counselling, Hypnosis and Creative preparation for 
pregnancy Wellbeing and positive Birthing.  
for group details and individual sessions please phone Jacki: 
90433079 or  0419286619 
ackichip@internode.on.net 

 

MoTHErBirTH – ConSCiouSBirTH 
Erika Elliot - Birthing in Awareness 
Erika is a passionate and experienced doula and birthing mentor who offers 
support from pre-conception awareness through to the early days of 
post-natal care. facilitating calmbirth® & Birthing from Within preparation 
courses, Erika also offers massage, blessingway ceremonies and birth 
photography. Monthly group sessions or private preparations are available. 
Birthing services are offered to couples in the inner West, 
Eastern Suburbs and the north Shore. 
Erika Elliott 0425 217788 erikabirth@gmail.com 
preparation * Education * Support

North Shore / Northern Beaches 
All ABouT BirTH CAlMBirTH®  
calmbirth® is an enriching prenatal course for women planning a homebirth, 
water birth, active and natural birth. calmbirth® affirms that birth is a normal 
process, and you will learn relaxation skills to use during pregnancy, birth and 
beyond. learn how to work with your body, partner and discover a wonderful 
way to have a positive birth experience. louise is an experienced midwife and 
childbirth educator and courses are held in dee Why and neutral Bay. Con-
tact louise for more details and dates.  
louise luscri / 0408 231 759  
info@allaboutbirth.com.au  
 www.allaboutbirth.com.au  

BirTHing SpiriT
Heather Crawford 
Acupuncturist, doula, calmbirth® classes 
please see my listing under “Birthing Services: Midwives” 
Heather: 9777 7888 or 0423 171 191 
heather@heathercrawford.com.au 
www.heathercrawford.com.a

Sutherland / St George
CAlMBirTH® prEpArATion CourSE  
The calmbirth® course is an amazing course,  
it imparts the knowledge of birth preparation techniques such as deep 
relaxation, visualisation, breathing, positive imagery, attitudes/expectancy to 
achieve a rewarding, easier, more comfortable stress-free birthing experi-
ence. Many women who have done the calmbirth® course during their 
pregnancy are far more likely to have positive feelings about their 
birthing experience. Their partners and midwives are quite often very 
impressed with how beautifully they’ve worked with their body during the 
labour. for enquiries of dates and available times and bookings phone 9544 
6441 available weekends, weekdays, evenings.  
Visit: www.julieclarke.com.au see website for dates and discount. Special 
note: Julie’s calmbirth® course is very reasonably priced.  
Julie Clarke / julie@julieclarke.com.au  
0401265530 / 9544 6441. 9 Withybrook pl. Sylvania (20mins south of airport). 
 
nATurAl BEginningS  
Herbal Medicine, nutrition & Birth Support  
i have a very personal interest in treating preconception, pregnancy and 
children’s health, naturally. With some help from herbs and nutrition, my 
partner and i prepared our bodies’ health naturally for conscious 
concep tion, and i enjoyed 2 trouble free pregnancies, and gave birth at 
home to my 2 healthy, full term baby boys and they continue to enjoy 
perfect health. you too can benefit from my experience in natural health 
care. i can assist you with: 
~ preconception health and natural fertility
~ preparing for a healthier baby
~ overcoming health conditions, (including during pregnancy)
~ preparing your body and mind for a better birth
~ birth support for mum & dad, and/or siblings
~ treating your children’s health naturally
~ chemical-free home-made herbal skin products
natural pregnancy, Birth and post-natal kits also available which make 
great gifts for the expectant or new Mum!
Virginia Maddock 
Herbalist, nutritionist & doula 
0415683074. 5 Balfour Ave Caringbah 2229 
www.naturalbeginnings.com.au 
TrAnSiTion inTo pArEnTHood 
Childbirth and parenting preparation 
Wonderful, comprehensive courses focused  
on natural active birth including waterbirth, including practicalities of baby 
care. participants receive professionally presented well organised course 
notes. Very suitable for homebirth, birth centre and delivery suite.  
See Julie’s website for more details, birth stories and pictures, information 
www.julieclarke.com.au  
Julie has a great sense of humour and a very gentle approach, she is supportive 
and flexible in her teaching approach. good variety of courses to choose 
from: 6 wk course 1 night  
per week or 2 Saturdays condensed or 1 Sunday super condensed.  
reasonably priced and discount available. 
Julie Clarke / julie@julieclarke.com.au / 0401265530 9544 6441 / 
9 Withybrook pl. Sylvania (20 mins south of airport).

Southern Highlands  
prEgnAnCy WorkSHopS  
Midwife Jane Hardwicke Collings gives regular workshops – “pregnancy The 
inner Journey” – in the Southern Highlands and in other places by arrange-
ment. As well as “The School of Shamanic Midwifery” – a women’s 
mysteries school for doulas and midwives 
Jane Hardwicke Collings  
48882002, 0408035808 
janecollings@bigpond.com 
www.moonsong.com.au  
www.placentalremedy.com

BIRTH SUPPORT SERVICES: DOULAS 
Northern & North-Western 
Suburbs 
 
JACQui JAMES  
i am passionate about supporting & encouraging families during pregnancy, 
labour, birth and in the early “daze”. i work with both parents and assist in 
creating a nurturing environment for the baby to be born. The birth of  
a baby is a sacred experience and i feel honoured to be a part of it. i also 
facilitate mother/family blessing ceremonies.  
i trained in 2003 at Birth Central, completing post natal doula in 2005. 
references available.  
Mob: 0418 445 653  
jacquij@people.net.au

Blue Mountains &  
western Suburbs 
 
SiMply BirTHing doulA SErViCE 
in my three years as a doula i have been witness to many natural births. i 
believe strongly in the women’s ability to birth her own baby and in her own 
wisdom and instinct as a mother. i’ve also been teaching prenatal yoga for past 
11 years and am a Childbirth and Early parenting Educator.  My focus as a 
doula is to ensure that you and your partner are feeling confident, reassured 
and informed in preparation for your birth. i am also available as a calm 
support to your family and other children.  
Jenny Schellhorn: doula. Childbirth & Early parenting Educator. pre natal yoga 
Teacher 
9625 7317, 0403 957 879  
jenny@simplybirthingdoulas.com.au  
www.simplybirthingdoulas.com.au

HOSpITal HOMEBIRTH pROGRaMS

BElMonT MidWifEry group prACTiCE HoMEBirTH progrAM
our service provides individualised women centred continuity of care 
throughout pregnancy, birth and for two weeks postnatally.
Healthy women have the choice to birth at home if they are within 30 mins to 
our supporting hospital, John Hunter Hospital (new lambton Heights in the 
Hunter/new England area).
for further information contact kelley lennon: 49232291

ST gEorgE HoSpiTAl HoMEBirTH SErViCE  
This public health service is available to women in the St george and Sutherland 
Shire area. Continuity of care is provided by two midwives throughout pregnancy, 
birth and the postnatal period. 
for further information, call the Birth Centre on 9113 3103. 

Southern Suburbs 
 
nATurAl BEginningS 
HolSiTiC HEAlTH And doulA SErViCE 
As a homebirth mum, i have the experience and trust in natural birth to be 
your ideal birth support, whether you choose to birth at home, in hospital  
or birth centre.  
As a natural therapist, i have the resources to assist you with reiki massage, 
herbs and flower essences in case the journey of labour becomes difficult.  
As an ex-nanny, i can help look after older siblings so that Mum can focus on 
birthing, dad can focus on Mum, and older sister or brother can still feel 
important and included in the process, without fear. 
My birth package includes 2 prenatal visits, birth support incl. herbs/flower 
essences and reiki massage, follow up visit to debrief, and a beautifully 
presented photo book of your birth for you to keep.  
natural pregnancy, Birth and post-natal kits also available which make great 
gifts for the expectant or new Mum.  
Virginia Maddock  
Herbalist, nutritionist & doula  
9501 0863  
5 Balfour Ave Caringbah 2229  
www.naturalbeginnings.com.au

Wollongong HoSpiTAl HoMEBirTH SErViCE
This public health service is available to women in the Helensburgh to kiama 
region. Continuity of care is provided by two midwives throughout pregnancy, 
birth and the postnatal period. Contact the Antenatal Clinic on 42534256 and 
ask to book in with the Midwifery group practice (Mgp). your details will be 
taken down and Mgp will return your call.
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BIRTHING SERVICES: MIDWIVES
Homebirth Access Sydney provides a list of midwives currently offering homebirth services in the Sydney area and a list of questions to ask when interviewing 
them on our website. Midwives are listed when they agree to sign up their clients for a year’s membership of HAS. Listing does not imply endorsement by HAS. 

BirTH WiTH gEnTlE CHoiCES  
offering continuity of midwifery care during pregnancy, birth  
and postnatally. Birth is a natural, and empowering experience  
that is part of a normal life journey rather than a medical event.  
providing support for women and their families and encouragement  
to believe in herself and her ability to birth instinctively.  
Betty Vella (gymea)  
9540 4992  bpvella@optushome.com.au

BirTHing SpiriT: HEATHEr CrAWford  
[Midwives @ Sydney and Beyond] 
i am based on the northern Beaches and provide pregnancy, labour & birth and 
postnatal care in the community, serving families in northern Sydney, the Eastern 
Suburbs and inner West. As well as providing midwifery care, i also work as an 
acupuncturist & herbalist specialising in fertility and pregnancy. i love being with 
women and their families through this transformative time and believe that every 
woman should be able to journey through pregnancy and birth in a supportive 
environment where she feels safe and loved, surrounded by people who respect 
and support her choices.  
Heather Crawford 
 0423 171 191  heather@heathercrawford.com.au 
www.heathercrawford.com.au

BEllA BirTHing: liSA riCHArdS  
Holistic Women Centred Midwifery on the Central Coast, in newcastle and 
the lower Hunter Valley. i work with women, their family and their chosen 
supports for birth at home. i practice with the philosophy that pregnancy, birth 
and the postnatal period are normal and when a woman is nurtured 
individually, sensitively and with no intervention, she is empowered to make 
choices that suit her and her family’s needs and to birth the way she wants. i 
provide full antenatal, birth and postnatal care in the home. 
lisa richards (Central Coast, newcastle and the lower Hunter Valley) 
0404422617 bellabirthing@live.com.au 
www.bellabirthing.com.au

THE EllA MAy CEnTrE  
[Midwives @ Sydney And Beyond] 
The Ella May Centre provides an alternative to the medical management of fertility, 
pregnancy, birth and beyond by providing Midwifery and naturopathic care to 
prospective and expecting families. your midwife will provide you with individualised 
care throughout the preconception, pregnancy, birth and postnatal periods and is 
on call 24 hours a day.  
The Ella May Centre supports you to birth in the way and place of your choosing. 
for full details of services please visit our website or book  
a free information appointment. 
Melanie Jackson (Western Suburbs & Blue Mountains)  
0425 280 682  
www.ellamaycentre.com

EMMA fiTZpATriCk: MidWifE in priVATE prACTiCE 
[Midwives @ Sydney And Beyond] 
With over 11 years experience in Midwifery, i am passionate about supporting 
women and their families throughout the journey of pregnancy, birth and the 
postnatal period. As well as being a passionate Midwife i am mum to 3 children, 
my littlest recently being birthed at home in the water. i am located in the 
Hawkesbury, and happy to provide support and service to women in Western 
Sydney, The Hawkesbury and The Blue Mountains areas. 
Emma fitzpatrick (The Hawkesbury) 
0432724103  emma_gu77@yahoo.com.au

HAZEl kEEdlE  
i have attended homebirths as a midwife and have been a practising midwife 
for over 3 years. i have attended the homebirth midwives retreat in 2008 
and also an active birth workshop. i have qualifications in massage, 
aromatherapy and infant massage. i have recently obtained Cert iV 
Breastfeeding Education (Counselling) with the Australian Breastfeeding 
Association and Childbirth Education training. i am passionate about 
keeping birth natural and providing continued care from pregnancy through to 
birth and during the newborn time. i have a keen interest in women achieving 
vaginal births after a caesarean (VBAC) in part due to my own personal 
experience of VBAC. 
Hazel keedle (orange and Central West nSW)  
0408 661 503  hazelkeedle@gmail.com

indEpEndEnT MidWifE: JACQui Wood  
pregnancy and birth is a normal, healthy life experience. As natural as it is to 
conceive your baby in a loving, safe and intimate environment, labouring and 
birthing at home, in your own relaxed setting, gives you the freedom to follow 
your body’s instinctive knowledge of birthing naturally, without restrictions. As 
a Midwife, i have immense passion for my career and gain great professional and 
personal satisfaction from it. i offer a holistic approach to midwifery care, 
providing care throughout your pregnancy, labour and birth (a birthing pool is 
available for water birth) and postnatal care up to 4 weeks after the birth of 
your baby. All care is provided in your home.  

Jacqui Wood (Blue Mountains, Western Sydney and South West suburbs) 
0430 109 400 jacqui@independentmidwife.com.au 
www.independentmidwife.com.au 

Jo HunTEr: HoMEBirTH MidWifE  
i believe that women should be placed at the centre of their own experience, 
supported to empower themselves with knowledge and skills, given time and 
encouragement from their midwife, as well as being surrounded by those they love 
and people who believe and trust in their ability to birth. it is the midwives role to 
have patience and trust in the innate ability of women and babies and to be 
comfortable and confident to support this process in any setting the woman 
chooses. pregnancy, birth and postnatal care up to 6 weeks is provided in your 
home. i live in The Blue Mountains and service local families, inner west and western 
Sydney.  
Jo Hunter (Blue Mountains, inner west and Western Sydney ) 
(02) 47519840  midwifejo@bigpond.com 
www.midwifejo.com.au

nEW BEginningS MidWifEry prACTiCE 
[Midwives @ Sydney and Beyond] 
new Beginnings Midwifery practice offers a personalised approach to pregnancy, 
birth and beyond. receive comprehensive prenatal care with your own midwife. 
new Beginnings can assist you with homebirth, hospital birth or birth centre birth. 
Extensive postnatal visits. Access to information, resources and a large lending 
library. Care and support available 24 hours a day. 
robyn dempsey (north ryde)  
9888 7829  midwiferobyn@optusnet.com.au  
www.homebirthmidwives.com.au

prEgnAnCy, BirTH & BEyond  
[Midwives @ Sydney and Beyond] 
looking for special care during your pregnancy, birth and as new parents? receive 
personalised, professional care by an experienced midwife. pregnancy, Birth and 
Beyond supports women and their families birthing at home, birth centre or 
hospital. Midwifery care helps you avoid unnecessary interventions and to be 
recognised as the most important member of the birth team. pregnancy, Birth 
and Beyond aims to assist families achieve an empowering birth experience. for 
full details of services please visit our website. 
Jane palmer (dundas Valley)  
9873 1750  jane@pregnancy.com.au  
www.pregnancy.com.au

SHEryl SidEry 
Sheryl has been in private practice for the past 23 years.  Her core belief is that 
pregnancy and birth are not only about producing a healthy baby but is also a 
period of profound transformation for the parents. Sheryl lives on the northern 
beaches and takes only a small caseload of women. She has Medicare eligibility 
that provides a rebate for antenatal and postnatal care.  
Sheryl Sidery (northern beaches through to the Eastern suburbs) 
0409760548  secretwomensbiz@bigpond.com 

SonJA MACgrEgor  
A wholistic midwife who empowers and trusts a woman to birth her own baby in 
the comfort of her own home, surrounded by love. i provide a full antenatal, 
labour, birth and postnatal service in collaboration with the woman. 
Appointments are attended in the woman’s home, with the inclusion of family and 
support people if the woman desires. i service Sydney, Blue Mountains, Southern 
Highlands, illawarra, Central Coast & newcastle. 
Sonja Macgregor  
0419 149 019  sonjamac@bigpond.com  
www.birthathome.com.au

TAnyA MunTEn 
Having trust in the process of birth is Tanya’s foundation for midwifery practice 
along with the understanding that every pregnancy and birth is a unique and 
profound life experience. 
Having qualified as a midwife in 2008, Tanya is following her passion for normal 
physiological birth and is excited to offer support at home to women and their 
families on Sydney’s northern beaches and surrounding areas.   
Tanya Munten  
0412 210 222  tanyamunten@hotmail.com

WiTH WoMAn MidWifEry CArE 
i am an independent midwife based in Shellharbour.  i provide continuity of 
midwifery care throughout pregnancy, birth and the postnatal period to women 
planning to birth at home.  All visits take place in the woman’s home at a time 
that suits the family.  Areas covered include the illawarra, Southern Highlands, 
Southern Sydney, Shoalhaven and Canberra. 
rachele Meredith  
0421 721 497 rachele@withwoman.com.au 
www.withwoman.com.au

GuIDE TO CHOOSING a MIDwIFE
for a downloadable list of these questions to ask your midwife, please go to the ‘find A Midwife’ page on our website.

different midwives have different personalities and practices, and different 
midwives are right for different women. finding the right midwife for you is your 
responsibility. when selecting your midwife,  
we recommend you:

• Interview as many midwives as you can from different practices
• Talk to as many of their clients as you can
Here are some questions you might consider asking midwives  

you are considering for your care:

QuAlifiCATionS And EXpEriEnCE
• Are you registered?
• How long have you been practising? 
• Where did you train and when? 
•  Do you do regular continuing education? What about refresher courses and 

extra skills courses?
•  Have you had any long periods away from practice? If so, what did you do to 

update your skills and knowledge?
• Do you have regular peer review of your midwifery practice?
•  Did you work in a hospital setting and then become a homebirth midwife? 

When? 
• Do you combine hospital shift work and a homebirth practice?
• How many births have you attended as primary caregiver?
• How many of these were at hospital? In a birth centre? At home?
• How many births per year and per month do you attend?
• Do you have a specialty area of practice? 
•  What is your rate of transfer to hospital? Rate of caesarean section?  
rate of assisted delivery?

• Have you ever had to resuscitate a baby?
• Has a baby ever died under your care? What were the circumstances? 
•  Are you certified in neonatal resuscitation? Do you carry oxygen  
to the birth? 

EligiBiliTy
•  Are you registered as an eligible midwife?
•  Can I claim Medicare for pre and post natal services?
•  How much will I get back from Medicare per visit?
•  Can you prescribe antibiotics, vitamin K etc?
•  Do you have a collaborative relationship with a GP or obstetrician?
•  Do you have midwife visiting rights to my local hospital? 

pHiloSopHy And ATTiTudE
• Why did you become a midwife?
•  What do you perceive your role to be - during my pregnancy, during  
my labour, after the baby is born? How does your practice vary for  
different women?

•  Do you see yourself as actively involved in a woman’s labour? How? (Some 
midwives prefer to sit back and let you do it with your birth support people, 
others will become actively involved if you want that and talk to you, massage, 
hold heat packs)

•  What is your attitude to complementary therapies such as homeopathics, 
acupuncture, etc

• What is your attitude to circumcision? Immunisation?
• What do you expect regarding self-care during pregnancy?
• What is your view on nutrition and weight gain during pregnancy? 

CollABorATion/TEAM
• Will you provide all my midwifery care or will others be involved? 
•  What are your back-up arrangements if you are not available to provide my 
care?  
do you work with a regular second midwife? 

•  If you work alone, what happens if two women go into labour at the same time? 
What is your backup system? if you work with other midwives, when can i meet 
them?

•  Are there any collaboration requirements with doctors, obstetricians or others? 
do you have any collaboration agreements? if so, with whom? please explain 
how these will work, how the team collaborates and how much each element 
will cost. How does collaboration affect my care and specifically continuity of 
care? When will i meet these people?

• Who will you bring with you to the birth?
•  What is your experience of working with doulas? Do you prefer a woman to 
have a doula at birth? do you have any doulas with whom you regularly work? 

•  What will happen if I need to see a specialist during my pregnancy  
or labour?

• What will happen if my baby needs to see a specialist?
•  In what circumstances would you recommend my baby see  

a pediatrician or doctor? 

prACTiCAl MATTErS
legal, contractual, financial
•  What do you charge for your services and what does that cover?  
is it a lump sum or segmented for different phases of care? Will there be a 
written contract?

• When do you expect payment? Is there flexibility?
• What rebates are available?
•  What happens if we discontinue our relationship during my pregnancy? For 
example, if i don’t want you to be my midwife anymore, if there is a medical 
situation that recommends against my having a homebirth, or if you are unwilling 
or unable to continue my care? Will you refer me? How will the finances work?

•  Please explain the current situation regarding professional indemnity insurance 
and how it affects my care or our relationship. 

TiMing
•  What happens if two clients are in labor at the same time? How many clients do 
you have due around the same time as me? Will you take on more?

•  Do you combine hospital shift work and a homebirth practice? What if you’re 
working when i am in labour?

• Are you likely to be away when my baby is due? 

SpECifiC iSSuES…  
…during prEgnAnCy 

•  Where will the prenatal appointments be? What do they include? How long will 
they take? How many antenatal visits do you recommend, and why?

•  How and when can I contact you if I need help or advice during the  come up 
between visits? 

•  In what circumstances would you transfer me to obstetrical care for during 
pregnancy? What is your rate of prenatal transfer?

•  What is your attitude to ‘due dates’ and how would you feel about my 
pregnancy going over 40 weeks? What would your advice be?

•  How do you feel about natural induction methods? Can you offer any of these 
services?

•  What would you do in the case that I was having twins? Had a breech baby?
•  What prenatal tests do you require? What do you recommend? Do you have an 
obstetrician to whom you refer? 

•  Do you provide education as I prepare for the birth? Do you have a lending 
library of books/dVds? 

…during lABour And BirTH
•  In what circumstances do you recommend transfer to hospital? How often do 

your clients transfer and for what reasons? do you stay with your clients who 
transfer? in what capacity?

•  Do I need a backup booking with the hospital? Which one? What is involved in 
this? if it’s a private hospital, do i need private health insurance?

•  What equipment do you provide (eg birth pool)? What must I provide? 
• How and how regularly will you monitor the baby during labour?
• Do you support me labouring in water? Birthing in water?
•  What do you do in the event of a long labor? A “stalled” labor? Do you stay? Go 
away and come back? in what circumstances?

• When will you come to me after I begin labor? Have you ever missed a birth?
• How often do you perform an episiotomy?
• What is your attitude towards premature rupture of membranes (PROM)?
• How long do you wait to cut the cord after the baby is born?
• Do you support lotus birth?
• What do you do if there is a post partum hemorrhage?
•  What procedures do you perform immediately on the newborn?  
What can wait? Will you wait if i request it? 

• How long will you stay after I give birth? 

…during THE poSTnATAl pEriod 
•  What is the schedule of post-natal visits? Where will they be? What do they 
include? How long will they take?

• Will you help me with breastfeeding? If so for how many weeks?
• How do I get my baby’s birth certificate? 
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HOMEBIRTH SuppORT GROupS 
Sydney & NSw 
inner West Homebirth Support group 
first Wednesday of Every Month
Time: 10am - 12pm 
date: 5th Sep, 3d oct, 7th nov
location: changes every month, so please email your details to Magda or call to 
find out where we are meeting. 
Contact: magda.jansen@gmail.com 0410 139 907 
please feel welcome if you’re pregnant, have children or are just curious about 
home birthing. partners welcome too! 

northern Beaches Homebirth group
3rd week of the month 
Time: 10am-12.30pm
dates: Monday 24th September, friday 19th october, Monday 26th november, 
friday 14th december
location: The Highest intent:  23 lady davidson Circuit forestville 
Contact:: Beryl Truong 0411769881 beryl@thehighestintent.com.au
please bring a plate of food to share! 

Sutherland Shire Homebirth group
Every Thursday
Time: from 10.30am
location: 5 Balfour Ave Caringbah. 
Contact: Virginia 0415683074 or maddvirg@yahoo.com.au 
if you’re pregnant or have babies or kids in tow, come on over, let the kids run 
amok and enjoy a cuppa and some fresh baked delights with some like-minded 
mamas. 

 Western Sydney Homebirth Support group
2nd Wednesday of the month
location: 20 Millard Cres plumpton
Time: 10.30am - 12.30pm
Contact: Veronica ph. 0415-107-601 email: veronica1530@yahoo.com
All mamas or mamas to be are welcome.  your little ones are welcome to come 
join and play.  if you can, bring a healthy snack to share together,  if you can’t, don’t 
worry come anyway. 

pregnancy & parenting network meeting - dundas Valley
4th Thursday of the month
Time: 10am-12pm 
location: Jane palmer’s home: 27 Hart St, dundas Valley. 
Contact: Jane palmer 1300 MidWyf (1300 643 993) or email 
jane@pregnancy.com.au 
dates / Topics: 20th Sep - parenting styles, nuturing yourself and elimination 
communication
18th oct - unexpected outcomes
15th nov - Complementary therapy guest speakers
13th dec - Antenatal preparation and different types of classes
info: http://www.pregnancy.com.au/resources/support-groups/index.shtml 
please bring a plate of food to share. All welcome. 

pregnancy & parenting network meeting – Hawkesbury 
2nd Tuesday of the month
Time: 10am -12 noon
location: Emma fitzpatrick’s home: 5 rowland Ave kurmond
Contact: Melanie: 0425 280 682 mkjackson@live.com.au
dates / Topics: 11th Sep - parenting Styles, nurturing yourself and elimination 
communication
9th oct - unexpected outcomes
13th nov – Complementary therapy guest speakers
4th dec - Antenatal preparation and different types of classes available
info: http://www.ellamaycentre.com/Events.html
please bring a plate of food to share (anything you can manage). As always, mums, 
dads, friends and kids are all welcome! See you there!

Blue Mountains Homebirth Support group
Every 2nd Thursday
Time: 10am-12pm. 
dates & Topics: 13th September – ‘Conscious parenting’ (and babywearing with 
guest speaker Meredith Crawford-Mckay) 
location: lawson family day Care room, unless otherwise specified!
Cost: A donation of $2-5 is appreciated to help with group running costs. 
Contacts: email krystal: bmhomebirth@gmail.com or visit our website 
http://www.bluemountainshomebirth.com.au/
To join our mailing list of upcoming meetings / topics please email krystal. Bring a 
healthy snack to share if you get a chance, if not come anyway. 
*no meetings in school holidays. 

illawarra Birth Choices group
3rd Monday of each month
Time: 10.30am to 12.30pm 
location: Held alternatively at private homes. Email us to find out and sign up to 
our email list 
dates / Topics: illawarra birth choices –
dates/topics:
17th Sept - TBA location - Breastfeeding through the ages, 22nd oct - TBA 
location, 19th nov - TBA location - Belly dancing
Contact: email info@birthchoices.info 
http://www.illawarra.birthchoices.info/index.html 

Mothers & Midwives of the South (Southern Highlands)
Every month
for more details contact kylie Woods: 486801691 / 0416204424 or 
candlebark@hotmail.com. Everyone welcome! 

Central Coast Homebirth group
first Wednesday of each month
Time: 10.30am - 12.30 
Contact: lisa richards 0404422617 bellabirthing@live.com.au  
Come along if you are pregnant, trying to conceive, mums, dads, kids, doulas, 
midwives, and anyone interested in homebirth (including homebirth > hospital 
transfers). 

Hunter Home and natural Birth Support (HHnBS)
2nd Wednesday of every month
Time: 10am. 
dates / Topics: 12th September - positive Birth Story Sharing
10th oct - Homebirth awareness week
14th nov - 2012 topic planning
location: new lambton uniting Church Hall. 10-14 grinsell St kotara (off 
orchardtown rd). 
Contact: rachel 0415 435 045 or email hhnbsgroup@gmail.com 

Mothers & Midwives of The South (Southern Highlands)
Every month
for more details contact: kylie Woods: 486801691 / 0416204424 
or email candlebark@hotmail.com. 
Everyone welcome! 

Armidale and district Homebirth Support network
first Sunday of every month
Contact: rebecca pezzutti hbsarmidale@gmail.com

Interstate & National 
Homebirth Australia
Contact: Chris Wrightson 0414 812 144 homebirthaustralia@gmail.com
www.homebirthaustralia.org 

Homebirth Queensland inc.
Contact: 07) 3839 5883 info@homebirth.org.au
www.homebirth.org.au

Alice Springs Homebirth group
Contact: Anne yffer 0402 424 780 wildisha@gmail.com 

darwin Homebirth group
Contact: Justine Wickham 0438 888 755 dhbginfo@gmail.com
www.darwinhomebirthgroup.org.au

HoMEBirTH ACCESS SydnEy (inC)

1)  To create an awareness in the community of planned attended homebirth 

as an accessible and attainable alternative and to be actively involved in 

maintaining homebirth as a choice and improvement of conditions for 

homebirthers. in the interest of furthering the cause of homebirth, our 

public relations policy will be one of assertive, non-aggressive approach.

2)  To provide an information and referral service by way of newsletters, 

pamphlets, telephone contacts, a permanent mailbox, a reference library and 

regular public meetings.

3)  To provide support to HAS members by holding regular public meetings and 

maintaining and publicising a list of contact phone numbers and addresses.

4)  To represent HAS members on or to any regulatory or advisory body, local, 

State or federal, which is formulating policy or implementing decisions 

which affect homebirth.

5)  To work with other homebirth groups and other groups concerned with 

birthing to further the aims of HAS.

6)  To be involved in public gatherings that are relevant to and consistent with 

HAS’ aim regarding homebirth.

HAS poliCy STATEMEnT 

This policy statement was written because of the need to 
promote unity and understanding among our homebirth 
members and the  
wider community.

1)  Homebirth Access Sydney is an organization which was established in 1973 

to provide information and support to those interested in homebirth our 

members include parents, birth attendants, educators and midwives.

2)  HAS recognises that Australian families have the right to have their baby in 

any setting – be it their home, a clinic, a birth centre or a hospital.

3)  The members of HAS believe that home is a safe place to give birth and 

that there will always be an element of risk in birth whatever the choice of 

birth place.

4)  families who choose homebirth are taking a shared responsibility in the 

births of their babies. They are opting for a birth outside of an institution 

and its model of mass health care which is restrictive and frequently denies 

individuals requirements.

5)  The midwives who attend homebirths are specialists, educated to provide 

total care throughout pregnancy, labour and the post-natal period. They 

consult with other health practitioners when appropriate.

6)  Midwives are accountable to their clients and their peers (through quality 

assurance and standards review) as well as the dept. of Health, the nurses 

registration Board, the Australian College of Midwives and the various 

courts.

7)  With the widespread misconceptions about the safety of homebirth, a 

homebirth midwife’s professional status is in jeopardy whenever anything 

goes wrong. However skilled she may be, deregistration and loss of career is 

a constant insecurity in the face of social hostility to her chosen profession.

8)  Birth is an intense, emotional, life changing experience. in the event of 

conflict or unresolved issues, HAS encourages mediation and conciliation 

between all parties whatever the birth place and whoever the birth 

attendants.

MAgAZinE AdVErTiSing rATES

Single (1 issue) Annual (4 issues)

Service pages

doula listing n/a $25

Services listing n/a $35

Advertisements

Business Card display $20 $70

Quarter page display $30 $110

Half page display $40 $150

full page display $65 $250

YOU ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND

Homebirth Access Sydney (HAS) 
Committee Meetings

From 10.30am. Second Tuesday of every month

ARNCLiFFE COMMUNiTY CENTRE

35 FOREST RD ARNCLiFFE

Bring a plate or something to nibble.

Children welcome.

Please call to confirm  

Virginia Maddock 0415 683 074

NExT MEETiNgS:  

11th September, 9th October, 12th November, 

11th December 
for print and online advertising please email karen 
advertising@homebirthsydney.org.au

HAS ABn 75 947 458 113

HAS MiSSion STATEMEnT 
Homebirth Access Sydney is a viable and visible organisation  

working with integrity to support mothers and families’ rights  
to informed and empowered home birth. 
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‘Complementary Practices’
The topic for the next issue is:  

Birthings is your magazine. please contribute!  
Submissions are welcome on anything to do  

with ‘Complementary practices’.  
This could be any modality, therapy or practice  

used during the pregnancy, breastfeeding or  
early parenting journey.  

As always, we also welcome your  
birth announcements, birth stories, photos,  

letters, art and poetry.

Submissions are due November 1st 2012. 
Please check word count before sending and 

 don’t forget your bio for the contributor’s page!  
Email: editor@homebirthsydney.org.au

Reminder: Please ensure we have your current email address so you can receive your membership expiry reminder, as well as all the importants 
homebirth updates in our e-newsletter. And if you’ve recently moved,  send us your new address so you don’t miss out on the next issue of Birthings!        

Email: member@homebirthsydney.org.au


